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AN IMMEDIATE &
UNQUESTIONED
RESPONSE

2

Glorious sunshine ushered in
early morning in the Greater
Pittsburgh area. The weather
was so enticing that Bill Lambert
considered playing hooky in the
afternoon to squeeze in a lateseason round of golf.
Not long after he had settled at his desk, however, his
plans, and the world, changed.
A little after 8:45 a.m., Lisa Fedorchak, MSA’s manager
of international trade and regulatory compliance, burst
into his office. “You need to come into the conference
room,” she said. “The World Trade Center was hit by an
airplane — and Judy’s in the World Trade Center.” She
was referring to 50-year-old Judy Colfer, MSA’s acting
director of logistics, who was in New York City attending
a seminar in the North Tower.
As Lambert, Fedorchak, general counsel Doug
McClaine, director of marketing for the safety division
Ron Herring, and others hovered around a TV set in
the conference room, they hoped, as did so many
when the news was first reported, that a small plane
had accidentally clipped the building. When a second
jetliner screamed into the South Tower at 9:03, a sense
of confusion and dread filled the room. Soon after came
news that hijackers had crashed American Airlines flight
77 into the western side of the Pentagon, in Washington,
D.C. There was now no question about what was going
on: America was under attack.
Lambert was MSA’s vice president and general
manager of the safety products division at the time.
He was the only senior MSA executive present at MSA’s
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PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. Tom Jeramaz, MSA’s senior sales associate for New York, surveys the
aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center. THIS PAGE: 2. Morning
in Lower Manhattan prior to September 11, 2001.
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3. Judy Colfer, MSA’s acting director of logistics. 4. MSA donated face shields, breathing
apparatus, respirators and dust masks to aid rescue efforts at Ground Zero. 5. Northeast
regional sales manager Dave McArthur carrying an MSA “United We Stand” V-Gard helmet.
6. Inside the trailer MSA used for mask fitting and training at Ground Zero.
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headquarters, in the Regional Industrial Development
Corporation (RIDC) industrial park, about 15 miles
northeast of Pittsburgh, when the planes hit the
iconic buildings. Two others, Ben Demaria and George
Steggles, had yet to arrive at the office; six were away on
assignment.
MSA’s chairman and CEO, John Ryan III, was in
Arequipa, Peru, attending the Peruvian Mining Congress
to fulfill a longstanding promise to Ramiro Tejada, MSA’s
general manager, who was soon to retire.
Tom Hotopp, MSA’s president, and Joe Bigler, its
vice president of sales, were in Chicago with a crew
of about 45 to oversee the culmination of 15 years of
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persistent negotiations. MSA had convinced the Chicago
Fire Department to replace its outdated self-contained
breathing apparatus (SCBA) with new MSA equipment.
The MSA contingent was already in place throughout the
city to help with the massive one-day conversion.
At RIDC, Bill Lambert was worried sick about Judy
Colfer and went to his office to say a quick prayer for her
safety. He soon returned to the conference room, where
he had to compartmentalize his emotions and switch to
response mode. One question dominated his thoughts:
“How do we provide New York with whatever they need?”
That same concern was on the mind of Paul Uhler,
MSA’s director of operations, who was at the company’s

main manufacturing plant in Murrysville, some 15 miles
east of Pittsburgh. “We watched the events unfold on an
old TV that we found in the warehouse and hooked up
with a coat hanger,” he says. “As it dawned on us what
was happening, I think everyone had the same reaction:
What could we do to help?”
In New York, Tom Jeramaz, MSA’s senior sales
associate for the area, and Dave McArthur, the northeast
regional sales manager, were starting to compile lists of
material that MSA could provide. Within an hour of the
first attack, they had been in contact with the New York
City Fire Department to begin assessing its needs. As
soon as information came in to Jeramaz and McArthur, it
was relayed to the Pittsburgh area, launching a massive
support mission in Murrysville and other MSA locations
throughout the country.
As soon as he could, Bill Lambert connected with John
Ryan in Peru. “You guys do what you need to do,” Ryan
told him. “Keep track of what we’re sending out and don’t
worry about any invoices. We can work that out later.”
“We figured they’d need breathing apparatus, face
shields, respirators, dust masks, that kind of thing,” says
Lambert. “We went through a laundry list of things,
whatever we could pack up as quickly as possible and
get onto tractor trailers.” He also arranged to have state
police in Pennsylvania and New Jersey on standby to
accompany the trailers to Manhattan and Washington
and ensure they could get through to the crash sites.
Lambert then called his counterpart at Draeger
Safety Inc. in Pittsburgh, one of MSA’s main competitors.
“I told them what we were doing and said, ‘If you guys
want to get a tractor-trailer load yourself, this is where
and when we plan to meet state police. We can take you

right in with us.’” Draeger gratefully accepted the offer.
At the massive Murrysville plant, Rob Malley,
supervisor of SCBA on 9/11, was directing teams
of employees who worked relentlessly to load the
trailers. Customers had already been contacted to see if
shipments destined for them could be redirected to the
rescue operation. All immediately agreed. “Everyone at
the plant was helping out,” he says, “no matter what level
they were at, side by side. We worked round the clock,
seven days a week, so we could get stuff out. This went
on for weeks.”
Meanwhile, Jeramaz and McArthur were setting
up camp (including a makeshift respirator fit-testing
site) at Ground Zero. Early in the morning, Jeramaz had
contacted a local MSA distributor, the Olympic Glove
& Safety Company, to fill a truck with equipment. He
also arranged for a police escort to ensure it could get
through to the site.
Jeramaz and McArthur knew it was critical that
firemen and other responders get basic training on
the proper use of all the equipment as it arrived, so
they arranged for Vallen Occupational Health Services
(VOHS) to take charge of that service. “Firemen are
used to wearing self-contained breathing apparatus
and not much more,” he says. “So there was a heck of
a lot of on-the-fly instruction on how to properly wear
unfamiliar equipment such as half-mask respirators, and
to encourage them to do so, because they can be hot,
they can inhibit communication, and they can, over
time, become uncomfortable.” This was a particularly
important task as the air around Ground Zero was badly
contaminated with many known, but mostly unknown,
airborne toxins.

“I THINK
EVERYONE
HAD THE SAME
REACTION:
WHAT COULD
WE DO TO HELP?”
–Paul Uhler
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“EVERYONE
AT THE PLANT
WAS HELPING OUT,
NO MATTER WHAT
LEVEL THEY
WERE AT,
SIDE BY SIDE.”
–Rob Malley
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Jeramaz and McArthur spent most of their time in
an area set up by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA). Jeramaz worked 72 straight hours before
McArthur ordered him to check into a hotel for some
rest. “I was compelled to be there as much as I could
because I personally knew many, many people who were
lost in that pile,” says Jeramaz. He would soon return to
the site, where he sometimes camped out on a cot in an
outdoor basketball court FEMA had converted into a rest
area for rescue workers. In total, Jeramaz spent several
months at Ground Zero.

A Very Dangerous Place

12

As the tractor trailers were being readied in Murrysville,
Bill Lambert and other members of the MSA family were
frantically trying to get in touch with Judy Colfer, all
the while keeping John Ryan III informed of the latest
developments. Telephone communication into New York
was virtually impossible, and no one had heard from
Colfer. “I was so concerned that this was going to be a
tragic case of someone being in the wrong place at the
wrong time,” says Ryan.
Judy Colfer was indeed in a very dangerous place, but
it could have been much worse. Her seminar on Mexican
logistics, organized by the World Trade Institute, had,
fortunately, taken place on the 55th floor of the World
Trade Center’s North Tower, about 40 floors below the
section of the building that American Airlines Flight 11
slammed into.
If she had listened to her husband, Gene, however,
she could have been trapped above the impact point.
Colfer had visited New York before, but this was her
first time at the World Trade Center. During a telephone

conversation that morning, her husband had urged her
to go to the building’s observation deck to savor the
spectacular view of the city.
“I know you,” he said. “If you don’t go before the
meeting, you’ll never go.” She didn’t follow his advice,
but for too many agonizing hours that day, Gene Colfer
thought he had sent his wife to her death.
However, Colfer did come close to dying. When the
plane hit the North Tower, the impact threw her out of her
chair in the seminar room. An evacuation plan was quickly
formed, and everyone started descending a stairwell
so narrow it made a quick exit impossible. “People were
afraid, and you could see the confusion and fear on their
faces,” she says.
When she had inched her way down one floor, she
encountered a small group of firemen on their way up.
One in particular remains fixed in her mind. “He had these
piercing blue eyes, and I could see he was terrified. I
thought, we make stuff to protect firemen. And if you’re
scared, then I should be just … it unnerved me.”
The fireman, sensing her panic, reached out and
touched her arm. “You’ll be all right,” he said. “You’ll make
it out of here.” She is almost certain he did not.
The rest of the descent to the ground floor was
agonizingly slow, blocked by locked doors that
responders had to hack down. All the while, the
evacuees gaped in horror as rescuers brushed past them
with badly burned victims. At one point Colfer was
convinced she would not get out of the building alive.
Named after St. Jude, Patron Saint of Hopeless Causes,
she began to pray, unsure whether she would ever see
her husband and children again.
It seemed as if it took forever, but she eventually made
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7. Production at the Murrysville, PA, plant ramped up to meet the need in New York
City, showing “the stuff MSA is made of,” said John Ryan III. 8 & 9. Firefighters clean up
the wreckage at the World Trade Center, September 2001.
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I HEARD THIS ROARING
NOISE, LOOKED BACK AND
SAW THE BUILDING
BEGIN TO CRUMBLE LIKE
A SANDCASTLE.
–Judy Colfer
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10. The New York City Fire Department (FDNY) firefighters, wearing MSA Cairns
helmets, tirelessly worked with other teams on the rescue, recovery and cleanup.
11. More than a month after the terrorist attacks, FDNY continued to put out fires at
the site of the World Trade Center.

MSA
DELIVERED MORE
THAN $3 MILLION
WORTH OF
PRODUCTS TO
THE DISASTER
SITES.
12

16

12. A concerted effort by U.S. safety companies provided a range of safety equipment
to protect the responders’ safety and health. 13. Atop the rubble of the collapsed World
Trade Center, President George W. Bush rallies rescue workers with an impromptu
speech, September 14, 2001.

it down to the subway level underneath the tower. But this
was not the end of her ordeal. More terrifying moments
lay ahead.

A Long Trip Home
Later in the morning, as the emergency played out in
New York, the MSA team in Chicago reviewed its options.
The Chicago Fire Department was on alert (as was the
entire country), prepared to respond should the need
arise. Was it best to go ahead with the planned SCBA
conversion process or postpone it considering the
circumstances?
“We had been working for about four months with
the fire department on how they were going to replace
their existing breathing apparatus with the MSA one,” says
Joe Bigler. “That involved an enormous number of people
and fire engines. We had it timed down to the minute.
But once the first tower was hit, they were on call in case
Chicago was attacked. But their chief said, ‘No, we’re
going ahead. We can do this.’”
When the conversion was completed, Tom Hotopp,
Bigler and other members of the team desperately
needed to get back to Pittsburgh. All flights had been
grounded, so they arranged to use a car belonging to one
of the salespeople. The drive took about nine hours. The
next day they joined the command center Bill Lambert
had established at RIDC.
While the small Chicago crew made it home within
24 hours, John Ryan had no such option. All air travel
to the U.S. was prohibited, so he took a flight to Mexico
for his prearranged meetings at the MSA Mexico office.
When U.S. flights opened up, the airlines deprioritized
flights from Mexico to the U.S. and canceled all of them

for several days. Finally, Ryan looked at indirect flights that
resulted in an incredibly circuitous route home.
He was able to fly to Monterrey, Mexico, but how could
he get to the U.S. from there? None of the rental car
companies would rent a vehicle to the U.S. — or even
to Mexican border towns.
However, an in-law of an MSA Mexico manager kindly
drove him to and across the border at Laredo, Texas.
The next day, he boarded a Southwest Airlines flight to
Nashville. Several hours later, he transferred onto a flight
to Cleveland, and from there he rented a car and drove to
Pittsburgh. “It was a long, long trip,” he says, “but at least
I was home.” His journey from Mexico City to Pittsburgh
took two full days.
Meanwhile, Judy Colfer’s odyssey was shorter but far
more harrowing. When she had reached the subway floor
of the North Tower that Tuesday morning, she had found
it filled with ankle-deep water, with more gushing down
in sheets from the ceiling. It was pitch-dark. Slabs of
concrete littered the floor. A policeman guided everyone
to a door and instructed them to get out quickly once
it opened. Colfer was wearing three-inch heels, and
treading through the water was not easy. A fireman
guided the group through the darkness and up a ramp.
When they reached the top, “he looked hard at everyone
and said that when he opened the door we would be
in the shopping/lobby area,” says Colfer. “He said to start
running and not stop for any reason. We were to run for
our lives!”
The scene, she says, was like something out of Dante’s
Inferno, “a true vision of hell and chaos. The firemen kept
screaming at us to run and get out of the building.”
A few seconds later, she was out in the open and

A LET TER OF THANKS
About a year after 9/11, John L. Henshaw, assistant secretary of health for the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), expressed OSHA’s thanks
to MSA. He wrote, in part:

“With your help, OSHA distributed
over 130,600 respirators, collected
more than 6,500 personal,
area, and bulk samples, and
identified and corrected over
9,000 hazards at the site.
Your staff worked diligently to ensure that OSHA staff had
adequate respirators, gloves, hardhats, and reflective vests
(or other PPE) to distribute to the workers and uniformed
personnel at the World Trade Center.”
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MSA Responds

18
14. MSA respirators protected urban search-and-rescue team members in a toxic
environment. “What does MSA do in emergencies? We grab products that people need
and get them to the locations where people need them,” John Ryan III told one reporter.

knew why the rescuers were so frantic. “I heard this
roaring noise, looked back and saw the building begin
to crumble like a sandcastle,” she says. She kept running
as an enormous white cloud pursued her. “When it hit
me, the noise around me was completely wiped out. It
swallowed me. I couldn’t even see my hand in front of
me. I said to myself, ‘You’re dead. You didn’t escape.’”
In shock, unable to see and spooked by the sounds of
countless people screaming and crying, Colfer stumbled

along until a woman grabbed her hand and led her
away from the cloud of dust toward an approach ramp
for the Brooklyn Bridge. A taxi came by, and the driver
told them to get in. As they crossed the bridge, Colfer
made the driver stop and give a man a ride. The man’s
name was Mark Figueroa, and he insisted she come and
stay at his home, which he shared with his girlfriend.
At first reluctant, she changed her mind after speaking
on Figueroa’s cell phone to his mother, who said

As MSA rejoiced at the news about Colfer, employees
at various locations continued to focus their efforts on
manufacturing and shipping out equipment for the
responders: Murrysville, Pennsylvania, breathing apparatus
and hard hats; Evans City, Pennsylvania, and Jacksonville,
North Carolina, respirators; Cranberry, Pennsylvania, gasmonitoring instruments and thermal-imaging cameras;
Clifton, New Jersey, firefighters’ helmets; and Englewood,
Colorado, fall-protection equipment.
Within eight hours of the first plane’s impact, three
tractor trailers loaded with essential rescue equipment
had left Murrysville under police escort, headed for
New York City. Later that evening, two MSA employees
volunteered to drive a truck laden with fall-protection
and rescue gear from MSA’s plant near Denver, Colorado,
to New York, some 2,000 miles away. A few days later, a

fifth truck, carrying Cairns helmets and rescue helmets,
traveled overnight from Clifton, New Jersey, to the
Pentagon.
In total, MSA delivered more than $3 million worth of
products to the disaster sites in the immediate aftermath
of 9/11. It was truly a company-wide effort, involving the
tireless work of personnel at every level.

Wednesday, September 12
Tom Jeramaz and Dave McArthur arrived at the Figueroa
home in Brooklyn on Wednesday evening to pick up
Judy Colfer. They wanted to get her to New Jersey
via the Lincoln Tunnel, but when they arrived at the
entrance they found it barricaded. No cars were allowed
through. Jeramaz mentioned the names of several highranking officers he was working with, and after a phone
call confirmed his credentials, the police and National
Guard let them continue. They took Colfer to New Jersey
to join a group of MSA associates from the Pittsburgh
area who had been at an MSA office in New Jersey for a
training session. Unable to fly home to Pittsburgh, the
associates caravanned by car back to Pennsylvania the
next morning. Colfer arranged to go with them and was
reunited with her family the next day.
It was day two and MSA’s work was just beginning.
What had initially been perceived as a rescue mission
quickly evolved into a recovery operation. Tom Jeramaz
and others continued to work for months at Ground
Zero, where they had set up the MSA respirator fittesting site. “It became apparent that respiratory hazards
were the greatest threat to the workers,” says Jeramaz.
“You could quickly see there were people who weren’t
wearing respirators properly. So one of the first things

GIVING
MSA donated an extensive amount of
equipment and financial assistance
following the 9/11 attacks, including:

$300,000
worth of MSA Safety Works products
(goggles, dust masks and safety
glasses) through Home Depot to the
efforts at Ground Zero and the Pentagon

$65,000
to the Uniformed Firefighters
Association of FDNY

$35,000
to NYPD’s Patrolmen’s
Benevolent Association

10
Evolution 4000 Thermal Imaging Cameras
to FDNY (BAE Systems provided 10 camera
cores; MSA built the cameras)
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emphatically that “My son is a good boy.” When Colfer
arrived at his home, Figueroa’s girlfriend was waiting
at the door with clean clothes and towels. Fortuitously,
both wore the same size of clothing.
A little after noon, Colfer was finally able to get a
message to her husband, Gene, and later to MSA, that
she was safe. “They thought I had died,” she says.
Once Ryan, Lambert and the rest of the MSA family
knew Colfer had survived, the next step was to get her
home. But New York City had closed down all its tunnels,
and any kind of movement from one area to another
was difficult at best. There was no choice on Tuesday but
to leave her in the kind hands of Mark Figueroa and his
family. That evening, she and Mark’s family and friends
watched CNN and drank Jack Daniel’s.
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TIME ON OUR SIDE

express how proud I was of the MSA family that day and
in the months afterward as they generously did whatever
they could to help.”
In a speech some years later, when talking about
9/11, John Ryan III evoked the memory of his grandfather
John T. Ryan and of George H. Deike. MSA’s response in
2001, he noted, was in absolute keeping with the initial
mission that in 1914 had driven the two men to found
a company devoted to protecting miners from harm:
“That men and women may work in safety, and that they,
their families and their communities may live in health
throughout the world.”
One hundred years later, that mission is still at the
heart of MSA. Its history reflects its commitment to those
values, not just in words but, much more importantly, in
countless deeds over the years.

On October 8, 2001, an Advantage 1000 Riot Control Gas
Mask, with the MSA logo clearly apparent, was the sole
image on the magazine’s cover. The shoot was coordinated by Mark Deasy, who worked in the Pittsburgh
office of Ketchum Public Relations, the large PR firm
that handled MSA’s external communications at the
time (Deasy eventually joined MSA, where he is director
of global public relations and strategic communications). Deasy contacted Steve Grasha, manager of MSA’s
Creativity Center, and after some back and forth, they
agreed on what image to use. Grasha then worked with
Time’s photo editor to manage the logistics of getting the
image to them in time for their deadline.

15. MSA trained hundreds of emergency responders on how to properly fit their
respirators so their health and safety would be protected on the frontlines. 16. Sales
associate Tom Jeramaz spent several months at the disaster site. He sometimes slept
in an outdoor basketball court the Federal Emergency Management Agency had
converted into a rest area for rescue workers.
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we worked on with the New York Department of Health
was to set up a free fit-testing site so that the respirators
were appropriately sized for each person and everyone
knew how to use them.”
Ron Herring arrived on the scene from Pittsburgh with
a rented double-wide trailer for VOHS to use for the fitting
and training. “I forget what the final number was, but we
literally trained hundreds of people who were working
at Ground Zero,” he says. When MSA finally packed up
some months later, Herring discovered the trailer had
gone missing. Someone had likely filched it. “We ended
up paying some $30,000 for it,” he says. “I’m guessing
someone somewhere got a nice new hunting cabin.”
MSA didn’t hesitate in paying for the trailer, just as it
never had a moment’s doubt about what it had to do on
September 11, 2001. “Our company has always had, at its
core, a set of values that places the protection of workers
and their families above all else,” says Bill Lambert. “I can’t

MSA made the cover of Time magazine on September
24, 2001. The image shows a defiant President Bush at
Ground Zero. On his left stands Bob Beckwith, a retired
firefighter, wearing a Cairns helmet and an Advantage
200 LS respirator around his neck. Many in the audience
were wearing MSA V-Gard helmets. Shortly after the
photo was taken, President Bush spoke his now famous
words in response to yells of “We can’t hear you!” from
the audience: “I hear you, the rest of the world hears you
and the people who knocked these buildings down will
hear all of us soon.”
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THUNDER
IN THE
MOUNTAINS

2

scene around the rickety tipple of the
Jed Coal and Coke Mine in West Virginia
on a chilly March 26, 1912. Knots of
worried loved ones, mostly women with
children in tow, waited in scant hope
that the thunder deep underground that
morning had not taken the lives of the
men who toiled in the dark corridors below. Soon they
were greeted with the heartbreaking sight of a young
rescue engineer emerging from the mine cradling the
body of a 12-year-old “trapper boy.” Like many other
young lads, the boy earned pennies a day to help
his family survive by assisting with mine ventilation,
manually opening and closing underground doors as
wagons laden with coal clanked through.
The man carrying the boy was 28-year-old John
Thomas Ryan, who worked as a rescue engineer for
the U.S. Bureau of Mines. The bureau had been formed
some two years earlier in response to the sickening
death toll in the U.S. mining industry. Ryan, who had
been a trapper boy himself, at age 12, in Dudley,
Pennsylvania, had just arrived from Pittsburgh, eight
hours by train, to the remote mine in the southern
part of the state. He immediately plunged into the
dangerous task of searching for trapped miners. What
he discovered inside was a gruesome scene of dead
bodies, and one boy barely alive.
The soot-covered youngster was still breathing
when Ryan surfaced. He died moments later, still
nestled in Ryan’s arms, one of 80 victims that day.
Ryan was almost certain the underground blast
had not killed the workers. Rather, he was sure they

25
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T WAS AN ALL-TOO-FAMILIAR

PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. A U.S. Bureau of Mines rescue crew leaves a mine. The rescue engineer in front carries an electric safety lamp and a canary cage. THIS PAGE: 2. A worried
and grieving community gathers outside a mine disaster scene, c. 1910.
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end that my life had been well spent.”
Many people make such resolutions in the face of a
disaster. Most never follow through. John T. Ryan would
become one of the exceptions.

A Deadly Apparatus

26

Just over a year later, a catastrophic explosion at a mine
in Western Pennsylvania would have a profound impact
on another Bureau of Mines engineer. On April 23, 1913,
George Herman Deike and three other bureau engineers
navigated a crudely made wooden wagon over some 20
miles of rough dirt roads from Pittsburgh to Cherry Valley.
Their destination was the Cincinnati Mine, owned and
operated by the Pittsburgh and Eastern Coal Company.
Around noon that day, a miner had inadvertently
caused a clay vein to start leaking methane gas into the
mine. Unaware of what he had done, he went to lunch
and, upon his return, his open-flame light ignited the
escaped gas, which had built up considerably during his
absence. The ensuing explosion fed on stirred-up coal dust

3. John Ryan Sr. spent several months in Alaska investigating a seam of smokeless
coal, purportedly 100 feet thick. 4. John Ryan in Alaska, c. 1913. 5. A group of rescuers
await orders at the entrance of the Starkville Mine in southern Colorado, October 1910.
6. On March 26, 1912, an explosion at the Jed Coal and Coke Company mine in Havaco,
WV, killed 80 miners.
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had died from inhaling a deadly, toxic mixture of gases —
especially carbon monoxide, known as afterdamp — that
poisoned the air in a mine in the wake of an explosion.
He also knew the cause of the explosion was almost
certainly the open-flame lamps miners wore on their hats.
Many used lights containing tallow candles, which offered
a feeble amount of illumination. Some had graduated to
lard oil, a slight improvement on the faint light of the tallow.
Methane gas can seep from a mine’s seams and is
highly flammable. The ensuing fire can ignite the coal
dust that accumulates underground. There was little
doubt in Ryan’s mind that such a sequence of events
had caused the inferno he had just witnessed. In that
moment, he was devastated, but also inspired.
“As I stood there amidst the destruction, I could hear
the screaming of the children and see the desolation
of the wives and mothers,” he wrote years later. “The
thought came to me — if I could spend my whole
life doing what I can to lessen the likelihood of the
occurrence of such terrible disasters, I shall feel in the

THE
UNDERGROUND
BLAST HAD NOT
KILLED THE
WORKERS. RATHER,
THEY DIED FROM
INHALING A
DEADLY, TOXIC
MIXTURE OF
GASES.

7

IF I COULD SPEND MY WHOLE LIFE
DOING WHAT I CAN TO LESSEN THE
LIKELIHOOD OF THE OCCURRENCE
OF SUCH TERRIBLE DISASTERS,
I SHALL FEEL IN THE END THAT
MY LIFE HAD BEEN WELL SPENT.
–John T. Ryan Sr.

9
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and, within moments, a deadly fire snaked through a 3,000foot section of the mine. Almost 100 workers perished.
Deike and his colleagues needed to enter the affected
part of the mine to take air samples and assess the state
of the fire, which was still raging when they arrived. They
had recently been experimenting with a crude breathing
apparatus made in Germany (no such product was
manufactured in the U.S. at that time) and brought the
devices with them. When they were ready to enter the
affected area, however, Deike’s apparatus did not function
properly. The 36-year-old stayed at a fresh-air base inside the
mine while the other three entered the sealed-off fire area.
The engineers first had to cut a hole in the 12-inch
concrete stopping that blocked the fire from the rest of
the mine. It was an exhausting process of drilling and
hammering and took several hours. Once they had carved
a space large enough for a man wearing a breathing
apparatus to squeeze through, the three men, one at a
time, entered the still-burning fire area, which was clogged
with dense, poisonous smoke.
Some five minutes later, one of the engineers
returned to where Deike was waiting. His breathing
apparatus was not working properly either. After a few
more minutes, a second member of the team barely
crawled back out the hole before passing out. That left
one man inside the fire area.
Deike felt certain his colleague’s life was in danger. He
grabbed the first engineer’s malfunctioning breathing
apparatus, knowing it was likely of little or no use, and went
in to look for the man. He determined the apparatus would
allow him to remain inside the choking air for a maximum of
eight minutes, as the first engineer had survived five minutes
wearing the apparatus. Deike figured he could push that

limit by at least three minutes more. If he failed to find his
colleague in that time, he would come back out, gulp some
fresh air and then return for up to another eight minutes.
On his fourth try, Deike found his coworker. He was
lying dead beside a mining car, the malfunctioning
breathing apparatus on the ground beside him. By the time
Deike somehow groped his way back to the fresh-air area,
he was barely conscious.
That evening, John Ryan arrived from Pittsburgh
to help ventilate the sealed area and recover their
colleague’s body. Ryan and Deike had always been
friendly, but their bond was strengthened at the
Cincinnati Mine when they found they shared a similar
compulsion to improve the safety of miners.
The following day, tests conducted at the Bureau of
Mines revealed all four breathing apparatus had flaws that
rendered them dangerous. The dead man’s apparatus had
an opening at a seam that ensured his death in some 10
minutes. The apparatus Deike used had ill-threaded screws,
which should have given him a maximum of 27 minutes
before he succumbed to the toxic air. He had inhaled
smoke and gases for at least 30 minutes. “You should be
dead,” he was told.
George Deike came away from his near-death ordeal
convinced that safety lamps had to replace the open-flame
models ubiquitous in U.S. mines. He also knew a reliable
breathing apparatus had to be developed domestically,
and he resolved to start working on such a product.

The Coincidence of the Lists
Deike was doing just that in his office at the bureau, a
few days before Christmas, 1913, when John Ryan paid
him a visit around 5:00 p.m. Ryan had just returned from
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several months in Alaska, where the bureau had sent
him with a team to investigate a seam of smokeless coal,
purportedly 100 feet thick, on behalf of the U.S. Navy. The
navy needed to assess the ability of those coal deposits
to supply the Pacific fleet.
The two men started talking about the issue that
had dominated their thoughts since each had joined
the bureau in 1910: how to improve safety in America’s
mines. They felt like missionaries, they agreed, preaching
a message most people — including some miners —
didn’t want to receive.
Mining in the early 20th century was defined by an
almost romantic lore of danger. Miners took pride in their

willingness to work in life-or-death situations, explode
dynamite deep within the gaseous earth and illuminate
the potentially combustible air with their open-flame
lights. They boasted of eating fire and breathing gas. Daily,
they challenged death and covered their fears with a
nonchalant pride. The grime of coal dust that creased into
their faces at the end of a shift was a trophy of heroism.
And, like heroes, they sensed their fate and embraced it.
As the demand for coal grew at the start of the
20th century, the injuries and deaths from unsafe mine
conditions skyrocketed among the more than 1 million
miners in the U.S. An average of 1,000 miners had been
killed on the job each year since 1880, with 1907 claiming

PREVIOUS PAGE: 7. Photo by Lewis Hine, an investigative photographer for the National
Child Labor Committee, who documented unsafe working conditions in the early 20th
century. The trapper boys of America’s mines were among those most at risk. THIS
PAGE: 8. George Deike tests a Dräger breathing apparatus. 9. Community members
and workers gather around the victims of a mine accident in Oakman, Walker County,
AL, c. 1930. 10. An emergency hospital in a Keystone View Company anthracite coal
mine, Meadville, PA, between 1900 and 1920.
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DEIKE ALSO
KNEW A RELIABLE
BREATHING
APPARATUS HAD
TO BE DEVELOPED.
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11. Safety in coal mines emerged as a priority in the early 20th century, prompting a
demand for appropriate equipment, between 1908 and 1919.
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12. MSA’s first storefront in Pittsburgh, PA, showcasing some of the company’s most
popular early products. 13. Ryan’s and Deike’s strikingly similar notes on a 1912 mine
explosion in West Virginia that killed eight men.

the record at more than 3,200, of which 1,000 occurred
within a 100-mile radius of Pittsburgh. Nearly 100,000
miners were injured annually.
For three years, Ryan and Deike had immersed
themselves in the hellfires of one mining disaster after
another. They had saved some lives. They had taught
miners how to save lives. But they hadn’t prevented any
explosions.
They knew the bureau couldn’t get involved in selling
equipment or developing safety equipment to be sold
by a manufacturer. Its power was limited to testing and
approving equipment designed by private companies.
Unless equipment for detecting hazards, preventing
explosions and rescuing men could be installed in every
mine in the country, the regulations and efforts of the
bureau would not lessen the appalling death toll.
The death and injury statistics had caused insurance
rates for mines and miners to soar. If safety equipment
needed a selling point, they knew it would be the bottom
line that would sway mine owners. Unless the mines
became safer, the insurance rates would continue rising.
The bureau was emptying at the end of the day when
the two men found a chance to sit down and catch up.
“I’ve been giving a good deal of thought to an idea we
discussed before you went to Alaska,” Deike said.
“So have I,” Ryan replied.
“I’m fed up with standing still,” Deike said. “Nothing is
going to change unless someone takes drastic action.”
Deike reached into his desk drawer and brought out a
list of equipment he had prepared and handed it to Ryan.
“Those are the essentials,” he said.
Ryan read the list of safety products Deike had
assessed as being required to protect miners. He smiled

wryly and then produced a list from his coat pocket.
“I wrote this when I was in Alaska,” Ryan said.
Amazingly, the two men had worked out the same list of
needs, 5,000 miles apart, with no knowledge of what the
other was doing. Ryan’s was identical to Deike’s except for
two minor items. The realization that their visions were so
closely shared electrified them.
They hewed out a rough plan to form a partnership
to manufacture safety equipment for the mining industry.
Their company’s ultimate purpose, they agreed, was to
save human lives. They would work out the business
details later; for now, it was a moment to celebrate. A new
enterprise had just been born.

Opening Shop in the Shadow of War
About six months later, on June 14, 1914, a small sign
reading “Mine Safety Appliances Company” was painted
above the first-floor doorway of 541 Fourth Avenue
in downtown Pittsburgh. The new company added
a motto, “Safety, Efficiency, Service,” written around
the circumference of a trademarked logo, which was
composed of a green cross within a circle.
Mine Safety Appliances was modest in size and
appearance, especially in a city that boasted such
industrial behemoths as Carnegie, Frick, Mellon, Pitcairn
and Westinghouse. It occupied a total of 800 square
feet, which was made up of a ground-floor office and a
basement storeroom.
The partners funded their new enterprise with
their life savings, augmented by a small bank loan. The
banker wanted to know which man would serve as
president. That question led, they later said, to the only
disagreement of their long business relationship.
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Each man pointed to the other. The matter was resolved
when they decided the title would go to the elder of the
two. George Deike, six years Ryan’s senior, became the
first president of MSA.
The partners’ only employee was a stenographer.
They purchased office furniture from secondhand stores,
spending $284 on a double desk, a four-drawer filing
cabinet, a table and two chairs.
A safety display soon appeared in the MSA front
window, offering the public a view of things to come: a
first-aid stretcher that fit in a canister, several flame safety
lamps, rolls of bandages, a first-aid packet, a resuscitation
device, a breathing apparatus and safety signs.
Their business plan was to attend first-aid and
rescue-training sites held by the Bureau of Mines, mostly
in remote locations, and to try to sell their products at
the conclusion of the training. They did the same at mine
explosions and fires. At first they had little to sell but the
idea itself. There was endless, grinding work to locate
manufacturers and arrange interviews. They traveled
great distances to make their pitch and generate sales.
When an order came through, it was usually for existing
European equipment.
One domestic product that showed promise was
a first-aid kit the miners could carry with them. Mines
tended to keep a supply of bandages in a location
near the entrance. Ryan and Deike approached
manufacturers with their idea of providing miners with
a portable first-aid kit they could take with them into
the depths. The partners tried to boost sales by sharing
stories of trapped miners who had bled to death for lack
of a bandage.
The manufacturers remained skeptical. They argued

that the market was not substantial enough.
Undaunted, Ryan and Deike began making the kits
themselves. Their first “factory” was set up in the kitchen
of a friend’s small apartment.
The friend’s wife packaged the bandages, cotton
balls and antiseptic solution while tending to her ninemonth-old baby.
Dubbed “MSA Ever Ready First Aid Packets,” the
kits were collected from the “factory” at the end of the
workday by Ryan or Deike. Five thousand kits were
assembled in this makeshift fashion until the partners
rented a building and hired several workers to turn
out larger numbers of their product, which included a
rudimentary version of an adhesive bandage.
Modest sales resulted, but the partners were
starting to worry. Their company was barely surviving.
Starting a new enterprise is always a gamble. But
Ryan and Deike had launched their venture at a time
when unforeseen world events were battering the U.S.
economy.
On June 28, 1914, Archduke Franz Ferdinand of
Austria-Hungary was assassinated, triggering the start of
World War I. Although the U.S. didn’t enter the conflict
until 1917, the carnage in Europe panicked European
stock exchanges, a reaction soon felt in the U.S.
By July 31, the London Stock Exchange had
suspended trading until further notice, following the lead
of exchanges in Vienna, Rome and Berlin. That left the
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) as the only major stock
exchange still operating. Traders immediately flooded
the exchange with wired orders to sell at any price.
The ensuing chaos threatened the U.S. with a financial
meltdown. Acting quickly, Treasury Secretary William

CANARIES, MICE AND RATS
For more than a century, miners relied on
canaries, mice and rats to alert them to the
underground buildup of undetectable gases
such as methane and carbon dioxide.
Canaries in cages were favored because their
high metabolism made them more susceptible
to noxious fumes than humans. If the canaries
stopped chirping and began swaying on their
perch, it was time to get out of the mine.
Mice were also used to this effect, but they
were considered less reliable indicators
than the small birds. Rats are traditionally
considered repulsive in the workplace, but not
in these mines, where the workers happily fed
them. The reason: rats sensed danger sooner
than humans. If the rats started scurrying out
of the tunnels, it was a signal to leave.
While canaries were the preferred early
warning system in mines, they were not 100
percent reliable. John T. Ryan Sr. once noted
that the last thing he heard before passing out
during a rescue mission was
“that damn canary chirping away.”
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RYAN AND DEIKE
APPROACHED
MANUFACTURERS
WITH THEIR IDEA
OF PROVIDING
MINERS WITH
A PORTABLE
FIRST-AID KIT.

14. The MSA Miners First Aid Kit was a tough sell at the start. 15. Mine Rescue Corps,
entering a steel gallery at an arsenal testing station, carry a canary for gas detection,
Pittsburgh, PA, c. 1910.
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THERE WAS ONE
PRODUCT THE
ENTIRE MINING
INDUSTRY WOULD
BE EAGER TO
PURCHASE,
NO MATTER
THE STATE OF
THE ECONOMY.

WATCH OUT FOR DYNAMITE, BOOZE AND OTHER PERILS

When MSA opened in 1914, it placed a series of multicolored signs, some printed in five languages, in its front
window. The signs were to be used in mines and other workplaces, which traditionally had few posted warnings:

> Do Not Touch Electrical Wires
> Look Out for Chute
> Look Out for Drag Saw
> Look Out for Crane
> Look Out for Cars
> Look Out for Trucks
> Danger: Dynamite
> Blasting: Keep Away
> Don’t Go under Tipple
> Drive Slow: School Near
> Men Working Above
> Booze: Did It Ever Help You Get a Better Job?
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Gibbs McAdoo closed the NYSE that day and didn’t allow
it to fully reopen until the middle of April 1915.
In the face of the crisis, American industries became
cautious and refused to consider new products. This
situation continued for at least a year until businesses
started to see how substantial the demand for products
would be from the Allied and U.S. Armed Forces dealing
with the conflict.

It was in that ill-fated climate that the two engineers
chose to launch MSA. They knew they needed more
than first-aid kits to survive. There was one product, they
believed, that the entire mining industry would be eager
to purchase, no matter the state of the economy. All they
needed to do was convince the most famous inventor in
the world, Thomas Alva Edison, to make it.

16 & 17. Safety signs featured in MSA’s 1940 catalog. Signs reminded readers, “It is
always open season in the hunt for hazards.” 18. As the number of preventable accidents continued to rise in the early part of the 20th century, the National Safety Council
encouraged miners to read safety signs and precautions.
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EDISON
SEES THE
LIGHT
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Ryan and George Deike shook hands
to form the Mine Safety Appliances
Company, they had one overriding
objective: to replace the openflame miner’s lamp with a batterypowered one.
They knew an electric hand lamp
had been patented in England in 1884, and that the first
American patent for an electric hand lamp was filed in
late 1889. Several mining companies introduced hand
lamps just after the turn of the century, including the
Philadelphia & Reading Coal Company, but they never
caught on because they restricted the miners’ ability to
work with both hands.
It is likely Ryan and Deike were also aware that, in
1912, Thomas Edison had been experimenting with the
development of an electric cap lamp for miners, which
he referred to as a lantern. Edison had seen newspaper
reports of mine explosions throughout the first decade of
the 20th century and realized, like the MSA founders, that
the open-flame lamp had to be made redundant. But his
attention shifted to other matters, and he put aside his
work on the lamp.
Sometime in 1914, soon after they launched MSA,
the two entrepreneurs traveled to Menlo Park in West
Orange, New Jersey, where Edison (dubbed in the
press as the Wizard of Menlo Park) had his factories and
laboratories. The eventual holder of 1,093 patents (he is
referred to as the fourth-most prolific inventor in history),
Edison’s catalog included the incandescent lightbulb, the
phonograph, the kinetoscope (a small box for viewing
moving films) and improvements on the original designs

for the telephone, telegraph and stock ticker.
Ryan and Deike’s plan was to persuade the great
man to finish his work on the cap lamp, a product they
believed would help them, in one stroke, achieve both
their altruistic and financial goals.
The potential to manufacture a lightweight cap lamp
had been greatly advanced by Edison’s invention, some
years earlier, of the nickel-iron alkaline battery. It was
considerably lighter than its predecessor, the lead-acid
battery, and had a longer life.
Edison had worked on the battery for nine years,
searching for a perfect chemical combination that would
generate electricity.
At the end of this period, an associate famously
remarked, “You have conducted 45,000 experiments,
Mr. Edison, you have spent millions of dollars, and you
haven’t developed anything. Aren’t you discouraged?”
Not at all, the inventor replied. “I have found 45,000
ways the job can’t be done!” It was an apt remark by
the man who claimed “Genius is 1 percent inspiration
and 99 percent perspiration.” Edison did 5,000 more
experiments before hitting upon the perfect chemical
coupling: a positive element of nickel hydrate and a
negative element of iron oxide. He had his battery.
In true Edison fashion, after declaring the invention
ready in 1903, he spent another seven years refining
some initial flaws.

Won’t Take No for an Answer
Edison was 67, very wealthy and one of the most famous
men in the world when he met with Ryan and Deike.
They knew he was not only a humanitarian but also a
shrewd businessman who liked to make money. On

PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. Thomas Edison examines one of his miner safety lamps, 1923.
Edison once wrote, “This new lamp should add much to the safety and efficiency of our
mine workers on whom so much depends.”THIS PAGE: 2. Playing with fire — a miner
inspects a detonator by the light of an open-flame lamp.
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ROM THE MOMENT JOHN
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RYAN AND DEIKE’S
PLAN WAS TO
PERSUADE EDISON
TO FINISH HIS
WORK ON THE CAP
LAMP, A PRODUCT
THEY BELIEVED
WOULD HELP THEM
ACHIEVE BOTH
THEIR ALTRUISTIC
AND FINANCIAL
GOALS.

3. Thomas Edison (center) walking in the yard of his Menlo Park, NJ, lab, 1914. 4. A
cutaway view of the Edison storage battery, which Edison developed with the intent of
using it in electric cars. It was the most successful product of his later life.

THE ENTIRE
MINING INDUSTRY–
METAL AS WELL
AS COAL – WAS
TOTALLY
DEPENDENT
ON LIGHT.
5
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5. Thomas Edison, 1916. At the time Edison was known as the Wizard of Menlo Park
and “the greatest inventor who ever lived.” The U.S. government even called upon
Edison to use his innovative genius to invent defensive devices for World War I.

the train to Menlo Park they decided to appeal to his
public-spiritedness, not his pocketbook. And they would
emphasize the former as well. There would be no need
to mention how much profit could come MSA’s way if
he would develop, and they could sell, a viable electric
miner’s lamp.
During the meeting the two men told horror stories
of mine explosions and the injuries and fatalities they
had witnessed. They informed Edison that almost six
mine workers were being killed for every million tons of
coal extracted from the earth.
The entire mining industry — metal as well as
coal — was totally dependent on light. Edison’s large
eyebrows furrowed when they told him many miners still
worked by the feeble illumination of a tallow candle or
lard-oil lamp. While the new carbide lamp was replacing
the older versions, it was still a dangerous, open light.
The Edison electric lamp, they argued passionately, could
not only illuminate the life of man, it could also save it.
Edison’s interest was obvious. “But the real problem,”
he said, “is a proper source of power.”
That was the reason for their visit, they said. Edison
had already invented the power source — his nickeliron alkaline battery. It was ideal for a miner’s electric
safety cap lamp. Would he and his associates devote
themselves to the development of this lamp, which
could not only eliminate the hazard of open lights, but
also triple, perhaps quadruple, illumination at the mining
face and thus increase production?
“Why are you so concerned with increasing
production?” he asked.
They responded that unless the mine owners saw
a financial benefit, it was unlikely they’d buy the lamps.

Appealing to the humanitarianism of many owners and
managers would be fruitless. Deike and Ryan had to
convince the mining people in a twofold way: it would
prevent destruction of life and of parts of their mines and
it would increase their productivity and profits because
the electric lamp gave five times more light than
carbide lamps.
Edison remained skeptical through much of the
meeting, but whatever reasons he put forward for not
working on the lamp, the partners countered with sound
arguments in favor of the project. “Both men were very
impressive,” John Ryan III says. “George Deike was a solid,
stabilizing influence. Of the two, my grandfather was the
more outgoing, the more dynamic. And he did not like to
take no for an answer.”
Edison threw out one last argument. What about the
size of the market? If he were able to do what they asked,
could he make money? Absolutely, they assured him. If
the Bureau of Mines approved the lamp, MSA could sell
countless units.
“I have no evidence of this, but knowing my
grandfather’s personality, I think at some point Edison
realized that to do the lamp was the only way he was
going to get these two guys out of his office … and to
mitigate the haunting images in his mind of the stories
they had told him,” says Ryan III.
Thomas Alva Edison capitulated and agreed to give
it a try. “I will be quite satisfied,” he said, “if in the end we
can pay our bills and the project would break even.” On
October 16, 1914, he applied to the United States Patent
Office for a patent for “an electric safety lantern.” It was
granted on May 21, 1918.

1915

EDISON ELECTRIC
MINER’S CAP LAMP

After some 50,000 experiments, renowned inventor
Thomas Edison and MSA delivered an electric cap lamp for
miners that put an end to the devastating explosions and
tremendous loss of life caused by open-flame lamps. An
innovative lease-to-own incentive translated into orders,
and mine fatalities plummeted by more than 75 percent.

6

IN 1915, THE BUREAU OF MINES
APPROVED THE ELECTRIC MINE LAMP
FOR USE THROUGHOUT THE U.S.
THE PRIMARY DISTRIBUTOR WAS
MINE SAFETY APPLIANCES, WHICH
CALLED IT THE EDISON ELECTRIC
SAFETY CAP LAMP.

Beyond Expectations
In early 1915, George Deike began working his way
home by train from the Panama-Pacific Exhibition in San
Francisco, stopping at mines along the way to generate
interest in the new lamp, despite having neither samples
nor a price guide.
Meanwhile, John Ryan had stationed himself in New
Jersey where he urged Edison’s people to complete
production of the lamp. At the same time, he was
lobbying the Bureau of Mines to approve its use and
putting into place the distribution agreement with the
Edison Company.
Deike had reached Welch, in the southern tip of
West Virginia, on February 6 when he received news
that a mine disaster had struck in Carlisle, about 125
miles to the northeast. The Bureau of Mines asked

him to meet their train at a remote junction and then
go on to the mine, where 22 workers had lost their
lives. When Deike arrived, he was handed a telegraph
from Ryan announcing that he had achieved all their
objectives. Most importantly, they now had a product
to sell.
Deike arranged to have samples of the lamps sent
to him. When the lamps arrived, they so impressed
representatives from the bureau that they immediately
ordered the mine to switch entirely to the new product.
It was MSA’s first big order: 500 lamps.
In 1915, the Bureau of Mines approved the electric
mine lamp for use throughout the U.S. Although
Edison sold some of the lamps through his own sales
companies, the primary distributor was Mine Safety
Appliances, which called it, among various names, the
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6. A U.S. Bureau of Mines rescue truck at the Panama-Pacific Exposition in San Francisco, 1915. 7. John Ryan (far right) and George Deike (second from right) traveled
extensively to prove their safety concept.
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THE KEYSTONE CAPS
The idea of renting the lamps on a monthly basis
dawned on MSA during a protracted negotiation with
the Keystone Coal and Coke Company at Greensburg,
Pennsylvania, in 1915. Although he liked the product,
Harry F. Bovard, Keystone’s general superintendent,
insisted his company couldn’t buy anything at the
time. That’s when Ryan and Deike came up with the
idea of monthly rental fees. Bovard agreed to the dollarper-month arrangement.

The strategy worked perfectly. The lamp soon
became an incredible success. Several years later, an MSA
catalog trumpeted, under the heading “A Striking Edison
Fact,” that “More than 75,000 Edison Mine Lamps were
put into general service during the years 1915-1916. The
Edison Lamp has proven itself the standard electric lamp
for mine use.”
In the decades following, the open-flame lamp was
gradually phased out in most of North America’s mines.
Within 25 years of the first sale, death by explosion in
coal mines had been reduced by 75 percent.
Years later, Thomas Edison remarked that of all his
work, the Edison Electric Safety Cap Lamp was his most
humanitarian achievement, and the most difficult. It had
taken 50,000 experiments conducted over many years
of hard endeavor. He might also have mentioned how
much profit it brought him: sales of the electric lamp
accounted for 20 percent of the total dollar value of
Edison’s battery division.

Since the initial order, a new version of the lamp had
doubled the candlepower, and Keystone had installed
5,000 on a 60-month rental basis. But Bovard was
interested in those first 200 lamps, which had been
charged every night and discharged every day for
10 years.
They were still in excellent condition. “How much do
you want for those lamps?” Bovard asked.
How about a thousand dollars, MSA said. After
finalizing the sale, Ryan and Deike looked back to that
first negotiation and let out a collective sigh. Had the
Edison lamp been any less dependable, the cost of
servicing and replacing the defectives ones would have
crushed the Mine Safety Appliances Company in its
infancy.

8. A group of miners leave the check cabin after receiving electric cap lamps and self
rescuers, 1927. 9. Miners returned electric cap lamps to the lamp room counter at
Pickands, Mather and Company’s Sunday Lake Mine, Wakefield, MI, 1945. 10. The
Edison Electric Safety Cap Lamp and Battery.
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Edison Electric Safety Cap Lamp in its sales catalogs.
Once production went into full swing at the Edison
Storage Battery plant in New Jersey, MSA was already
the single largest distributor of the lamp and started
expanding to markets throughout the U.S., and into
Canada and Mexico.
As the business started to develop, the partners
encountered both enthusiasm for the new product
and resistance. Many mine operators endorsed the
new product, but claimed they lacked the budget
to buy any. Ryan and Deike came up with a creative
incentive to win over reluctant prospects: they
increased production of the lamp, without orders
to fill, and offered to rent each new product to
customers for one dollar a month. To sweeten the deal,
MSA would furnish the storage racks and charging
equipment and would service the lamps to keep them
in top operating condition. All the customer had to
supply was a lamp hose, a lamp tender and the power
for charging the batteries.

Ten years later, Keystone had become one of the largest
mine operations in Western Pennsylvania. Bovard
contacted MSA to discuss the original rental lease, which
he had just stumbled across. It was written in longhand,
was dated 1915 and stipulated 200 lamps a month.
Keystone had been renting those lamps for 10 years.

1

A BREATH
OF LIFE

2

to evolve from a fledgling business to
a solid, growing enterprise. The Edison
Electric Safety Cap Lamp was the primary
reason, but fortuitous timing also played
a significant role.
The second decade of the 20th
century saw the introduction of workers’
compensation laws on a state-by-state basis. New
York, in 1910, was the first to legislate some degree of
protection. Many states followed suit, with Pennsylvania
enacting legislation in 1915. The new laws became
a strong financial incentive for mining companies to
reduce workplace injuries.
A sure sign of the changing attitude toward mine
safety arrived in the mail at MSA’s office on New Year’s
Eve 1915. It was an order from the St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain and Pacific Company for 1,000 cap lamps.
About a year earlier, George Deike had convinced the
company to take 12 lamps on a trial basis. Now he was
reading an order that was double MSA’s largest sale.
It was particularly encouraging that the windfall was
unsolicited, unlike most orders, which had required
dogged salesmanship.
The letter informed MSA that further orders were
to follow for the company’s other mines. Before long,
unsolicited orders from numerous mining companies
came flooding in. Ryan and Deike had originally
estimated it would take five years to make the company
profitable. It seemed the future had arrived.
As MSA grew, it needed additional facilities and
personnel. Ryan and Deike rented storerooms on Liberty
Avenue for receiving and shipping the Edison lamps and

PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. The MSA Gibbs apparatus in use at an experimental mine, 1918.
THIS PAGE: 2. Meticulous balance sheets, such as this one from 1915, marked steady
growth in the number of customers as Ryan and Deike took their product and message
of safety around the country.
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T DIDN’T TAKE LONG FOR MSA
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3. “Protexwel” eye protectors (safety goggles) and protective cases were among
some of the company’s expanding line of products in the 1919 catalog. 4. Keystone
Coke and Coal Company’s rescue crew fought mine fires with MSA gear. The company
recommended two crews of five men each for effective mine rescue.

for assembling the first-aid kits. They first hired a research
chemist and, subsequently, several engineers whose
main job was to provide maintenance and repair services
for the new lamps.
It quickly became apparent that MSA’s team of
engineers in Pittsburgh couldn’t efficiently address
the needs of customers who were scattered across
the country, often in remote places. Offices were soon
opened in locations such as Denver, San Francisco and
Benton, Illinois.

At the same time, Ryan and Deike understood that
MSA had to broaden its product catalog beyond cap
lamps and first-aid kits and expand its markets into
industries other than mining. Sales reps, often engineers
or safety experts by training, had instructions to survey
whatever workplace they attended with an eye for safety
hazards that could be offset by new equipment.
MSA took its safety message to Pittsburgh companies
that produced steel, glass and chemicals. MSA’s reps
quickly learned that many workers lost time on the job

Anything that enhanced safety awareness was more
than fine with them. After all, that was the purpose of the
company in the first place.

General Pershing Needs Help
In 1917, three years into World War I, historical events once
again contributed to MSA’s growth. On May 7, 1915, the
sinking of the Lusitania, and the attendant loss of many
American lives, had shocked people. The German decision,
early in 1917, to launch an all-out submarine assault on
commercial ships sailing to the United Kingdom just made
matters worse. The breaking point was a proposal from
Berlin in the infamous Zimmermann Telegram (which U.S.
intelligence intercepted) proposing a military alliance with
Mexico (which the Mexicans did not accept). The news
unleashed a furious response from the American public.
President Woodrow Wilson responded by asking
Congress to sanction “a war to end all wars” and “make
the world safe for democracy.” Congress concurred, and
declared war on Germany and Austria-Hungary on April 6.
The demand for manufactured goods from the Allies
in World War I and later from the U.S. military increased
American industrial activity from 1914 to 1918.
Once the U.S. entered the conflict, requirements from
the military effort increased significantly.
By the time America went to war, Mine Safety
Appliances was booming. It had outgrown its small
Fourth Avenue location and moved into the newly
completed Chamber of Commerce Building, at Seventh
Avenue and Smithfield Street. The central office, the
warehouse and the shipping department occupied the
entire rear half of the ninth floor. The following year,
MSA rented a four-story building on Grant Street. Twelve

GO WEST, YOUNG COMPANY
When John Ryan promoted the Edison lamp to the
Colorado Fuel and Iron Company in Denver, his
pitches initially met with considerable resistance.
The mine’s general manager explained that it had
an operation at Crested Butte on the western slope
of the Great Divide in the Rocky Mountains. It was
300 difficult miles from the company’s headquarters and stationed at an elevation of 8,885
feet. How could MSA, based in Pittsburgh, possibly guarantee its new lamps could be serviced
there in a timely fashion?
Ryan assured him that MSA would place a representative in Denver to take care of any problems
that arose.
“I’ll order 50 for that mine,” the GM declared. “If you
keep them operating, I’ll be convinced you can do
it anywhere.”
Within six months the Colorado Fuel and Iron
Company had replaced all its old lamps at the
remote mine with the Edison Electric Safety
Cap Lamps.
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because of heavy objects falling on their unprotected
feet, especially their toes. Ryan and Deike knew a metaltoed safety shoe existed in the marketplace, so they
added it to their expanding list of MSA safety products.
Next they added goggles, fire-resistant mittens,
leggings and aprons to protect limbs and torsos
from acids, caustics, molten metals and glass. The
workingman, they proselytized, had to be protected from
head to toe.
During their exploratory factory tours, they learned
there was an urgent need for a breathing apparatus that
would provide oxygen to workers overcome by fumes or
other toxic substances. George Deike had been tinkering
with such a device while he was still an employee of
the Bureau of Mines. It was now time to advance its
development.
In recognition of the groundwork done on the
bureau’s behalf, MSA waited for the bureau’s approval
before it launched the MSA Oxygen Inhalator. It
weighed 30 pounds, making it considerably lighter than
older prototypes, and gently supplied oxygen to the
person requiring resuscitation while a rescuer induced
respiration manually. Electric power companies were the
first to see the advantages, then the mills, and, at last,
the hospitals, the police, and the fire departments. MSA’s
first, thin equipment catalog touted another benefit:
“Especially valuable in pneumonia treatment.”
It seemed as though new safety products were
emerging daily. Witnessing the success of MSA,
competitors soon entered the safety-equipment
market, but few, as is still the case today, were devoted
exclusively to products that reduced injuries and saved
lives. Ryan and Deike didn’t mind the competition.
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Physiology and an expert on gases, began tinkering with
a design at the behest of George Deike, when the latter
was still employed at the Bureau of Mines. In 1913, both
Deike and Ryan acted as guinea pigs for the first versions
constructed by Gibbs and Henderson.
Gibbs persevered with the project over the next
couple of years and applied for a patent for his “mine
breathing apparatus” on July 9, 1915. It was granted
March 21, 1916.
“My invention,” he wrote, “relates to that class of
mine-breathing apparatus which supplies an artificial
atmosphere to a worker in the poisonous gas and
permits the wearer to enter with safety an exploded or
burning mine or other enclosure whose contents are
irrespirable. Devices of this character are well known,
but for one reason or another, have heretofore been
unsatisfactory in use.”
The selling point of the Gibbs apparatus, a 1918
article in Coal Age stated, was that “the wearer of this
device obtains his air supply directly from the apparatus
and not from the outside atmosphere. By an ingenious
arrangement of valves, tubes and chemicals, the air
exhaled by the user of the apparatus is purified, cooled
and fed back to him. The apparatus can be used from
two to 10 hours without being taken off for recharging.”
The author of the article, F.H. Trego, made certain
that readers wouldn’t confuse a self-contained breathing
apparatus with a gas mask. “Nothing is farther from the
truth,” he wrote. He explained that while a gas mask
could filter certain noxious gases, the wearer is obtaining
his air directly from the atmosphere. “There are gases,
however, which cannot be so filtered, and these gases
prove to be the most deadly. Carbon monoxide is one of

ONCE THE U.S.
ENTERED THE
CONFLICT,
REQUIREMENTS
FROM THE MILITARY
EFFORT INCREASED
SIGNIFICANTLY.
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months later, the partners raised $300,000 (they had just
paid off a first bond issued for that same amount) and
expanded once more, this time into another four-story
building on the same block of Grant Street.
MSA was still a small player compared to Pittsburgh’s
industrial giants, but it was the company that the
government turned to for help in providing a vital
component of the war effort: a self-contained breathing
apparatus (SCBA).
The requisition came from none other than General
John “Black Jack” Pershing, the commander of the
American Expeditionary Forces in Europe. When the
esteemed general landed in France, he was faced with a
new kind of warfare, one that relied heavily on tunneling
under enemy lines, packing the targeted area with
dynamite, retreating and then detonating the charge. The
men tasked with this dangerous assignment were known
as sappers, and their death toll was disturbingly high.
Within months of his arrival in France, Pershing asked
Washington to recruit an American sapper regiment.
The pioneer unit consisted of 200 experienced miners,
mostly from Pennsylvania and West Virginia. Pershing
requisitioned 200 SCBA, preferably American-made, to
safeguard the sappers from suffocation.
There had been numerous efforts during the previous
century to manufacture an effective SCBA. One of the
earliest models, the Apparatus Aldini, was developed in
France in 1825. It was a thick, fireproof mask worn over the
head. Many other models were engineered in the decades
that followed, but none proved satisfactory until W.E.
Gibbs, a professor at Columbia University’s Department
of Mechanical Engineering, along with Dr. Yendell
Henderson, director of the Yale Laboratory of Applied

8
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THE INSIDE TRACK
A new approach to safety and an impetus to reduce
industrial accidents took root in Pittsburgh’s largest
corporation, the Carnegie Steel Company (now United
States Steel Corporation). Over the years, Carnegie had
been compiling records of workplace accidents and
was alarmed at what it found.
In response to the disturbing statistics, Carnegie’s
senior managers asked Ryan and Deike to help them
organize a safety program. One step was the
organization of a safety committee. For the first time
in the country’s industrial history, safety was
recognized as a primary management function.
Ryan and Deike were invited to the committee’s first
meeting in 1916. Although they had no vote, they were
asked to present their views on safety hazards to the
assembled group. After hearing what the two men had
to say, the group began asking them to all its meetings.
One or the other would usually attend, bringing some
new idea for protective equipment or the equipment
itself. If the committee approved any of the new
products, the members would individually request the
purchasing department to order the new MSA
equipment for their plants.
The Carnegie Safety Committee subsequently invited
their competitors as well as other industries located in
Western Pennsylvania to join them in establishing an
umbrella safety committee to be known as the Western
Pennsylvania Safety Council. All members came to
know there was one leading supplier that could meet
their ever-changing safety requirements: MSA.
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PREVIOUS PAGE: 5. MSA employees in front of the Chamber of Commerce Building, at
Seventh Avenue and Smithfield Street in Pittsburgh, c. 1920. 6. General John “Black
Jack” Pershing, commander of the U.S. Expeditionary Forces in Europe. THIS PAGE: 7.
A meeting of the General Safety Committee in Pittsburgh, March 9, 1926. The group
comprised directors and officers of MSA and Carnegie Steel Company. 8. In his breathing apparatus patent application, filed in 1915, W.E. Gibbs wrote, “The object of my
invention is to overcome the objectionable features in such apparatus and to produce
a breathing apparatus having a maximum degree of safety with minimum amount of
discomfort to the wearer.”

them.” He went on to add the names of numerous other
gases, including mustard and chlorine, both of which
were employed in World War I.
General Pershing tapped Major General William
Murray Black, chief of army engineers, to select a
reliable apparatus for the sappers. Black contacted
the Bureau of Mines, which recommended the Gibbs
appliance. A Chicago firm, he was told, had won the bid
to manufacture the SCBA. It had produced 25 sets, but
the bureau had rejected all 25 as inadequate.
“We need them and we need them now,” Major
General Black shouted. “Who in this country can make
the apparatus to take care of this requisition?” Try Mine
Safety Appliances in Pittsburgh, he was told.
Black sent a telegram to MSA that afternoon;
Deike and Ryan were in his Washington office the next
morning.

When the Chicago company had scooped the
manufacturing contract, Ryan and Deike had hoped
MSA might at least be allowed to sell the Gibbs
apparatus. When the Chicago product failed to pass
muster, the way was open. Black immediately gave MSA
the order to begin manufacturing an apparatus that
would work.
To fulfill the urgent mandate, MSA needed a building
large enough to manufacture 200 pieces of Gibbs
apparatus within three months. Black assured them
that the Engineering Corps would furnish the necessary
machinery and equipment. He had seen the blueprints
for the apparatus and might have known that caustic
potash was required for the regeneration of the oxygen,
but he likely did not know how scarce that material
had become since America had gone to war. The only
potash available in the country at the time was in West
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Orange, New Jersey, where the Edison Company used it
in manufacturing batteries.
Some hours after their meeting with Black, Ryan
and Deike met at their hotel in Washington with Harry
G. Thompson, vice president and general manager of
the Edison Storage Battery Company. The three men
discussed the Gibbs apparatus in detail, including the
vital need to acquire the caustic potash.
Enough potash could be found, Thompson assured the
anxious business partners, as well as space to manufacture
the apparatus. Then he left for a meeting with Thomas
Edison, who was also in Washington in his role as
chairman of the Naval Consulting and Research Board.
Thompson returned to their hotel late that night.
Edison, he informed the partners, could indeed spare
enough potash for all the SCBA they proposed to

manufacture. And he would be delighted to make
available the Edison Phonograph Works at West Orange
for their purposes. Edison was certain, Thompson
reported, that the phonograph plant contained every
kind of machine tool they could possibly need.
Ninety days after meeting with Major General Black,
Ryan and Deike stood at the docks in Hoboken, New
Jersey, to oversee the shipment of 200 Gibbs SCBA to
France. They had met their tight deadline.
In March 1918, MSA produced 1,250 additional Gibbs
apparatus at West Orange, under the supervision of
George Riggs, an impressive young man whom Ryan and
Deike knew from their tenure at the bureau. He oversaw
improvements to the original design, despite having no
formal engineering training. The Gibbs apparatus at the
end of the war was a far more sophisticated and practical
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“WE NEED THEM AND WE NEED
THEM NOW!” MAJOR GENERAL BLACK
SHOUTED. “WHO IN THIS COUNTRY
CAN MAKE THE APPARATUS TO TAKE
CARE OF THIS REQUISITION?”
TRY MINE SAFETY APPLIANCES
IN PITTSBURGH, HE WAS TOLD.

NINETY DAYS AFTER
MEETING WITH
MAJOR GENERAL
BLACK, RYAN AND
DEIKE OVERSAW
THE SHIPMENT OF
2OO GIBBS SCBA
TO FRANCE.

9. MSA salesman George Riggs (second from the right, forefront) instructs the rescue
crew at the Barrackville mine explosion, March 17, 1925.

IT WAS A TYPICAL
GESTURE BY THE
MSA FOUNDERS,
WHO ALWAYS
PLACED
INTEGRITY AND
GOOD FEELINGS
AT THE TOP OF
THE LIST OF
ATTRIBUTES FOR
THEIR EXPANDING
COMPANY.
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10. George Burrell, head of the Gas Laboratory at the Bureau of Mines, tests for gas with
a canary. Burrell was tapped to lead the development of a mask to protect American
troops in World War I. 11. Waldemar Kops’s patent for the complementary facepiece
design for Burrell’s All Service Gas Mask.

piece of equipment than the first units that had been
rushed to the Hoboken docks.
The reputation of the Gibbs apparatus spread
quickly through government services. Army arsenals,
engineering posts, navy units and, of course, the Bureau
of Mines requested them. Originally designed for minerescue work, the Gibbs apparatus was applied to all sorts
of situations where air was scarce. A major application
was firefighting at sea as well as on land.

A Last German Gasp
Germany responded to America’s entry into the war by
expanding its use of chemical warfare. It had first used
poisonous gas in 1914, albeit to limited effect. It caused
few actual casualties, but evoked enough fear to force
the Allies to order all combatants to wear cumbersome
gas masks and other protective equipment.
The Allies also employed poisonous gas at different
times during the war, but in September 1917, Germany

upped the chemical stakes by introducing mustard
gas in a battle against Russia and, later in the year,
against the Allied forces in Belgium at the Battle of
Passchendaele. Mustard gas caused painful internal and
external blisters on a victim within hours of exposure. It
damaged the lungs and other internal organs, caused
blindness and was occasionally fatal.
Frantic to counter this horrific assault, the U.S.
government appealed to the nation’s leading chemists
and other experts, including Ryan and Deike, for help in
producing a new mask to protect the troops from the
mustard gas.
MSA’s founders recommended George Burrell, who
was then head of the Gas Laboratory at the Bureau of
Mines and a leading expert on gases, to head up the
project, which included developing chemicals to use
against the enemy. He would work under the auspices
of the hastily formed United States Chemical Warfare
Service. Burrell felt conflicted when the offer from the
government arrived, as he was heavily involved in
consulting work on carbon monoxide indicators for
mines and industries directly contributing to the war
effort.
Ryan and Deike, always persuasive, convinced him to
accept the challenge.
While Burrell (by then commissioned as a colonel)
and a team of chemists frantically worked on the gasmask project, he came to Ryan and Deike with a vexing
problem — the facepiece design. They connected Burrell
with a most unlikely ally. His name was Waldemar Kops, a
prominent manufacturer of women’s corsets.
When Kops heard about the team’s inability to
come up with a workable facepiece, he shrugged and

responded laconically, “After all the shapes we have to fit
in corsetry, it’s no problem at all.”
With a few strokes of the pen he showed Ryan and
Deike that all they needed was a rubber molded flat.
Then, by means of one sewn seam at the chin, not more
than three or four inches long, the rubber could be
formed into a facepiece. The simple design created by
Kops, who would later become a major, fit virtually every
U.S. soldier who participated in World War I.
After the war ended on November 11, 1918, the Kops
design became the standard facepiece in the MSA All
Service Gas Mask. It was the standard product used by
American industry until the 1930s, when it was replaced
by a rubber facepiece that offered better visibility.
A key component of the gas mask Burrell’s team
ended up developing was a canister consisting primarily
of a charcoal filter impregnated with various chemicals
called whetlerite and soda lime. Each canister also
contained a small quantity of a carbon monoxide catalyst
invented by scientists from Johns Hopkins University and
the University of California.
When MSA purchased the patent for commercial
manufacturing following the war, the major difficulty
was not the price to be paid, but the name of the
canister’s material. The problem was solved when Deike
and Ryan suggested the name “Hopcalite,” bestowing
due honor on both universities. It was a typical gesture
by the MSA founders, who always placed integrity and
good feelings at the top of the list of attributes for their
expanding company.
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THE
ROARING
TWENTIES
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described Pittsburgh in the late
19th century as “hell with the
lid off.” By the end of the Great
War it was still known as the
Smoky City, infamous for the
air pollution that would
continue to shroud it for the
next 50 years.
Bad air notwithstanding, Pittsburgh was an industrial
powerhouse.
By the end of World War I, one-third of America’s
finished and rolled steel was produced in the city, and
40 percent of the nation’s coal was extracted within
100 miles. In its impressive array of mills, Pittsburgh also
claimed the status of the nation’s largest manufacturer
of electrical machinery, glass, firebricks and railroad cars.
America was booming. The war machine, which
had fed an endless need for mechanized equipment
during the conflict, continued to churn out guns,
ships, automobiles, trucks, tanks, planes and motors in
fantastic quantities. With the dawn of a new decade,
and in a wave of postwar prosperity and optimism,
Americans in the 1920s clamored for consumer goods.
It was also a time of change and growth for Mine Safety
Appliances, which was now a recognized and respected
name in the industries that were finding uses for its
safety equipment. MSA had outgrown its original, narrow
mandate and saw itself placed in a large, ever-expanding
marketplace, one that extended beyond the U.S.
The Gibbs breathing apparatus proved to be a most
profitable item. In response to burgeoning demand,
the production facility was moved from Menlo Park to
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UMORIST MARK TWAIN

PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. Two men employ a limestone rock duster to minimize chances
of coal-dust ignition. MSA introduced the technology to North America. THIS PAGE:
2. Toiling by the open-hearth furnace in a Pittsburgh steel mill, c. 1930.
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For much of the decade, MSA sold play and
park equipment for industrial and municipal
playgrounds — swings, horizontal bars, vaulting
horses, slides, a new safety merry-go-round
called “the ocean wave,” acrobatic ladders,
seesaws and even trapezes.
A 1924 catalog, which was sent to 23,000
contacts, offered a $290 merry-go-round, a 24foot playground slide for $180 and an eight-piece
swing set for $144. It also featured the slogan
“More. Safety. Always.”
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The Mask Task
As American industrial development charged along,
workers in factories, plants and other sites faced
mounting safety hazards from a growing variety of

sources. Ryan and Deike quickly realized the need to
develop an all-purpose gas mask.
The impetus to undertake the project was propelled
by decisions they had made at the end of the war. In
late 1918 they had borrowed money to obtain the
patent for the Burrell gas mask facepiece. The following
year they learned the government would be holding
a public auction to dispose of some other patents,
including several that MSA knew they would need to
produce their gas mask. Never afraid to take chances
when they believed in their objective, Ryan and Deike
raised a significant amount of money, equivalent to their
anticipated profits for the next three years, and headed
to the auction.
They came away from the bidding with the patents
for the soda lime and Hopcalite that absorbed the
poisonous war gases, the Kops facepiece and a chemical
called Hoolamite, which could prove useful in detecting
carbon monoxide. Their only regret was a limited budget
that prevented additional acquisitions.
Designing an all-purpose gas mask was no easy job.
The model developed during the war, primarily to protect
soldiers against mustard and chlorine gases, would
not necessarily be effective against the new chemicals
industries were concocting on a constant basis. Noxious
gases differed from industry to industry according to the
raw materials and processes employed. How could MSA
create a mask that met each sector’s needs?
Although structured research had not been part of
MSA’s original plan, Ryan and Deike, who were both
engineers, had always taken an interest in the design and
innovation of new products. This had been particularly
true of their time at the Bureau of Mines.

4

It had become more than apparent, however, that
the responsibility for such demanding research could
not be a part-time exercise that rested solely on the
shoulders of two men running a large and growing
company. Research would have to become a separate
function, staffed by the most creative scientists and
engineers they could find.
In short order, they hired several respected scientists,
including Guy Burrell, the brother of Colonel George
Burrell.
The kind of research Deike and Ryan had in mind
required additional space, so in 1920 MSA moved yet
again, to a sprawling purpose-built 60,000-square-foot
site on N. Braddock Avenue near Thomas Boulevard in
Pittsburgh’s east end.

As MSA’s chemists embarked on their quest
to develop the all-purpose gas mask, they quickly
confirmed the greatest threat to workers. It was what
everyone had been suspecting for years. They knew
fumes from hydrocyanic acid, hydrogen sulfide and sulfur
dioxide were deadly, but they were far less prevalent.
Carbon monoxide was the big killer.
The scientists discovered they needed chemical
agents not available on the market, so they constructed
machinery at the Braddock Avenue location to
manufacture them. They soon created a research network
across Pittsburgh, conducting tests for gases in local
plants and collaborating with researchers at the Carnegie
Institute of Technology (known then as “Carnegie Tech,”
and today as Carnegie Mellon University).
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IN THE SWING
In the 1920s, MSA looked at every possible
venue where accidents could occur, including
playgrounds, to see if it could sell
safer equipment.

Pittsburgh. George Riggs was chosen as the primary
salesman, and he began to demonstrate the apparatus
not only in the U.S. but also in Mexico and Canada.
MSA was becoming an international firm, albeit just
in North America for the time being.
Riggs visited mines, but he also took his show to fire
and police departments, forest rangers, construction
firms, oil and gas drillers, chemical laboratories, city health
departments, steamship companies and even a few
balloonists. The personable Riggs was such a persuasive
salesman that countless services and operations soon
boasted that they were using the Gibbs apparatus.
Sales of first-aid kits and the MSA Oxygen Inhalator
also soared. Hospitals found the inhalator extremely
valuable in treating pneumonia patients. It became
an essential piece of equipment in lifeguard stations,
ambulances, fire engines and even paddy wagons.
Electrical power companies were shown its value
in treating shock. Government departments, mills
and factories purchased the inhalators as standard
equipment for treating asphyxiation.
Although MSA’s products were being purchased in
great numbers, Ryan and Deike recognized that their
equipment, which once had seemed so innovative, was
already appearing dated and unwieldy. The original Gibbs
apparatus, for example, weighed a hefty 35 pounds, and
provided only a few hours of oxygen. They knew they had
to devote more research to upgrades.

3. George Riggs (second from left) at the Clymer mine explosion in Pennsylvania, 1926,
with a crew from the U.S. Bureau of Mines. 4. Initially developed for World War I, Burrell
Gas Masks were advertised to “overcome gas troubles.”
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THE QUALITY OF CONTROL

In spite of the need for assembly lines, the gas masks were never mass-produced in the usual
sense. From the outset, the apparatus was fit together by hand to assure the most stringent
quality control. This commitment to the highest possible standard was ingrained from the
moment an employee was hired, when the concepts of safety were taught. This continued
through routine inspections and personal visits to the plant by MSA officials.
In the beginning, not a day went by without one of the partners visiting the assembly lines and
casually engaging the assemblers and testers in conversation, asking what problems they had
encountered and what solutions they might have applied.
These conversations would turn repeatedly to the value of the equipment in saving a life.

“This very mask,” George Deike would often
say — “maybe one of our own men will be
wearing it next week and depending on it
for his life. Maybe it will be me.”

1920

ALL SERVICE MASK

Inspired by the effectiveness of the Burrell Gas Mask,
designed during World War I, MSA developed a new
industrial mask for American workers that filtered out nearly
every industrial toxic substance known at that time.

7

8

Tunnel Vision
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As work on the gas mask continued, Guy Burrell,
in association with the Bureau of Mines, had been
experimenting with Hoolamite, the iodine pentoxide
indicator for carbon monoxide whose patent MSA had
won at auction.
They wanted to use it in carbon monoxide detectors
to replace the fabled canary as the standard early
warning sign. A Hoolamite indicator consisted essentially
of a small glass tube filled with a powdered chemical.
When air was drawn through it, the powder would
change color if any carbon monoxide was present.
The device was so sensitive it could detect gas as low
as 0.01 percent.
By 1919, MSA had perfected the detector. Workers
could now easily determine when the atmosphere
was becoming toxic, giving them plenty of time to put
on MSA’s All Service Gas Mask. The invention was the
company’s first in a long line of continuous detectors
for combustible or toxic gases. Its impact extended far

beyond the mines. The concept would eventually make
it possible to protect the men constructing the great
water tunnels and hydroelectric dams of the 1930s.
More immediately, however, the concept could be
used to provide a means for automatic ventilation in the
traffic tunnels that big cities everywhere were carving
out to alleviate increasing automobile density and to
accommodate population spread to the suburbs.
A great spur to this application was a near
catastrophe in 1924, when Pittsburgh opened the
6,000-foot-long Liberty Tunnels. The project allowed
motorists to travel more easily between the South
Hills and the city through Mount Washington. But
neither Pittsburgh’s planning department nor the
tunnel architects had factored in the inevitable carbon
monoxide buildup inside the two enclosed passageways.
During rush hours some drivers literally passed out in the
tunnels due to the fumes.
On May 10 that year, MSA and Bureau of Mines
representatives were summoned to the tunnels. A
strike by 3,200 streetcar motormen and conductors had
caused traffic congestion in the twin tunnels, choking
the air with carbon monoxide. Stranded drivers had
failed to turn off their car engines as they waited for
the jam to clear. “Scores of persons were overcome by
automobile exhaust fumes,” the Lawrence Journal-World
reported.
MSA rescuers expertly applied inhalants and other
first-aid treatments to revive overcome commuters,
some of whom had to be carried out of the tunnels and
sent to hospitals.
More than one such incident occurred, spurring
tunnel engineers and the Bureau of Mines to design a

WORD OF MOUTH AND NOSE
Sometimes MSA’s chemists were called upon to
demonstrate the usefulness of a product.
In the 1920s, firemen boasted of eating smoke.
They claimed a handkerchief over the nose and
mouth was all the protection a real smoke-eater
needed in the thickest atmosphere.
To dispel this myth, MSA chemists constructed a
small chamber in which they burned rags, paper
and wood. Two firemen at a time were invited to
enter, one wearing the All Service Gas Mask, the
other a handkerchief. In less than a minute, the
handkerchief wearer staggered out gasping and
coughing. The other stayed in as long as he liked.
Word of these demonstrations spread quickly
through U.S. cities and abroad. Soon it was a rare
municipality that did not equip its fire engines
and rescue cars with the MSA gas mask.

PREVIOUS PAGE: 5 & 6. Dr. W.P. Yant, MSA’s director of research, examines an Army
Helmet Liner, while an army air force inspector looks at the makings of a streamlined
firemen’s helmet. THIS PAGE: 7. A miner wears the latest safety equipment, the
All Service Gas Mask and an Edison Electric Cap Lamp, c. 1925. 8. The grand opening of
the Pittsburgh Liberty Tunnels, May 10, 1924.
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The All Service Gas Mask, according to the ambitious
mandate set by Ryan and Deike, had to protect users
against acid gases, organic vapors, carbon monoxide and
ammonia, as well as smoke particles, dusts and mists.
The primary challenge was to devise a filter that would
screen out smoke particles but still allow a user to inhale
air. It was not until a cotton-wool filter had been devised
that the All Service Gas Mask became a reality. The final
product had a canister incorporating a filter and four or
five absorbents in varying layers for several classes of
compounds.
The Bureau of Mines approved it on July 1, 1924.
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JOHN RYAN IS MISSING IN THE MINE

In early February 1926, they were asked to direct
rescue operations in the aftermath of an explosion
at the Horning Mine in southeast Pennsylvania
that took 20 lives.
After entering the mine and advancing two miles
without using a breathing apparatus, Ryan, Deike
and their team encountered thick smoke. They
donned their All Service Gas Masks and proceeded
toward the fire to start setting up a canvas
stopping at the entrance of a triple-butt entry.
The heavy curtain was just about finished when
another explosion threw the rescuers in every
direction. Their Edison lamps continued burning
and their gas masks kept supplying filtered air.
All the men found their way back to the fresh-air
base — except one. John Ryan was missing.
Deike ran in after him. He soon found Ryan in one
of the crosscuts, kneeling and barefaced. Then
Deike saw that his partner was trying to pick up a
prostrated miner and that the miner was wearing
Ryan’s mask. Deike helped them
back to the fresh-air base.
The partners concluded afterward that, in future
rescue operations, only one of them would go
underground at the same time.
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system that included two pairs of 200-foot vertical shafts
to draw exhaust fumes from the midpoint of each tube
and provide a constant supply of fresh air.
This unanticipated tunnel design problem
spotlighted a need for some kind of continuous
indicator and control system for carbon monoxide. In
collaboration with the Bureau of Mines, MSA began work
to develop a prototype.
The effort paid off, and when the Clifford Milburn
Holland Tunnel connecting Manhattan to New Jersey
under the Hudson River opened on November 13,
1927, an MSA indicator was installed in every section to
measure carbon monoxide accumulations. The readings
were monitored on a control panel located on the New
York side. Once a threshold was reached, a bell rang
to alert the engineer on duty. At the same time, the
speed of the tunnel fans automatically increased. If the
concentration of carbon monoxide did not drop to a safe
level, the fans sped up even more.
This new, automatic control system became an MSA
showpiece for other cities planning tunnels and was
soon retrofitted into Pittsburgh’s Liberty Tunnels.
MSA continued to find additional applications for
their indicators on aircraft, tankers and sea vessels and
along oil and gas lines. Company researchers also sought
ways to detect other toxic and combustible gases, such
as heated filaments. But these were longer-term projects
that would not reach fruition until the 1930s. By the end
of the decade, MSA was manufacturing a substantial
variety of indicators, some operated by the portable
Edison lamp battery, and others permanently installed
for continuous indication.

Across the Pond
By 1923, George Riggs had proven MSA could sell its
safety message, and attendant products, throughout
North America. Why couldn’t the same be done in
Europe and other parts of the world, Ryan and Deike
wondered?
They learned that British and French research had
concluded that bituminous coal dust blown through
the air by an initial explosion was more explosive than
methane gas. Word also came that the British were
experimenting with noncombustible rock dust as a
means of counteracting the coal-dust danger. A French
engineer had invented what he called the Taffanel Dust
Barrier, a container filled with limestone dust that was
placed along the roof of the mine. An explosion would
trigger the barrier and release the container’s contents,
which would then dilute the coal dust and stop it
spreading. MSA had found a means of preventing gas
ignition, and now were eager to explore the possibilities
of eliminating the propagation of explosions that still
occurred from coal dust.
In the spring of 1923, MSA vice president John Ryan,
chief mining engineer George Rice and George McCaa of
the Bureau of Mines embarked for Europe on an informal
safety mission to see how American achievements might
fit with European advances.
Inspecting the coalfields of Britain, the Netherlands,
Belgium, Germany and France, Ryan found Europe to
be far behind the U.S. when it came to mine safety.
Most of the countries they visited used illumination
devices developed more than a century earlier. Ryan was
appalled to find that almost no miner carried self-rescue
or first-aid kits.

Although the impulse to introduce MSA’s equipment
into Europe was tantalizing, Ryan decided the timing
wasn’t right. Conditions in British mines, for example,
were intolerable and he foresaw labor unrest looming,
perhaps accompanied by political change. He was
certain that an American company advocating new
safety equipment could easily become embroiled in
Britain’s internal politics.
Ryan’s prediction came to pass sooner than he
expected. Before the end of 1924, the Labour Party,
headed by Ramsay MacDonald, formed the government.
To avoid any direct involvement with British mine
operators, Ryan allowed some to purchase the Edison

lamp, but there would be no official connection to MSA.
During the 1920s, some sales were made in Britain but
the majority occurred farther afield, in Australia and
South Africa. On December 31, 1924, the secretary
for mines and industries of the Union of South Africa
reported, “Electric lamps are coming more and more
into favor, and at the present five mines are fully
equipped with them. Should the cost of maintenance be
satisfactory, all the fiery mines in Natal will be equipped
with these lamps within the next year or two. At the
Durban Navigation Colleries, the machine natives are
supplied with the cap type of lamp, which increases the
efficiency of the workers.”
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In an ironic twist, MSA had developed the
All Service Gas Mask for industries and not mines.
But the company founders could see no reason
why it should not prove useful in mine-rescue
work. Ryan and Deike soon had a chance
to field-test it.

9. Senghenydd Colliery Disaster in Wales, 1913. Four hundred and thirty-nine men died
as a result of the explosion or from being trapped in the damaged shafts. 10. A carbon
monoxide recorder used for “vehicular tunnel ventilation control.”
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IN THE NAVY

The partners trusted that the Gibbs apparatus could
be adapted to this purpose but knew MSA lacked
a proper testing facility. The navy understood and
agreed to develop the model.
The navy returned weeks later with designs for a
product called the “navy lung,” and a big question:
Could MSA build the prototype, plan and supervise
the testing, and manufacture a lung for every
submariner in the United States Navy?
It took five years of hard work, but by February 5,
1929, MSA was on hand at Key West, Florida, to
watch navy divers test what became known as the
Momsen Lung (named after Lt. C.B. Momsen,
who was an integral member of the navy’s
development team).
By March 27, the divers were able to use it at
depths of 350 feet. MSA continued making
modifications and new applications of the lung as
the U.S. submarine force expanded and saw action
in World War II. Over some years, Lt. Momsen
advanced through the ranks to become Admiral
Momsen, and MSA’s lung apparatus became the
navy’s exclusive submarine rescue device.
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MSA HAD FOUND A MEANS OF
PREVENTING GAS IGNITION, AND NOW
WERE EAGER TO EXPLORE THE
POSSIBILITIES OF ELIMINATING THE
PROPAGATION OF EXPLOSIONS THAT
STILL OCCURRED FROM COAL DUST.

In the spring of 1924, the United States Navy invited
Ryan and Deike to design a piece of equipment
that would help seamen escape from a submarine
trapped underwater, a problem that was all too
common. In March the previous year, for example,
23 British submariners had drowned when their
submerged craft collided with a destroyer off the
coast of Gibraltar.

11. Navy crewman A.L. Rosenkotter exits a submarine’s escape hatch wearing the
“Momsen Lung” emergency escape breathing device, July 1930.
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with a large blower. A nozzle sprayed the dust in a
360-degree periphery through the ribs, roof and floor of
a mine. The car was mounted on a track constructed as
close as possible to the working faces.
By 1925, MSA was manufacturing its own
Standard Rock Dust Distributor, which the Bureau of
Mines had approved. The price ranged from $1,000
to $4,000, compared to $18 for the Edison cap lamp.
Continuous improvements, such as using hoses
hundreds of feet long to distribute the dust, were
made over the years.

Thanks to MSA’s American ingenuity and
perseverance, miners no longer emerged from the pits
with blackened faces. Rather, they came out covered in a
nonexplosive white dust.
As the decade drew to a close, MSA was selling a
new and improved Model H Edison cap lamp. Rock dust
distributors were in such a demand that, once more,
new facilities had to be acquired to handle increased
production. MSA first-aid kits, the inhalator, the All
Service Gas Mask and an improved breathing apparatus
had become standard equipment in mines, rescue

vehicles and operations in fire departments, utility
companies and industrial plants.
As the American economic surge reached its
apex, MSA was busily developing another safeguard,
a thermoplastic hat that would become to the
construction worker what the electric cap lamp meant to
the miner.
But before that happened, a dark cloud would
descend on America.
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Back in Pittsburgh, Deike and Ryan set to work
designing a European-inspired machine for distributing
rock dust. But they couldn’t do it alone. Ryan told an
old friend, Tom Fear, who was superintendent of Inland
Colleries Mine at Indianola, Pennsylvania, that they
needed a machine that would scatter rock dust by
means of electric power. Fear offered the Indianola Mine
as a development and test center and assembled a crew
to tackle the challenge.
The team eventually arrived at a design calling for
a big steel car filled with limestone dust and equipped

THANKS TO
MSA’S AMERICAN
INGENUITY AND
PERSEVERANCE,
MINERS NO
LONGER EMERGED
FROM THE PITS
WITH BLACKENED
FACES. RATHER,
THEY CAME OUT
COVERED IN A
NONEXPLOSIVE
WHITE DUST.

12. An early model of the Standard Rock Dust Distributor, 1929. 13 & 14. The 1929
catalog featured a host of products for various industries. The safety cap, Skullgard
helmet and All Service Gas Mask had become signature products.

1

EXPANDING
NORTH
& SOUTH

2
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the U.S. stock market dropped
like a rock off a high ledge. It was
the most disastrous event in stock
market history. The day after Black
Tuesday, as it soon became known,
Variety penned its now famous
headline: “Wall Street Lays an Egg.”
Panic spread across the country as businesses
discovered they were insolvent. At the time, MSA
had 248 employees, including plant workers, sales
representatives, scientists, researchers and engineers.
Ryan and Deike defied prevailing conventional wisdom
about cutbacks and refused to let go of their seasoned
employees. The way they saw it, such layoffs would
only weaken MSA. Fortunately, they had financed
their expansions as much as possible out of earnings.
Though they had borrowed to pay for each new space,
they never quite felt secure until the debt was paid. As
a result, the company had been clear of major financial
obligations since 1927. They were in a good position to
ride out the storm.
Instead of cutting employees during the Great
Depression, MSA added more. By 1938, the company
listed 722 workers, which was almost three times the
number on the 1929 payroll.
Despite the cloud hanging over America as economic
malaise enveloped the country, MSA chose to expand its
already sprawling home base.
In 1930, it began to construct another building in the
Braddock Avenue compound that provided more floor
space than all the other buildings combined. It was to
accommodate new areas of research and manufacturing
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PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. Mine Safety Appliances offices at the intersection of N. Braddock
and Thomas Street in Pittsburgh, 1937. THIS PAGE: 2. Unemployed men line up outside
a Depression soup kitchen opened by Al Capone, Chicago, 1931.

EXPLOSIVE NEW PRODUCT
The 1930s saw MSA introduce numerous
important products into the safety market.
One of the most successful was the MSA
Explosimeter, a portable combustible gas
indicator, developed in 1935 by Dr. W.P. Yant,
MSA’s director of research.
After it was introduced to industry, the
Explosimeter quickly became the world’s
most widely used gas indicator. While MSA
no longer manufactures this device,
many are still in use today.
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and the anticipated increase in business from a planned
expansion abroad.
That same year, engineer Jack Lewis, who had joined
MSA from the United States Steel Company, successfully
developed the MSA Skullgard Hat, which was to become a
symbol worn by laborers worldwide.
Lewis had been intrigued with the idea of a safety
helmet before joining MSA. The challenge was to find a
material light enough to wear easily and yet rigid enough
to withstand a hard, sudden impact. He also believed
it should have an attractive look to encourage its users
to wear it proudly and it should sit comfortably on the
head. Because of the new machinery being introduced in
various workplaces, it would also have to be electrically
nonconducting.
He began by experimenting with materials that could
meet the rigorous standards for head protection, starting
with metals, then vulcanized fibers and even rubber. None

4

provided all the necessary properties.
His investigation led to a trial of a newly invented
plastic — Bakelite, an early form of plastic made from
formaldehyde and phenol, created by chemist Leo
Baekland in New York.
Lewis laminated cotton duck (a linen canvas), wire
screen and Bakelite resin into a compound curve that
would withstand all anticipated blows from all directions
overhead. His molds were extremely precise and
considerably expensive.
When George Deike saw the product that emerged,
and witnessed the gratifying results of its first test, he was
overwhelmed. “A most beautiful hat,” he exclaimed.
MSA first introduced the new plastic Skullgard in the
metal industry, where miners had been wearing protective
hats that couldn’t stand up to rockfalls and where the need
was most obvious. Coal miners were quick to take up MSA’s
low-crown version of the headwear called Comfo-Caps.
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Selling the Skullgards and Comfo-Caps to the
construction industry, shipyards, mills and factories,
however, was a tougher job. It required MSA to convince
the users, most of whom wore no head protection
whatsoever, of the benefits the hats provided.
The shipbuilders were among the first to try them.
George Deike was amazed one morning to find an order
for thousands of hats from a huge Maryland shipbuilder
that had already been using MSA’s All Service Gas Mask.

The Great White North
By the 1930s, MSA was held in high esteem from coast
to coast. The company was also getting noticed in other
countries.
Leading products such as the Edison Electric Safety
Cap Lamp, the All Service Gas Mask, the Oxygen
Inhalator and other MSA devices aroused interest
everywhere. International visitors who came to the
United States to attend industrial and trade conventions

3 & 4. The first safety helmet that MSA manufactured was the trademarked Skullgard
helmet designed by Jack Lewis in 1931. It became an icon of American workers. The hat
is part of the permanent collection of the Smithsonian National Museum’s collection in
the Division of Work and Industry. 5. Women were employed in MSA’s factories to keep
up with the steady demand for hard hats. 6. Princess (now Queen) Elizabeth protected
her head with a Skullgard while visiting a mine in South Africa in 1948.
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7. MSA Sales Team, 1938. 8. A safe worker wears MSA’s Comfo Cap and the All Service
Gas Mask.

He was under no illusion that his plan could be
implemented in a short time. The experience in the United
States had shown that most operators were unwilling to
embark on large-scale installations until the lamps had
been tried out for five years or longer. MSA guessed that
this trial period might be lengthened because of the more
conservative business culture in Britain.
Following long discussions with the Edison Company,
it was decided to send other men abroad, this time to
Australia and South Africa as well as Britain, in order
to gauge the manufacturing and labor needs in these
countries. Sales in Australia and South Africa had been
good, increasing much faster than those in Britain.
In 1932, MSA’s chief mining electrical engineer,
Graham Bright, set off for Australia, South Africa and
Britain. Before he returned, Bright also spent several
weeks surveying possibilities in France and Poland. He
came home with the necessary estimates but advised
against manufacturing in Europe at that time because of
the depressed economic conditions.
In the meantime, John Ryan had sent the company’s
representative, C.L. Tibbals (who had helped develop the
“navy lung”), to Spain, where he negotiated the sale of
submarine escape apparatus to the Spanish Navy.
Ryan was also zeroing in on an idea he’d nurtured
since 1918, when he had visited the coalfields of Nova
Scotia, notorious for frequent explosions and heavy death
tolls. One of his first sales calls was to the Allan Shaft at
Stellarton, in northeastern Nova Scotia. Considered one of
the most productive mines in the Nova Scotia coalfields,
it was also one of the most dangerous in North America.
In some places the coal seam was 40 feet thick and laced
with heavy concentrations of methane.

ROLLING OUT THE RIGHT RUBBER
John Ryan Sr. had a rubber problem. Inferior rubber
deteriorated more rapidly than other materials in
various MSA products, and in the early 1930s, the
major suppliers were either unwilling or unable to
produce rubber to MSA’s rigid specifications.
Rubber for its masks, breathing apparatus,
respirators, inhalators and other equipment had to
be 100 percent reliable over long periods of time.
For a while, Ryan was able to persuade
suppliers to provide the high-grade rubber MSA
needed, despite the extravagant cost.
But when a new U.S. Navy submarine escape
apparatus was being developed, suppliers, once
again, could not meet the rubber specifications
MSA was seeking. John Ryan came up with a
solution: he purchased a small rubber plant,
dismantled it and moved the whole operation —
equipment and staff — into MSA buildings. The
right rubber was rolling out within two weeks.
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went out of their way to investigate MSA’s safety methods
and equipment.
One day, for example, MSA received a call from Ross
B. Davis, chief of the Philadelphia Fire Department. Davis
requested that an All Service Gas Mask be brought to his
office and demonstrated for the visiting chief of the fire
department of Melbourne, Australia.
When the visiting chief departed for home, he took
two masks with him. He later ordered a quantity for his
department. By the end of the 1920s, the stream of out-ofcountry inquiries was heavy enough to justify the opening
of an export office in New York City under the management
of C.L. Turner.
In 1931, MSA sent Turner to Europe for another survey
of safety conditions and of the political and economic
stability in Britain and mainland Europe. Turner’s results
were so encouraging that Ryan set out that same year for a
more thorough investigation. He spent a month in Britain
attending mining and industrial sites, conferring with the
British Board of Trade’s Mines Department and the jobbers
and agents who handled MSA products. He then went
to Paris where he tried to determine the likelihood of a
change in the French mining regulations that would permit
the use of electric cap lamps in place of the mandated
hand lamp.
Ryan returned with a four-stage plan of action: 1) export
Model H Edison lamps, charging equipment and other
accessories from the U.S.; 2) continue exporting lamps from
the U.S., but manufacture charging equipment and other
accessories in Britain; 3) export only the Edison batteries
from the U.S. and manufacture all the rest in Britain; and 4)
export only the positive and negative battery elements from
the U.S. and manufacture all the rest in Britain.
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CANADIAN MINING SAFETY AWARDS

In 1941, Canada, as a member of the British Commonwealth, was fighting overseas and, at home, producing supplies to support
the war effort. The Canadian mining industry was especially involved in the latter, producing metals and minerals to assist in the
manufacture of munitions and other essential requirements.
Well aware that safety can often be a secondary consideration when speed is of the essence, the Mine Safety Appliances
Company of Canada Ltd., as it was then called, offered to donate a prestigious national trophy to recognize mining companies that
achieved a high level of safety in their production endeavors.
MSA partnered with the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (CIM) to administer the John T. Ryan Trophy
(later called the John T. Ryan Safety Award), so named to honor one of the company’s founders. The first winner was the
Chesterville Mine near Virginiatown, Ontario.
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9. Casualties of a mine accident in the burgeoning days of the Nova Scotia, Canada,
mining industry, 1891. 10. A storefront of MSA Canada, 1937. 11. The John T. Ryan
Safety Trophy, “ awarded to the coal mine achieving the best safety record in Canada.”

Not long before Ryan’s arrival in 1918, 88 miners had
died in an explosion. Only nine men escaped. Fifty years
earlier, 100 miners had been lost when a blast erupted in
the same coal seam.
Stellarton, Ryan knew, was a natural market for
electric cap lamps. It wasn’t difficult for the persuasive
MSA owner to convince the mine to become the first site
in Canada to adopt Edison lamps — 200 in total.
Two years later, MSA was astounded when a
requisition for 5,500 lamps came unsolicited from the
collieries of the Dominion Coal Company in Cape Breton.
After Dominion’s order, word of the new safety lamps
quickly spread, and Canadian sales escalated.
But the metal mines stubbornly continued to rely
on candle and carbide lamps. That is, until 1934, when
Lake Shore Mines in Kirkland Lake, Ontario, converted to

electric lamps. The decision by the prominent gold mine
operation inspired others to follow suit. In short order
Canada had become a major market for MSA.
On January 27, 1937, the Canadian government issued
a charter to the Mine Safety Appliances Company of
Canada Ltd., with a head office in Montreal, Quebec, doing
business in Territory No. 19, comprising the provinces of
Quebec, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Nova
Scotia and the British colony of Newfoundland.
MSA also maintained an office in New Glasgow,
not far from the Stellarton mine. (In 1942, the Canadian
headquarters was moved to Toronto, where it remains
today.) A complete range of products was stocked in
Montreal so MSA could eliminate the inconvenience of
customs clearance.
Rather than start from scratch in the new market,

The following year, MSA added a second trophy, to be awarded to a company in the coal mining sector. It also established seven
regional trophies for impressive safety performances in the metal and coal mine sectors. In 1970, MSA recognized that a third
national trophy needed to be awarded for a mining sector other than metal or coal. The introduction of the select mine category
was greatly influenced by the development of potash mines in Saskatchewan in the late 1960s.
A decade later, MSA decided there were numerous companies that didn’t fall under any of the existing categories, but nevertheless
deserved recognition for their safety efforts. The recipients under this classification were given special award certificates.
One last award was added, which is given to the mine with the lowest accident statistics in several regions across the country,
including the Northwest Territories and Yukon. In 1999, the award was expanded to include Canadian companies operating
outside the country. The first winner was the Condestable Mine in Peru, owned by Iberian Minerals Corporation.
A CIM committee determines all the trophy and certificate winners. The committee is composed of chiefs of the mine inspection
branches of provincial and territorial governments and heads of provincial and territorial mining associations.
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12. When Red River flooded parts of southern Manitoba, Canada, in 1950, MSA
supplied first aid to the local Red Cross chapter. 13. By 1954, MSA had established
multiple international offices.

MSA took over the business of a Montreal safety
company known as Drummond, McCall and Company,
which was a well-known supplier of iron in eastern
Canada. To oversee the transition, John T. Ryan sent his
son, John Ryan Jr., to Montreal. Ryan Jr. had joined MSA
in 1936 as a sales engineer immediately after having
graduated from the Harvard University Business School.
The move into Canada was strongly supported
by Eugene “Gene” W. Merry, a future CEO, who started
at MSA in 1936 after also graduating from Harvard’s
Business School, where he was a friend, classmate and
roommate of John Ryan Jr. According to Merry, MSA’s
business flourished in places with long-established
mining operations because companies and mine
managers readily understood the benefits of MSA’s
superior technology, particularly its new Model K electric
light, the most powerful in the industry.
There were a number of reasons why Canada was
an attractive option. For one, “it made perfect sense
for Mine Safety to open its first international company
in Canada because it was right next door,” Merry said.
For another, the situation with Canada offered a way to
leverage currency fluctuations to save money. Whenever
the value of the Canadian dollar fell below that of its U.S.
counterpart, Canadian companies could pay in their own
currency for the purchase and rental of MSA products.
When the Canadian dollar reached or exceeded the U.S.
dollar value, MSA transferred its Canadian account to
U.S. banks. It was only through the subsidiary and the
willingness to wait for payment, in effect a long nointerest loan, that MSA could help safeguard the huge
mines and industries of Canada.
One of the highlights for the new operation occurred

on June 12, 1937, when an MSA representative was
interviewed on a half-hour radio program, which aired on
CBC, Canada’s national broadcaster. The program gave MSA
legitimacy in the country as a leader in safety equipment.
By the end of 1937, MSA was fully operational in
two countries. The company’s borders and point of view
had shifted with just one move. And bigger changes lay
just ahead.

Next Stop, South Africa
Because little progress was being made in Britain, John T.
Ryan Sr. turned his focus to South Africa and Australia. He
knew that within a 60-mile radius of Johannesburg, the
coal and ore mines employed as many people as Britain
and the U.S. combined.
In the same year the Montreal office was opened,
MSA mining engineer A.E. Hastings set out to investigate
South Africa’s business potential. Farther east, mining
prospects in Australia and in the Philippines appeared so
promising that another MSA engineer, A.J. Toering, was
dispatched to make similar investigations.
In early 1939, on the basis of detailed reports from
Hastings and Toering, Ryan Sr. decided it was time to add
some new international locations. With war imminent in
Europe, Britain had finally broken out of its Depression
doldrums and industry was coming back to life.
At first, England and Australia were tagged as the
next two countries where MSA would set up shop. But
when World War II erupted later in September, plans to
establish a business in either country suddenly became a
lot more difficult.
According to MSA lore, Toering, who had been
charged with conducting the groundwork in Australia,

Johannesburg, South Africa
Glasgow, Scotland

Callery, PA

John T. Ryan Memorial Laboratory
Pittsburgh, PA
Toronto, Canada

Main Plant
Pittsburgh, PA
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IT WASN’T
DIFFICULT FOR
THE PERSUASIVE
MSA OWNER TO
CONVINCE THE
MINE TO BECOME
THE FIRST SITE IN
CANADA TO ADOPT
EDISON LAMPS.

THE SULLIVAN PRINCIPLES

From the inception of apartheid in 1948 MSA followed an informal policy of treating black employees well. When Rev. Leon Sullivan developed a corporate code of
conduct for doing business in South Africa in Philadelphia in 1977, MSA quickly
adopted it.

A CRICKET LEGEND JOINS MSA
The dates have been lost, but it’s certain that
sometime after he was forced to retire from
cricket in 1951, Athol Rowan, a legendary South
African bowler, joined MSA, where he became
general manager. His stature was such that it
would be akin to Hall of Fame pitcher
Bob Feller taking on a management role at an
MSA office in the U.S.
“During the [second world] war, as an 18-yearold volunteer, [Rowan] had joined the Transvaal
Scottish [Regiment] and was taken prisoner at
Tobruk,” the Independent wrote in his obituary in
early 1998. “Escaping, he volunteered to join the
South African Air Force and while on an officers’
training course suffered a severe knee injury
from an exploding mortar bomb.”
Following the war, Rowan returned to play cricket,
frequently in test matches against England.
He often bowled in terrible pain, sometimes
wearing iron braces.
“He was a real character,” says John Ryan III, “a
very affable fellow, and very superstitious. He
had a thing about Friday the 13th. Every year, he
would arrange to take a vacation day on Friday
the 13th, and he would stay in bed the whole
day. He came to Pittsburgh once and it was
understood that we had to get the business done
by Thursday, so he could stay in bed
in his hotel room on Friday.”
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Rowan, who was born near Johannesburg in
1921, died 77 years later, after having retired
sometime before from MSA. “When he died,
I thought, well at least he didn’t die on Friday
the 13th,” says Ryan III. “And then I did a little
checking. He died [on February 22, 1998]
between consecutive Friday the 13ths, the
only stretch in 22 years where there had
been consecutive Friday the 13ths.”

had a travel itinerary that included a reconnaissance
stopover in South Africa to determine if the country
might serve as a viable MSA location.
Toering was in Johannesburg when the hostilities
broke out. Following a divisive debate because of
considerable German sympathy in the country due to
the Germanic roots of the Afrikaner population, Pretoria
finally decided to enter the war a day later.
With South Africa and Australia now both on a war
footing, Toering was stranded for a while. Unable to
travel on to his Australian destination and unwilling to
go home, he decided to make the best of a bad situation
and concentrate on South Africa. It was, after all, the kind
of market that begged for a MSA presence.
“It was a logical place for us,” says former CEO John
Ryan III. “It had a huge mining industry, especially
gold and copper, all based on British standards. And,
in 1940, it was part of the English-speaking British
Commonwealth. I also think that my grandfather wanted
to show that we could have an operation that far away
and in that different kind of environment.”
“It was a fantastic market,” says Gene Merry. “What
made it especially attractive was that the United States
had never paid much attention to it. So that gave us an
advantage, as we were there long before other U.S. firms.”
The Mine Safety Appliances Company (Africa) (Pty.)
Ltd. became a legally registered entity on February 27,
1940, with its headquarters located in Johannesburg. Its
territory theoretically included the whole of Africa, but
in actual practice it was limited to the lower part of the
continent, including the Union of South Africa, Southern
and Northern Rhodesia and part of the Belgian Congo.
The 1940s was a decade of rapid economic growth

in South Africa. World War II spurred a second industrial
revolution in the country. The first revolution had
occurred thanks to the extensive mining of gold and
other minerals. The second came about because Britain
could no longer export manufactured goods to South
Africa due to the war. South Africa, therefore, had to
develop its own manufacturing capabilities, and did so
with great success.
When the National Party came to power in 1948
and introduced a policy of apartheid, MSA was faced
with a difficult decision: abandon a country with a
racist government or remain and help the hundreds of
thousands of workers, most of whom were black and
under the subjugation of the government.
“It was a really tough choice but we chose to stay,”
says John Ryan III. “Our mission was to protect people’s
lives, and we believed the workers in South Africa
deserved to be protected. We did everything we could to
fulfill that mandate despite abhorring the policies of the
South African government. I think it was the right thing
to do. We couldn’t bring about change, but we could
make it safer for the workers to do their jobs.”
While MSA’s operation in South Africa was finding its
way, MSA was undergoing changes of its own. Although
the U.S. would not enter World War II until late 1941,
following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, the
American war machine had begun gearing up as soon as
the fighting in Europe commenced.
But it was a personal tragedy that would affect MSA
the most in the early 1940s: one of its founders would
pass away.

Sullivan was a Baptist minister, civil rights worker and the first African American
to sit on a board of a major corporation (General Motors). He believed it was possible
for international companies to engage in business in South Africa as long as they
adhered to seven principles.
In 1999, Rev. Sullivan and United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan released a
new set of principles. They focused more on the need to advance human rights and
social justice in South Africa.
While the Sullivan Principles reinforced MSA’s longstanding decision that remaining
in South Africa was more positive for the workers than abandoning the country
(about 90 percent of the workers were black), it was not a popular position with
some of its customers. “The heat got pretty bad in terms of trying to sell in the
United States if you had an operation in South Africa, especially as the international
boycotts emerged in the ’70s and ’80s,” says Ryan III.
Due to international pressure, MSA sold majority control of its South African
interests in 1987 to Boart Longyear Ltd., a division of Anglo American, one of the
world’s largest mineral and natural resources groups. The new company became
known as Boart MSA.

1. Nonsegregation of the races in all eating, comfort

and work facilities.
2. Equal and fair employment practices for all employees.
3. Equal pay for all employees doing equal or comparable work

for the same period of time.
4. Initiation of and development of training programs that will

prepare, in substantial numbers, blacks and other nonwhites
for supervisory, administrative, clerical and technical jobs.
5. Increasing the number of blacks and other nonwhites in

management and supervisory positions.
6. Improving the quality of life for blacks and other nonwhites

outside the work environment in such areas as housing,
transportation, school, recreation and health facilities.
7. Working to eliminate laws and customs that impede social,

economic and political justice. (Added in 1984.)

“It didn’t do very well,” says George Steggles, who was a senior vice president at MSA
when he retired in 2002. “It was located in an old building and the whole venture
wasn’t going anywhere.” When Nelson Mandela was released from prison and South
Africa became a democracy in 1994, the landscape for doing business in South Africa
changed overnight. “We then decided to buy Boart out and I negotiated the deal
[which was completed in 1997]. We established MSA South Africa Pty. in a brand new
building and set up a new manufacturing facility in Johannesburg.”
MSA South Africa struggled, however, and two years later it merged with Campbell
Gardwel, a local company that manufactured safety and protective equipment. Now
known as MSA Africa, it focused on developing, manufacturing and selling a range
of personal protection equipment “for total head-to-toe protection.” Among its wares
are the types of products that security-minded South Africans consider essential
requirements in a country that has an ongoing crime problem.
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GARY PLAYER’S FATHER

–John Ryan III

Lost records keep us from knowing exactly when
he worked for MSA and in what capacity, but it was
after he had spent 30 hard years working in the gold
mines, where he developed phthisis (pulmonary
tuberculosis). Much physically larger than his
famous son, Harry was a two-handicap golfer who
taught Gary how to play. “He looks like [the actor]
Victor McLaglen,” Sports Illustrated wrote in 1966.
“Same baggy eyes, lump nose, sloping bearlike
body. Same delightful McLaglen laugh that, once
begun, dwindles only when all the breath is gone
from the body. He can speak English, Afrikaans …
and six native languages, including Zulu, Sesuthu
and Hosa.”
Harry acquired his nickname when, as a young
man attending a Johannesburg bar to celebrate a
friend’s wedding, he was told there was nothing to
drink. An exuberant type, Harry jumped on a table
and clamored: “We want whiskey!”
John Ryan III never met Harry, but he did have
an opportunity to connect with his famous son.
“Supposedly, the first time Gary Player either got a
hole-in-one, or broke par, was when he was playing
with his father and Athol [Rowan],” says John Ryan
III. “One time, my father and I and some others
took Gary to dinner at Rolling Rock [a private golf
club outside Pittsburgh] while he was playing in a
tournament at [nearby] Laurel Valley. So we always
have a positive feeling about Gary Player.”
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OUR MISSION WAS TO PROTECT
PEOPLE’S LIVES, AND WE BELIEVED
THE WORKERS IN SOUTH AFRICA
DESERVED TO BE PROTECTED.
WE DID EVERYTHING WE COULD
TO FULFILL THAT MANDATE.

Another famous MSA South Africa employee was
Harry “Whiskey” Player, the father of Gary Player,
one of the world’s greatest golfers.

PREVIOUS PAGE: 14. South African miners, 1939. THIS PAGE: 15. MSA South Africa
employee Harry Player (right) and his son, top golfer Gary Player, 1966.
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JOHN T. RYAN:
THE PASSING
OF A LEGEND
(1884-1941)

2

Mining Hall of Fame and
Museum inducted John
Thomas Ryan into its Hall of
Fame, it noted that he had
“contributed immeasurably
to the development of
coalmine safety during the first half of the 20th Century.”
If anything, the tribute was an understatement.
John T. Ryan Sr. and his partner, George H. Deike,
were pioneers, visionaries, inventors and bold
entrepreneurs who literally put their lives on the line to
improve not just the safety of miners but of all industrial
workers in the U.S. and throughout the world.
Sadly, John T. Ryan left us too soon, but not before
establishing a legacy that will always be appreciated.
Ryan Sr. was born into a family of Irish famine
immigrants in Dudley, a tiny Pennsylvania mining town,
on February 13, 1884. The son and grandson of miners
(his grandfather had been a miner in Ireland and, after
his death, his widow married another miner and the
family moved to America), he began work as a trapper
boy in the local mines at age 12. Two years later, he was
promoted to mule driver, considered a man’s job.
In time, Ryan Sr.’s father, Daniel, became a mine
superintendent, so the question of why young John
needed to take on such dangerous work at such a
young age has often arisen.
“The likely reason is that his father was still some
years from being a superintendent and times were
uncertain,” says John Ryan III. “There were six children in
the family, eventually, and children in those days were
expected to start work early.”

PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. MSA founder John Ryan at a mine explosion in 1911. Ryan holds
the caged canary then used for detecting carbon monoxide. THIS PAGE: 2. John Ryan
(left) in Alaska, where he spent several months in 1913 on behalf of the U.S. Navy.
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Intelligent and hard-driven,
Ryan Sr. knew he required formal
schooling to achieve his maximum
potential, even though no one in
the family had ever had a serious
education. He saved up his money
and, having stopped working in the
mines, entered Juniata Preparatory
School in the town of Huntington,
where he completed high school.
An avid baseball player, he was
credited with organizing the first
baseball team at the school in
1903. A year later, he enrolled at
Penn State College, obtaining
a degree in mining engineering
in 1908.
A dynamic and driven
character who played varsity sports to win, Ryan Sr. was
a stocky young man with curly hair, a broad build and a
penchant for pranks.

Tragedy at Home and in the Field
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3. John T. Ryan and his only son John T. Ryan Jr., c. 1920. 4. Ryan’s parents, refugees
of the Irish famine. 5. On his way to a busy day at a convention. Deike wrote of his
partner Ryan, “His was an inspired leadership; he was devoted to his duty to humanity.”

During his university summers, Ryan Sr. found
employment doing mine-survey work for the J. Murray
Africa Engineering Company of Pittsburgh. After
graduation he continued with the firm for a year and then
became a mine superintendent and mining engineer, first
with the Rocky Ridge Coal Mining Company and then the
Langdon Coal Company in Pennsylvania.
In 1911, Ryan Sr. took a step that would forever
change his life. He sat for, and passed, the examination
that allowed him to join the fledgling U.S. Bureau of

Mines. He started off as an assistant mining engineer
in its Safety, Mine Rescue and Testing division in the
Pittsburgh office.
That same year, he married Julia Elizabeth Brown of
Frostburg, Maryland, “who was, in everyone’s testimony,
and from photographs, very beautiful,” says John Ryan III.
”They had a son — my father [John T. Ryan Jr.] — and
then in a week or so, Julia died of postpartum fever. It
was, to say the least, devastating. Somewhere in my
father’s materials were three documents: an invitation
to, or announcement of, my grandparents’ wedding, an
announcement of my father’s birth and a condolence
announcement of my grandmother’s death. The three
were torn in half, but not thrown away, by either my
grandfather, my father or someone else.”
On his first day at the bureau, Ryan Sr. was given a
training course in mine-rescue work. On his second day,
April 25, 1911, he was dispatched, with a rescue car and
crew, to Elk Garden, West Virginia.
The day before, an underground explosion that felt
like an earthquake had erupted at the Davis Coal and
Coke Company No. 20 mine.
“When the Department of Mines’ rescue car arrived
late in the evening, it brought with it oxygen helmets
to protect the rescuers against afterdamp,” the Piedmont
Herald reported. “They were instructed on how to use
the helmets safely. The helmets allowed the rescuers to
stay in the mine longer in their search for the missing
miners. Some of the dead were burned about the face
and hands, some were bruised and faces scarred, while
others showed no external signs of violence, but seemed
to be calmly sleeping.”
In all, 23 miners died in the explosion.

ON MANY OCCASIONS,
RYAN AND DEIKE RISKED
THEIR LIVES IN MINERESCUE OPERATIONS,
EACH OPERATION
FURTHER CONVINCING
THEM OF THE
IMPORTANCE OF THE
MISSION THEY BEGAN.
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For the 27-year-old Ryan Sr., it was a gruesome
introduction to the reality of working in mines in the U.S.
at the time. Similar tragic scenes lay ahead, and they tore
into the heart and soul of the young engineer. He soon
became determined, as this history details, to reduce
the horrific death and injury toll caused by inferior or
nonexistent safety equipment.
On many occasions, Ryan Sr. and Deike risked their
lives in mine-rescue operations, each operation further
convincing them of the importance of the mission
they began to see as their destiny. It is almost certain
that the smoke and toxic gases Ryan Sr. inhaled during
his many rescue operations contributed to his health
problems later in life.
The story of how Ryan Sr. and George Deike formed
Mine Safety Appliances is well documented. Perhaps
the most important bond Ryan Sr. forged during his 27
years at MSA was with Thomas Edison. In 1938, Ryan
Sr. was made an associate member of Edison Pioneers,
a group of men who worked personally with the
brilliant inventor. The following year he was given an

honorary membership in the Edison “Old Timers Club,”
in recognition of his 25-year association with the Edison
organization.
Many Pittsburghers might think Ryan Sr.’s most
significant achievement was his direction of rescue work
during the Great St. Patrick’s Day Flood of March 17 and
18, 1936, the worst flood in the city’s history. Aboveaverage temperatures melted snow and ice on the upper
Allegheny and Monongahela rivers. Flood levels peaked
at about 46 feet, some 21 feet above the normal flood
stage, the point at which the waters would begin to
cause damage.
Under Ryan Sr.’s direction, the entire energies of MSA
were thrown into protecting life and property from the
devastating waters. Dozens of headquarter personnel
were dispatched to work with the Red Cross, municipal
authorities, public utility companies and industrial
plants, making sure they had the necessary emergency
equipment to deal with their individual situations.
Warehouse and factory personnel labored around the
clock to dispatch equipment by company trucks and cars,

6. Pittsburgh’s Great Flood, on St. Patrick’s Day 1936, was called “a disaster of undreamed
proportions that beggared description.” 7. A crew tests for gas, using MSA equipment,
in the basement of a building in downtown Pittsburgh some weeks after the flood. 8.
The bookkeeping department of a Pittsburgh bank used the Edison Electric Safety Cap
Lamp to continue business as usual. 9. According to a tribute to the late John Ryan, “his
ever-present smile graced many convention gatherings.”
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10. “No matter how unusual the request for services, we tried to meet the need that we
were called upon to perform. Among the requests were … the request for a diver to
close a gas valve under twenty feet of water. … Our organization remained faithfully
on the job to render advice, assistance and materials,” wrote Ryan of MSA’s response to
the 1936 flood emergency in Pittsburgh.
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PITTSBURGHERS
MIGHT THINK
RYAN’S MOST
SIGNIFICANT
ACHIEVEMENT
WAS HIS
DIRECTION
OF RESCUE WORK
DURING THE GREAT
ST. PATRICK’S
DAY FLOOD.

–Charles Edison

customer vehicles or any other means. The following year,
when similar tragedies struck Cincinnati and Louisville, MSA
and other organizations in Pittsburgh dispatched personnel
who had become experts working in the floodwaters of
their own city.

Aiming for the Stars
Sadly, John T. Ryan Sr. left us too soon, but not before
establishing a legacy that will always be with us. He
passed away in Miami, Florida, from a brain hemorrhage
on February 20, 1941, while on an enforced vacation
for his health. “The fatal cerebral hemorrhage was the
culmination of multiple strokes caused by high blood
pressure and a stressful life,” says John Ryan III. “A previous
stroke had caused my parents’ wedding to be delayed
for a month. At that time, my grandfather was told by a
doctor that he was ‘sitting on a powder keg.’”
Following John Ryan Sr.’s passing, Charles Edison,
the governor of New Jersey and one of Thomas Edison’s
sons, commented on the passing of his father’s friend
and colleague: “It is not enough to say he possessed
creativeness, resourcefulness and driving energy far
beyond the average run of men. His contribution is
measured by the tangible successes his work has yielded
— lives saved, property protected.”
One business associate added: “He aimed for the
stars and reached them in a humble, unassuming
manner, and retained the common touch so
characteristic of all great men.”
To Ryan Sr.’s friend and business partner, George
Deike, “his was an inspired leadership. He was devoted
to his duty to humanity. He displayed unswerving loyalty
to his life’s work and to his host of friends throughout

the entire country. That which he accomplished and
the principles which he expressed so
faithfully and so sincerely will long be
remembered by the great multitude
of people who are so much better
off because of his having lived and
served his generation so devotedly
and well.”
When John T. Ryan
Sr. was posthumously
inducted into the National
Mining Hall of Fame and
Museum in 1998, his
biography noted that
“His work contributed
greatly to establishing
a new era in mining,
where miners worked
in much greater safety
and where their welfare
was of primary concern
to their employers. The
countless lives saved by
technology and equipment
developed by John Ryan are
unquestionably his greatest
contribution to mankind.”

A BAT TLE OF WILLS
Although Ryan Sr. had seen, through his first wife’s
death, how life could end unexpectedly, he had
never got around to writing a will. “It was suggested
that some people in those days thought that signing
a will was writing one’s death warrant,” says John
Ryan III. “Whatever his reasons, my grandfather’s
lack of a will caused significant problems. Because
Ryan Sr. hadn’t left a will, it wasn’t clear what
would happen to his shares of the company.”
His second wife [Mary Gavin, whom he married in
1928] was the sister-in-law of Gordon MacVean,
who was MSA’s mining sales manager. MacVean
felt that MSA’s future was in manufacturing mining
equipment, especially because MSA had so many
high-level contacts in the industry and he pressed
for that to become the company’s new focus.
“My father didn’t agree,” says John Ryan III. “He
sensed we would be little guys going up against
all these huge mining-equipment companies. But
if we focused just on safety and took it around the
world, we’d be the big shots.”
Ryan Jr.’s and MacVean’s strategic differences
were only resolved when George Deike stepped in
and sided with Ryan Jr.’s position. MacVean left
MSA and formed his own company, National Mine
Service Company, and hired some of MSA’s best
mining salespeople. That company had considerable success in the mining industry until it was
sold some decades later. “But the MSA that my
grandfather and Mr. Deike had envisioned was
saved,” says Ryan III.
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IT IS NOT ENOUGH TO SAY HE
POSSESSED CREATIVENESS,
RESOURCEFULNESS AND DRIVING
ENERGY FAR BEYOND THE AVERAGE
RUN OF MEN. HIS CONTRIBUTION IS
MEASURED BY THE TANGIBLE
SUCCESSES HIS WORK HAS YIELDED —
LIVES SAVED, PROPERTY PROTECTED.

1

ONCE MORE
INTO THE
BREACH

O

N SEPTEM BER 3, 1939,

Britain’s prime minister, Neville
Chamberlain, addressed the world in
a radio broadcast from the Cabinet
Room at his 10 Downing Street
office. He informed listeners that
Germany had not responded to
Britain’s demand that it leave Poland,
which it had invaded two days earlier. “Consequently,
this country is at war with Germany,” Chamberlain
intoned in a slow and solemn voice. “You can imagine
what a bitter blow it is to me that all my long struggle to
win peace has failed.”
For the second time in the century, much of the
Western world was once again plunged into a horrific
military struggle.
Facing an isolationist Congress and strong public
opinion, President Roosevelt chose not to take the United
States into the conflict at first. But the American armed
forces immediately began to prepare for that possibility.
Once again, MSA was called upon to contribute its
expertise.
The company’s military products department sprang
into action, increasing production of the submarine escape
apparatus, firefighting equipment, gas masks, hydrogen
detectors for submarine atmospheres and high-velocity
power tools for repairing damage aboard ships. It also
sped up efforts to bring to market a new breathing
apparatus that generated oxygen chemically.
Perhaps MSA’s most notable contribution to the war
effort was the development of the GI helmet liner. The
standard helmet, known colloquially as “the steel pot,” was
an outer shell. It required an inner lining, basically a type of

hard hat that contained an inner suspension system that fit
onto the wearer’s head.
MSA adapted its laminated plastic Skullgard hat, which
it had patented years before. Researchers designed a new
shape that would sit securely inside the steel pot, but
MSA didn’t have the manufacturing resources required to
quickly churn out the millions needed by the armed forces.
In a move that was typical of MSA, the company
offered free use of the patent to the government. As a
result, while MSA wound up producing large numbers
of the helmet liners during the war, so did many other
manufacturers.
“The men who ran the company during those years,
their goal, their mission, their calling was to get safety
equipment to the people who needed it,” says Steve Grasha,
manager of MSA’s Creativity Center. “They didn’t spend a lot
of time worrying about patent infringement. They felt it was
more important that people were being protected.”
MSA also developed the first helmets for army tank
operators. In the early days of tank warfare, the tank driver
was moored in the vehicle’s bowels and could not see out.
A member of the crew would stand in the open turret
and either shout directions or indicate where to steer by
applying pressure to the driver’s shoulders with his feet.
The men in the turrets were vulnerable to numerous
hazards, especially when the tanks navigated heavily
wooded areas. Head injuries caused by protruding
branches were commonplace and often serious.
In 1941, an army captain stationed at Fort Knox asked
MSA to find a solution to this problem. The result was the
development of the first tank helmet. It was so successful
that before long MSA was producing tank helmets en
masse for the government.
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PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. Wreckage of USS Arizona, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, December 7, 1941.
THIS PAGE: 2. The army and navy recognized the contributions of MSA to the war effort
on many occasions.
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3. War-time ads boasted MSA’s provision of “top protection … throughout America’s
Victory program.” 4. Skullgard helmets were in demand to protect workers in shipyards
and steel mills — all part of the U.S. war effort.

John Ryan Jr. had planned a trip to Washington, D.C., to
meet with government officials about the development
of chemical oxygen, a project he was spearheading for
MSA. His straightforward business trip took a different
turn, however, as his arrival was the morning of
December 8, 1941.
Around 8:00 a.m. on December 7, Japanese fighterplanes had swooped down on America’s naval base at
Pearl Harbor, near Honolulu. The unprovoked assault
claimed the lives of more than 2,000 U.S. soldiers and
destroyed nearly 20 naval vessels and almost 200 planes.
When President Roosevelt asked Congress to declare
war on Japan on December 8, he called the sneak attack
on Pearl Harbor “a date which will live in infamy.” Three
days later, Germany and Italy declared war on the U.S.,
which in turn reciprocated.

The military’s demand for MSA products skyrocketed.
Ryan Jr. found himself in a city overcome with chaotic
energy. His talks with government officials suddenly took
on a tone of great urgency. The navy, he was informed,
needed oxygen rescue breathing apparatus for all ships,
in unheard-of quantities. The military officials with whom
Ryan Jr. met fretted that Germany was, at the time, the
only reliable source of potassium, the basic ingredient of
the oxygen-generating chemical required to produce the
apparatus.
“We’ve been aware of that for some time,” Ryan Jr.
told the worried officials. “We knew Germany could be a
vulnerable source. So we designed a process and built a
plant for manufacturing pure potassium.” His words were
a great relief to everyone at the meeting, and discussions
quickly shifted to the growing list of vital products the
military would need.

Fireworks plant in Callery, Pennsylvania, about 25 miles
to the northwest. The twin plants produced upward of
200,000 masks a month.
In addition to seemingly endless demands from the
navy and army, MSA was inundated with pressing orders
from the mushrooming shipbuilding industry, munitions
plants and auxiliary chemical factories. Handling explosives
was an integral part of the work at these facilities, and
their need for safety equipment proved as urgent as the
military’s.
Ordnance plants sprang up overnight — some 30
were quickly established throughout the country for
manufacturing TNT and other explosives. MSA monitored
safety hazards in each of them, and supplied great
quantities of equipment, from clothing to skin creams that
protected against corrosive materials.
Recruiting and training large numbers of new workers
was an ongoing challenge made more problematic by
the draft, which siphoned off many young men. So MSA,
like many wartime industries, looked to women to fill jobs
ordinarily done by men. The company had employed
women since its earliest days, when Ryan Sr. and Deike set
up their first-aid production line, but not in the numbers
now required. Because of the war, women took on a wide
range of new tasks, some of them physically demanding
and, at the time, considered work only men could do.
During the war years, MSA’s personnel tripled to well
over 3,000. MSA men and women were not only occupied
in the development and manufacture of safety equipment
but were also in the field with the armed forces, training
military personnel in the use of the new safety equipment.

HERE’S YOUR HAT,
WHAT’S YOUR WORRY?
As many women entered the workplace during
the war, safety directors began to worry about
protecting them from industrial accidents caused
by their long hair.
MSA was asked to design a protective hat that kept
hair from becoming tangled in drills and other
machinery with moving parts. There had already
been a number of accidents in which women who
had never worked with machinery before were
seriously injured.
Aware that the hat should be attractive as well as
practical, MSA convinced Lilly Daché, the leading
hat designer of the day, to come up with a stylish
cloth cap that would keep the women’s hair out
of the machinery. The new MSA product bore the
famous Lilly Daché label but sold for less than
50 cents. Women reacted to it with great
enthusiasm. Alas, its life span was somewhat
limited. Most women who worked with
machinery soon opted for shorter hairdos. The
Daché cap was a brief fad, soon forgotten.
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Pearl Harbor

MSA already had plans to mass-produce submarine
escape apparatus, underwater breathing apparatus, special
gas masks for gun crews, exotic respirators for shipboard
operation and repair, combustible gas indicators, carbon
monoxide alarms for ships and bombers, hydrogen
eliminators for submarines, helium-leak detectors for
blimps, high-pressure oxygen transfer pumps for aircraft
carriers, fire-resistant firefighting suits for ships, jungle firstaid kits for soldiers, special kits for life rafts, secret ordnance
material for submarines, damage-control tools for ships
and minesweeping gear for the fleet. These were the first
of some 132 major military products MSA was to produce
for the armed forces during the war.
There was no time to draw up contracts and
gain approvals through the traditional, slow-moving
bureaucratic avenues. Verbal assurances ruled the day, and
on the basis of those agreements, MSA started increasing
its workforce, acquiring additional space and building
desperately needed manufacturing facilities. Fortunately,
George Deike had foreseen both America’s inevitable
entry into the war and the huge growth in demand for
MSA products. He had already acquired rental options in
industrial locations, just in case.
Within a few months of the December 8 meeting, MSA
had fulfilled Deike’s options and took possession of much
of the available industrial space in Allegheny County.
During the war, the company operated out of 14 different
locations in metropolitan Pittsburgh. It became the largest
industrial leaseholder in the county.
To supply the navy with the vast quantities of military
gas masks it needed, MSA set up two factories just for
that purpose. It designated two floors of its main plant
in Pittsburgh for the work and purchased the National
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DURING THE
WAR YEARS MSA
PERSONNEL
TRIPLED TO
WELL OVER
3,000.
5

The Manhattan Project
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5. Men from every department of MSA served in World War II. 6. From MSA Roundtable, 1946: “The MSA Comfo Respirator was used widely by the Army for the protection
of tank crews and other dusty jobs.” 7. MSA pioneered development of a demand-type
regulator used in U.S. Navy fighter planes. 8. In December 1942, John T. Ryan Jr. wrote,
“Manpower will become scarce. … Much greater use will be made of women in all
types of plants.”

MSA’s contributions to the war effort tended to be highly
visible, but one endeavor was shrouded in extreme
secrecy: the Manhattan Project, America’s initiative to
build an atomic bomb.
Most of the work on the project was done at an atomic
energy plant in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The managers at the
site approached MSA about creating the special protective
equipment they needed. They weren’t at liberty to divulge
what the equipment would be used for, but MSA agreed
to fill the order. The specifications were rather enigmatic,
calling for some material to contain no magnetic metals,
or to have odd metallic compositions that MSA researchers
had not encountered before. MSA was also directed to
devise solutions to unique heat-transfer problems. Given
the secrecy and unusual orders, MSA deduced that the

project was highly significant. But it wouldn’t know exactly
what it was contributing to until well after the war.
The company was an obvious choice to take on this
assignment. During its period of sustained growth in
the 1930s, especially in matters requiring sophisticated
research, MSA had accumulated a highly regarded research
archive and a staff of exceptionally competent scientists. By
the time the war broke out, MSA was considered the go-to
company for the more demanding safety requests.
The fields of atomic energy and radioactive isotopes
were not new to the MSA research staff. They had been
following the progress of physicist Enrico Fermi and
others who had been experimenting with nuclear energy
prior to the war. They anticipated enormous safety
hazards if the efforts to harness nuclear power came to
fruition, which they believed was only a matter of time.

The First Scuba Tank

1924/1944
NAVY LUNG

In 1924, the U.S. Navy asked MSA to find a way to save
the lives of sailors trapped in sunken vessels. By 1929, the
company had introduced the Momsen Lung, effective to
350 feet. In 1944, MSA’s new device featured a “re-breather”
design, utilizing a dry chemical reaction to convert exhaled
carbon dioxide to oxygen.

MSA was a central player in another critical wartime
initiative: In the first half of 1944, John Ryan Jr. was
called to the phone while enjoying coffee after church.
The caller was Colonel Sam Casey, who had just arrived
in Pittsburgh from Washington, D.C. “I have to see you
before noon today,” he implored.
When the two met an hour later, Ryan Jr. learned
that the United States required thousands of pieces of
equipment that had never been made before — within
30 days, without fail. He was not told why the deadline
was so imminent.
The equipment was to be a compact version of MSA’s
submarine escape apparatus and navy lung — a selfcontained underwater breathing device that would later
become known as scuba (self-contained underwater
breathing apparatus) gear. The equipment seemed
impossible to design in less than half a year, and certainly
not possible within 30 days, Ryan Jr. thought. Not to
mention manufacturing it in large quantities.

“If you could give us the specifications, we could
produce a prototype,” Ryan Jr. said.
“There are no specifications and we won’t have any,”
Colonel Casey replied. “We’ve no time for prototypes. We’ll
take what you can make. The critical thing is to get them in
30 days, and to make sure they work. They are to be flown
directly overseas without any formal inspection or other
acceptance procedures or red tape.”
Since that December day in Washington, following
the Pearl Harbor attack, Ryan Jr. had heard a good deal of
demands, but the colonel’s was the most urgent.
Ryan Jr. agreed to marshal his team, but expressed
concern about being able to rustle up the necessary
supplies for the job on such short notice.
“These suppliers are going to laugh at us,” he said.
“Tell me exactly where your men are going, the names
of companies, people and locations,” Colonel Casey replied.
“By the time they get where they are going tomorrow
morning, the companies will have what you need.”
Four MSA representatives boarded trains that night
for destinations in different corners of the country. They
were amazed to discover on arrival that Washington had
informed the various companies that the MSA requests
were to be given the absolute highest priority — no
questions asked.
Although the task had appeared impossible at the
outset, the thousands of self-contained underwater
breathing apparatus sets were somehow assembled and
on their way overseas within the allotted 30 days.
On D-Day, June 6, 1944, MSA learned the reason for the
colonel’s urgency and the destiny of their hurried product,
which they had created as requested thanks to incredible
dedication and energy.

MSA REQUESTS
WERE TO BE GIVEN
THE ABSOLUTE
HIGHEST PRIORITY
— NO QUESTIONS
ASKED.
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The primary objective of the Manhattan Project was
to devise and produce the atomic bomb, an activity
that brought hazards at every turn, beginning with the
radioactive materials to be handled. The enviable safety
record during the rush to perfect the atomic bomb at
Oak Ridge is one of the most notable achievements of
the Manhattan Project.
MSA’s contribution to safety improvements in nuclear
power began a long relationship with the nuclear
industry that lasted many decades. It would become
especially important more than 30 years later, when
America experienced its worst ever nuclear accident.
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the Pennsylvania Flyer [a well- known train that ran
between the 1930s and 1960s] to collect the shipment,
and that was not an easy thing to do.”
When asked if he could remember anything else, such
as patent details, he told HDT that “It was an off-the-shelf
item. We had lots of similar designs.”
“Obviously the valve and cylinder arrangements
missed the June 1944 D-Day landings, when it seems the
American crews of D-Day tanks were issued with Momsen
lungs,” HDT said, “but they obviously found their way to
Italy in time for the invasion of the south of France later
the same year. They also went to the Pacific theatre of war,
where there were many amphibious operations and many
ended up being left behind as war surplus.”
This discovery was proof that MSA had created a
self-contained underwater breathing apparatus in 1944,
at approximately the same time that famed underwater
explorer Jacques Cousteau was perfecting his Aqua Lung
device, the forerunner of modern scuba gear.
MSA’s contributions to the war effort earned it many
awards from a grateful government and the armed forces,
including the Army-Navy “E” citation for its excellence
in producing war equipment; the Maritime M award, for
doing the same for the shipbuilding industry; and the
Minuteman Flag, for having raised substantial war bonds.
After the war, Colonel Casey returned to his family’s
company in Pittsburgh. He went on to become a mentor
and good friend to John Ryan Jr. and served as a longtime
director of MSA. “To this day he is fondly remembered by
those who knew him,” says John Ryan III.
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PREVIOUS PAGE: 9. The wreckage of a Sherman tank is lifted from the Bay of Naples,
Italy, 2003. 10. The MSA prototype breathing device recovered from the tank. THIS
PAGE: 11. Among the Pittsburgh dignitaries at this military event was George Deike
(front row, second from left). 12. John Ryan Jr. (center) explains the construction of
the Gibbs breathing apparatus and H-H Inhalator to visitors from the U.S. Army, 1944.
13. Company literature encouraged employees to buy war bonds.
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The underwater breathing equipment had been
specifically designed to protect Allied troops inside
the tanks that played a critical role in the invasion of
Normandy, France. Thousands of tanks were transported
to shore on small landing craft that entered the deep
waters from the flotilla of warships moored just off the
coast. Some tanks became submerged in deep water,
putting the lives of the men inside at risk. In the past,
most had drowned when such accidents occurred,
including an alarming number during preparations for
the invasion that were staged off the coast of Florida. Not
so on D-Day. MSA had produced a dependable piece of
equipment that was compact enough to be worn on a
man escaping through a narrow tank hatch.
MSA typically never patented its new invention and
few people knew of its existence. In time, the wartime
contribution became a lost part of the company’s history.
In 2000, however, the wreckage of a Sherman tank
was discovered in the Bay of Naples, a casualty of a
training session for the planned invasion of the south of
France in 1944, according to a 2008 article in Historical
Diving Times (HDT). Inside the vehicle the salvagers
found breathing equipment with the words “Mine Safety
Appliances Company, Pittsburgh” engraved on a copper
metal plate.
The publication contacted Gene Merry, who by this
time was in his 90s but still blessed with a sharp memory.
He told HDT that sometime in the first half of 1944, MSA
had been approached by the U.S. military for “a regulator
and cylinder arrangement.”
Merry explained, ”The colonel I talked to said that it
was an urgent request, as a lot of our boys were getting
drowned. It must have been urgent as they even stopped
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INCE THE DEATH OF JOHN

Ryan Sr., George Deike had been
considering a suitable way to honor
his business partner. A few years
after the war, he advanced the idea
of building a research facility, to be
called the John T. Ryan Memorial
Laboratory. It would provide enough
space to house all ongoing safety research as well as
new research initiatives that were arising with incredible
frequency.
Deike’s vision, which was strongly supported by
John Ryan Jr., came to life on June 14, 1950, the 36th
anniversary of the company’s founding.
A booklet, That Men May Work in Safety, was distributed
at a gala opening ceremony attended by some 400 leaders
in industrial safety. It noted, “MSA was built and has grown
on research … of all kinds. To carry on and expand these
activities, the company has built the world’s largest safety
laboratory, dedicated to John T. Ryan, pioneer in the cause
of safety.” It was a fitting testament to the founder of a
company that had become the largest and most advanced
manufacturer and supplier of safety equipment in the
world. From three employees in 1914, it had grown to a
team of more than 1,200.
The Ryan Lab, as it came to be known, was a
magnificent four-story building, the only one in the world
devoted solely to the promotion of safety. In keeping
with the philosophy of its namesake (and his partner),
the facility was to be made available to any industry
investigating worker-safety concerns.
That Men May Work in Safety noted that MSA
coordinated its initiatives at the lab with an array of

safety stakeholders: government agencies, industrial
institutes, schools of public health, fellowships at leading
universities and other appropriate institutions. “MSA
scientists in their work are fully conscious that human
lives depend upon the equipment they develop,” it said.
“Their research activities and testing procedures are
painstakingly thorough.”
As the official opening ceremony began, it’s likely
many of the distinguished guests paused to reflect on
the improvements to safety made since the early years of
the century. In less than 40 years, the devastating toll of
workplace accidents had been reduced by some
80 percent.
The principal speaker, Ned Dearborn, had served as
president of the National Safety Council since 1944. He
hailed the new laboratory as a significant advancement
in the history of industrial safety. He called to mind the
mounting criticism of the ultimate intent and purposes
of scientists (a common occurrence in the aftermath of
Hiroshima) and the growing doubt about the strength
of the scientific community’s moral and social values.
“It is implied,” he said, “that we have more skill than
responsibility, that we have acquired power too great for
our control, that we know too much and care too little.”
Responding to that argument, Dearborn pointed
to the new safety laboratory as a symbol of the deep
connection between scientific and human purposes. “It
represents not only science at its best but human purpose
at its finest.” The number of men and women who would
live more comfortably and longer because of it, he
declared, would be the measure of its ultimate worth.
“Even if we speculate conservatively, we know that in
the last 30 years, 20,000 to 30,000 men have been saved

PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. George Deike (left) and John Ryan Jr. in a jovial mood at the grand
opening of the John T. Ryan Memorial Laboratory, 1950. THIS PAGE: 2. Catherine Scholy,
secretary to MSA’s chief chemist, enters the lobby of the new lab, 1950.
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INSPIRATIONAL WORDS
At the conclusion of his speech at the opening of
the Ryan Laboratory, Ned Dearborn said that
perhaps 20th-century English poet Stephen
Spender, who often wrote about social injustice,
had men like John Ryan Sr. in mind when he
composed these lines in the poem “The Truly Great”:
“Near the snow, near the sun, in the highest fields,
See how those names are fêted by the wavering grass
And by the streamers of white cloud
And whispers of wind in the listening sky.
The names of those who in their lives have
fought for life,
Who wore at their hearts the fire’s centre.
Born of the sun they travelled a short while
towards the sun
And left the vivid air signed with their honour.”

EVEN IF WE SPECULATE
CONSERVATIVELY, WE KNOW THAT
IN THE LAST 30 YEARS, 20,000 TO
30,000 MEN HAVE BEEN SAVED FROM
DEATH IN THE MINES BY THE
ORGANIZED SAFETY WORK IN WHICH
JOHN RYAN [AND GEORGE DEIKE]
PLAYED SO VITAL A PART.
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–Ned Dearborn

3. Cutting-edge technology allowed the laboratory’s electron microscope to see dust
particles magnified 100,000 times.
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A portable instrument that administered a
countershock to a person whose heart had stopped
beating or was beating irregularly, the MSA
Defibrillator was the first application of research
conducted by Dr. Kouwenhoven, a renowned expert
on electricity and the heart.
The dean of Johns Hopkins Electrical Engineering
School from 1938 to 1954, Dr. Kouwenhoven had
originally intended the defibrillator be used by
power companies to resuscitate workers who had
been electrocuted in the field. That goal brought
him to the scientists at the Ryan Lab.
Subsequently, his creation became widely used to
revive people whose heart had stopped.
Dr. Kouwenhoven also developed CPR
(cardiopulmonary resuscitation), the process of
massaging the heart and breathing oxygen into the
lungs to assist a person experiencing a
stroke or heart attack.
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4. MSA continued to innovate the Edison Electric Safety Cap lamp in the midcentury.
5. MSA’s director of research and development, Dr. William Yant. 6. The opening of the
memorial lab made headlines across the country.

him as man covered in grime at mine disasters, working
relentlessly to save lives and make the workplace safe.

A Tour of the Lab
Dr. William Parks Yant, MSA’s director of research and
development and a leading investigator of air-pollution
problems, guided the visitors through the new laboratories
where they witnessed exhibits, demonstrations and
testing procedures in progress. The entire range of the
company was on display — over 3,000 products, from
tiny first-aid kits to a complete mobile laboratory for airpollution surveys. It was the most extensive collection of
safety equipment ever assembled.
The exhibit in the electrical laboratory showed the
history of mine lighting and the progress made in the
Edison Electric Safety Cap Lamp since 1915. At the end of
the historic line of lamps was the latest model, which had
been introduced with great fanfare at the American Mining
Congress Convention and Exposition in December 1949.
A new version of the lamp was unexpected because the
mining industry had been in decline since the end of the
war. Demand for coal was waning; it was being replaced by
oil, gas, electricity and even atomic energy. Mines across the
country were beginning to close. Nevertheless, MSA argued,
many miners continued to be employed and they deserved
the best safety equipment possible.
The latest Edison Electric Safety Cap Lamp — the R4 —
provided 25 percent more light than any previous model.
Its design employed a four-cell battery (one more than
the previous incarnation) without adding any appreciable
change in size. It emitted 90 times more illuminating intensity
than the 1915 version. The fourth cell significantly increased
the amount of wattage over an entire working shift.
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STRAIGHT TO THE HEART
In the early 1950s, MSA scientists worked with
Dr. William B. Kouwenhoven of Johns Hopkins
University, as well as researchers from the Edison
Electric Institute, to create the MSA Defibrillator.

from death in the mines by the organized safety work in
which John Ryan [and George Deike] played so vital a part,”
he said. “This building and this company are solid, material
tributes to the energy, imagination and foresight of two
men. But if we are to look for the real measure of [their]
work, we shall have to find it in the human values which
have been conserved. Against the total of these values
even so magnificent an enterprise as this [laboratory]
shrinks into insignificance.”
George Deike spoke as well. In typical fashion, he
acknowledged not only the pride he took in MSA’s
accomplishments, but also those of its competitors
and the vast safety industry that had evolved since his
company’s founding.
He shared his own thoughts on the new laboratory,
especially his amazement at the experimental
arrangements for studies in the new fields of air pollution
and atomic energy. Virtually every branch of science and
engineering would be utilized to develop new protective
equipment and new instruments for detection. The
laboratory was equipped with high-altitude chambers;
dust, fume and gas chambers; a wind tunnel; and an
electron microscope that could magnify particles up
to 100,000 times. One section of the ground floor was
dedicated to the manufacture of prototype models of
new instruments and equipment under development.
And the lab’s library housed the country’s most
comprehensive collection of safety and industrial health
and hygiene literature.
As they listened to Deike’s speech, some of the guests
later said they had a difficult time associating him with
the lab’s modern technology. Most of them had never
seen MSA’s cofounder behind a desk. Instead, they knew
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The lamp offered other new features, among them
an adjustable beam that could penetrate long distances
without the miner having to disassemble the headpiece.
Another advancement was a dual-filament system that
provided sufficient backup light in case one filament failed.
The new lamp also targeted the specific safety needs
of workers in the dangerous bituminous mines. Often
referred to as “black coal,” bituminous coal had the highest
potential for releasing large amounts of firedamp, a highly
explosive mixture of gases.
In MSA’s new design, if the lens and krypton-gas-filled
bulb broke, the bulb base would automatically
move away from the contact points,
interrupting the circuit and cooling the
filaments so they could not ignite whatever
methane gas might be present in the
atmosphere.
The new lamp received
accolades in newspapers and
mining journals across the
country.
The laboratory
also gave visitors a
glimpse of some of
MSA’s equipment
in field-test
conditions. In the
rubber and plastics
section, visitors
viewed the various
types of protective
hats and caps that had
been developed since the

first version that was approved by the U.S. Navy for all
government agencies in the1930s. The caps’ ability to
protect the wearer was shown in dramatic, audiencepleasing demonstrations where sharp objects were
dropped on them from a height.
Another attraction was the part of the first floor that
was devoted to an elaborate dust laboratory. Openingday visitors observed varieties of particles being drawn
from a sealed chamber through sophisticated filtering
materials, demonstrating the effectiveness of MSA
respirators. The trapped dust particles were as tiny as
1/50,000 inch.
Of even greater interest to Pittsburghers, who lived
with chronic industrial smog, were the new air-pollution
instruments — a microprojector, an electrostatic sampler
and a midget impinger, which collected airborne hazards
in a liquid medium. These state-of-the-art instruments
allowed scientists to identify previously undetectable
particles that were poisoning American cities.
In the physiology lab on the second floor, guests
witnessed demonstrations of the new MSA Pneophore,
an automatic respirator that administered oxygen under
intermittent positive pressure. Among the displays of
oxygen equipment, they observed the new Oxygen
Therapy Unit and the Vitalator, used in treating respiratory
ailments.
If the guests at the dedication ceremony had any
doubts about the impetus behind creating such an
advanced facility, the commemorative booklet made
it clear what drove MSA’s safety research: “The safety
activities which the Mine Safety Company [sic] pioneered
36 years ago have become a modern crusade. The cause
of industrial safety today is everybody’s cause.”

MSA GOES TO THE MOVIES!
Getting veteran firefighters to wear a protective
mask proved more difficult than anticipated. There
were still enough old-timers active in city fire
departments who never passed on an opportunity
to embarrass those who wanted to use a protective
mask. “You ain’t firemen if you can’t eat smoke,”
they yelled in response to any suggestion of using
a mask.
If words couldn’t convince them, MSA figured,
then perhaps a movie could. The result was You
Bet Your Life, a 25-minute feature telling the story
of a rookie firefighter who believed the mask was a
critical new piece of equipment.
In the production, the old-timers mock him, but
he refuses to be swayed by their heckling. At the
next fire, of course, the old-timers rush in without
masks and are overcome by smoke. The young,
masked hero dashes in and saves the stricken
cynics, who then convert to wearing masks.
Showings of You Bet Your Life sharply increased
gas mask sales among municipal fire departments.
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MANY MINERS
CONTINUED TO BE
EMPLOYED AND
THEY DESERVED
THE BEST SAFETY
EQUIPMENT
POSSIBLE.
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SAVING A DAREDEVIL FLYING ACE
Al Williams, the famous navy flyer once considered
America’s leading test pilot, knew he needed
MSA’s help.

SPACE: MSA’S NEW FRONTIER

In the early 1950s, Williams, long retired from the
navy, was readying a seaplane for an international
competition on Chesapeake Bay. As Williams
pushed his plane to its maximum speed during
a test run, he began losing consciousness, but
managed to cut his engine just before passing out
completely.

The Ryan Laboratory helped MSA look ahead to the safety needs of the
fast-emerging age of aerospace and nuclear technology. It began to apply
its work in breathing equipment, regenerating chemicals, and safety
clothing to the problems presented by new environments, such as space
capsules, so that astronauts could venture out into space.

This incident confirmed his suspicion that carbon
monoxide was coming directly into the open
cockpit from the short exhaust stacks on each
cylinder of the early radial engines.

That crusade, it pointed out, “has won notable results.”
In 1936, 41 out of every 10,000 workers employed in U.S.
industry were killed in occupational accidents. By 1948,
that number had been reduced to 29 out of every 10,000,
the best industrial safety record in American history. MSA
predicted that 1949’s numbers would be even better.
Although it credited greater safety awareness on the
part of American workers for these accomplishments, it
also took a moment to applaud the many types of safety
equipment now available to the men and women who
worked in the nation’s mines, factories and other places
where hazards existed.
Even while MSA lauded improved safety numbers,
it cautioned against complacency. “The safety record is

good,” it agreed, “but it can be better. Safety is a battle
which never ends. Its price, like that of liberty, is eternal
vigilance.”
MSA had come a long way since its modest
beginnings in 1914. From two men with a vision, it had
grown into a world leader in safety equipment, employing
thousands of workers, including chemists, physicists,
engineers and experimental mechanics stationed at its
impressive new laboratory.
The laboratory was a fitting tribute to John T. Ryan, and
although it didn’t bear George Deike’s name, it embodied
his equally important contributions in every brick of its
foundation.

Williams, who lived in Pittsburgh and knew about
MSA, asked its scientists to develop a portable
battery-operated carbon monoxide indicator that
could be used by a pilot or observer in cramped
spaces such as aircraft cockpits.
Out of that work came the MSA Indicator, which
became widely used in steel mills and the
gas industry, and in the study of exhaust-gas
contamination in cars, trucks, buses and military
transport aircraft.

PREVIOUS PAGE: 7. The MSA Pneolator. 8. A production still from the MSA sales film
The Air We Breathe, which earned praise such as “Magnificent from an educational
standpoint.” THIS PAGE: 9. Innovation at MSA kept pace with the U.S. space program.
The 1960s developed technology such as the Space Oxygen Rebreather, 1961. 10. MSA
Research Laboratory: “When you have a safety problem, chances are we can solve it for
you!” 11. The dedication ceremony for the lab included exhibits and demonstrations on
three floors and a showcase of MSA products.
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The company’s expertise in gas detection was the source of essential
background knowledge for the development of ultrasensitive
instruments installed at NASA and military launching sites. They could
detect the escape of gases from activated missiles, which alerted launch
commanders against initiating liftoff until all signs of danger had been
corrected. An MSA affiliate also produced a tiny thermal battery that
conserved the energy aboard satellites and orbital laboratories probing
the universe.
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AN
EXPANDING
UNIVERSE

2

PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. Sales trainees learn how it feels to work while wearing a breathing
apparatus,1954. THIS PAGE: 2. Representatives from MSA’s international subsidiaries
gathered for four weeks to learn the ins and outs of instrumentation, 1959.
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HEN THE GUNS

finally stopped firing
in 1945, the United
States found itself
on the threshold of
unprecedented economic
expansion. Consumers
began to release their sizable wartime savings
to satisfy pent-up desires to spend and acquire.
Industries happily obliged them, and some, such as
the automobile and construction sectors, especially
prospered. A host of new products and services
blossomed from wartime inventions and innovations.
New markets abroad were exploited. New industries
came into existence — most dramatically, those
devoted to the manufacture of nuclear materials and
electronic computing machines.
The two world wars contributed significantly to the
growth of MSA. During the first conflict, the company
evolved from retailer to manufacturer. After the second
conflict, it emerged as a mass-producer that would
become increasingly international.
Although still closely owned, MSA was now too
big to operate as it had in the past, when the partners
knew every employee by name. By this time, MSA’s
personnel were spread all over the globe. A postwar
management survey indicated the need for new lines
of organization. Until then, all salesmen had reported
directly to the managers of the industrial or mining
sales divisions in Pittsburgh. Some branch offices were
in place, but most representatives worked directly
out of their homes. MSA now divided the country
into 17 industrial districts and installed a manager,
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sales engineers, clerical and warehouse people and a
noncentralized line of reporting in each one.
It was a huge undertaking, one that many employees
and customers initially resisted, as happens with change.
It took time and considerable internal training programs
before it became the accepted way in which the
company ran its affairs.
The end of the war brought about another major
change to MSA: expansion into new overseas markets.
The first new office was opened in Glasgow, Scotland,
in 1947. Coincidentally, Britain nationalized the coal
industry that same year, bringing the 700,000 people
who worked in coal mining under the jurisdiction of the
National Coal Board.

Gaining a foothold in Britain had long been a dream
of John Ryan Sr., but he had not lived long enough to
see it come to fruition. That honor fell to his son, who led
the negotiations to establish a facility in Carfin, a small
community about 12 miles southeast of Glasgow.
Known as Mine Safety Appliances (Britain) Ltd.,
the new entity grew quickly. Within a few years it had
moved to a 50,000-square-foot factory in the sprawling
Queenslie Industrial Estate in east Glasgow. In 1954,
MSA purchased its next-door neighbor, another
50,000-square-foot complex, which was owned by an
old friend of the company— Thomas A. Edison Ltd. The
added space would be used to produce 29,000 mine
lamps, most of which would be exported.

The managing director, Richard Crawford, predicted
that the new location would soon be able to make all
3,600 MSA products. He was also optimistic that his staff
of 260 would increase quickly and significantly.
In September 1958, the Glasgow Herald took note
of MSA’s growth. “One of the first American concerns to
establish a factory in Scotland after the war will begin to
manufacture a range of new safety appliances at present
obtainable only in the United States,” it reported.

The Power of Nylon Stockings
The next country to join MSA’s growing family of
international offices was Mexico, in 1957. It was a logical
choice for expansion because MSA had been selling its

products in the country, and other parts of Latin and South
America, as far back as the 1920s.
The history of MSA south of the U.S. border features
one of its most colorful characters, a salesman named Arch
Abbey, whose career with the company spanned more than
30 years. For several decades, starting in the 1930s, Abbey
was MSA’s sole representative in a territory that, he liked to
joke, “ranged from the Rio Grande to Tierra del Fuego.”
To reach his customers, many of whom were located
in isolated silver mines, Abbey had to endure arduous
journeys over roughly paved roads and on one-track
railways in undeveloped parts of the world. Although he
had a full catalog in his bag, Abbey really sold only three
products: miners’ belts, helmets and lamps.
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3. MSA Pittsburgh, 1949. 4. Skullgards in progress, 1950. 5. MSA Los Angeles area
district office, 1960. 6. Pittsburgh, 1950. 7. New York district office, 1966.
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In the Shadow of the Berlin Wall
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The major strategic move for MSA in the 1950s occurred
on April 2, 1958, when it acquired an established
company in Germany, which would become the
headquarters for MSA’s European operations.
John Ryan Jr., who had succeeded George Deike as

MSA’s president in 1953, spearheaded negotiations that
led to the purchase of Auergesellschaft GmbH (Auer),
an innovative and respected German firm in existence
since 1892.
Auer had been founded by Baron Carl Auer von
Welsbach, a gifted chemist who developed, among
other inventions, the gas mantle in 1885. The mantle
was a device that produced a bright, white light when
heated by a flame. Known as the Auer Light, it brought
streetlighting first to Berlin and then other parts of
Germany and the world.
He also invented the metal filament lightbulb and,
in 1913, started manufacturing luminescent materials,
the basis for X-ray diagnosis. In a progression
familiar to MSA, von Welsbach introduced
another product area in 1916: respiratory
protection that answered the need
of the new industries cropping
up rapidly around the world,
including a new protective
mask and respiratory filters
for industrial gases and dusts.
The company underwent
some ownership
changes over the
years; then, just as
World War II was
ending, all of
Auer’s production
and administration
buildings were
bombed into
rubble.

ONE OF MSA’S
MOST COLORFUL
CHARACTERS
WAS A SALESMAN
NAMED ARCH
ABBEY.
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One of the many stories about Abbey is that he
designed a contraption to carry the bulky mine lamps
on donkeys and to take back the ones that needed to
be repaired. A person could only go so far to most of the
mines by train. He had to go the rest of the way by donkey.
Abbey came up with an ingenious way to load mine
lamps on both sides of the animal. A lot of companies
would probably not even have considered making an
effort with these operations — it was so tough just getting
there with products.
Abbey’s most inspired marketing ploy, however, had
nothing to do with transporting products. One of the
things he learned over his career was to find out what
customers wanted and give it to them. He discovered early
on that the customers’ wives, girlfriends and grown-up
daughters, who were stuck in these remote places, really
wanted nylon stockings.
Abbey — who in his later years was “an absolute
double for Colonel Sanders, cane and all,” according to
John Ryan III — created a master list of the women’s
stocking sizes. Back in the U.S., he bought a supply of
hosiery to be distributed on his next trip south. When
he arrived at the various remote locations, where it was
impossible to obtain such luxury items, he handed them
out as gifts. This became his calling card. “That made him a
real hero and brought us a lot of business,” says Ryan III.
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of Auer — first Sy Symington, then Lee Short — plans
were made to have the new affiliate broaden its line and
open a second factory in West Germany. The focus would
be on making a greater variety of more sophisticated
products for the European safety market, as well as gas
masks for the military.
Because of the political and military tensions in the
area, MSA made certain that Short, who had a wife and
large family, knew his personal safety was by far the
priority.
Says John Ryan III, “My father gave Lee these
instructions: ‘If you ever feel in danger, don’t call me.
Instead, collect your family, go right to Tempelhof Airport,
pull out your Air Travel Card at the Pan Am desk and fly
as far west as you need to feel safe. Then you can call
me and report the situation. There will be no questions
asked.’ Short appreciated this and thankfully never had to
take my father up on the offer.”
Short was not a man to be easily intimidated or put
off. “He had the personality of a bulldog,” says Ryan III. “In
his late 30s, he took charge on his own in Germany and
managed in a short span of time to turn Auer around.”
But there were challenges other than the Cold War
confronting Short.
When he took over Auer in 1961, Short inherited
Auer’s longtime staff; many of them were middle-aged
and survivors of the war. They weren’t used to foreign
management and had a strong belief in the German way
of doing things. In no time the differences came to a head.
“Years later, Lee told me a story about two executives
who were at odds about best practices,” says Ryan III. “The
sales manager was telling the factory manager how to
run his shop, and the factory manager was telling the
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PREVIOUS PAGE: 8. From left to right, Harry Redenbaugh (MSA International), J.E.M.
Hammond, Richard Crawford (managing director, MSA Britain) and C.M. Donahue at a
safety trade show. 9. From left to right, star salesman Arch Abbey with George Deike
and Mrs. Abbey. THIS PAGE: 10. Soldiers building the Berlin Wall, 1961. 11. The original
Auer building, which was destroyed in World War II. 12. Auer headquarters in Berlin.
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Its employees, however, were determined to rebound
from the devastation, and by August 1945, four months
after reconstruction began, production was partly
resumed at their former R&D lab in West Berlin.
Auer had survived two wars. But by the 1950s it
had become “a forlorn little subsidiary of an important
chemical company,” says John Ryan III.
Ryan Jr. could see that such an acquisition might
serve as the cornerstone of MSA’s future operations
throughout Europe. Many experts advised him not to
acquire the company, though. It was located in West
Berlin, a city surrounded by Communist East Germany
and isolated from the West. The dire political predictions
proved accurate when the Soviets erected the Berlin
Wall on August 13, 1961. That brazen move intensified
the Cold War, and West Berlin became a flash point that
would be vulnerable if a new war broke out.
“We could see what Auer could do for us. But it was
a big risk,” says Ryan III. “It took my father tremendous
courage to make a large investment to buy this business.”
Despite considerable nervousness in Pittsburgh after
the purchase, Ryan Jr. stood firm and refused to sell or
move the company. His German employees never forgot
his steadfast resolve to stay the course.
At the time of the purchase, Auer was losing money,
making a small amount of basic safety equipment at an
old research laboratory; its bombed-out factories were
in East Germany, where they were confiscated by the
occupying power, and much of the remaining equipment
was dismantled and sent to the USSR. “It was just an old
brick building in a part of Berlin called der Wedding,” says
Claus Hermsdorf, who joined Auer in 1961.
As soon as MSA management had taken control

WE COULD SEE WHAT AUER COULD
DO FOR US. BUT IT WAS A BIG RISK.
IT TOOK MY FATHER TREMENDOUS
COURAGE TO MAKE A LARGE
INVESTMENT TO BUY THIS
BUSINESS.

RFK VISITS AUER
On February 22, 1962, Robert F. Kennedy, the U.S.
attorney general and brother of President John
F. Kennedy, came to West Berlin as a guest of
then-mayor Willy Brandt, who would become
Germany’s chancellor seven years later.
Lee Short knew the mayor and arranged for
Kennedy to visit the Auer plant.
Claus Hermsdorf was a young man at the
time and found postwar Berlin a difficult and
unhappy place. Kennedy’s arrival at the plant
helped change that for him.
“He spoke about his belief in Berlin and his
commitment to freedom, which he felt was
expressed in the close German–American
connection,” says Hermsdorf. “Those words
really impacted my decision to stay in Berlin
and work at MSA.”
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–John Ryan III
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THE TORSO SMUGGLING CAPER
Once, at a product exhibition in East Germany, the
MSA team was given two Russian military masks
used by the East German Army.
MSA wanted to take the masks back to their office
so they could dissect them and study how they
were made, but they doubted they could get them
back to West Berlin, certain that the East German
customs guards would confiscate them.

ULTRAVUE® FACEPIECE

The Ultravue Facepiece improved on MSA’s Clearvue® mask with
better field-of-view and fit, a more directed flow of air over the lens
and a re-engineered exhalation valve and inhalation check valve.
This breakthrough design endured for more than 20 years. It was
also shared with MSA Germany, which soon produced the wellknown 3S Facepiece.

a transformation that the MSA founder’s son believed
could happen, and it gave a huge boost to MSA’s plans
for expansion in Europe.
“Most Germans and others didn’t have the slightest
concept in 1945 that Germany would end up where it did
decades later,” says Ryan III. “But in the 1950s, my father
saw the potential for Germany and Western Europe for a
recovery after 40 bad years — a chance to again become
one of the industrial and economic leaders in the world.”
The purchase of Auer, says Claus Hermsdorf, who
held senior executive roles in Auer until he retired in
1999, “opened the entrance to Europe for MSA. The great
synergies of the companies, which had such a similar
background, allowed us to go forward into the European
market.”

A small Cold War victory for MSA.

PREVIOUS PAGE: 13. Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy visits the Auer plant in West
Berlin. THIS PAGE: 14. In 1978, from left to right, Lee Short, West Berlin mayor Eberhard
Diegpen, John Ryan Jr., U.S. ambassador Walter Stoessel and general manager at MSA
Auer Herbert Etler inspect respirator facepieces manufactured at the Auer facility.
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1970

sales manager how to sell products. Lee called them
into his office and said, ‘Herr so-and-so [sales manager],
since you know so much about production, you’re now
in charge of the factory and to the other man [technical
manager], since you know so much about sales, you’re
now in charge of selling.’ Of course, it didn’t pan out and I
think both of them soon retired.”
Ryan III then added, “Some years later, I wondered
whether the job transfers really happened or whether
Lee was making the point that he was in charge, that this
nonsense had to stop, and after making these points the
managers stopped bickering.”
Ryan Jr.’s foray into postwar Europe proved prescient.
Germany’s “economic miracle” in the 1950s and 1960s
turned the country into an industrial powerhouse. It was

Then someone pointed to the large, life-size
mannequins used at their booth to demonstrate
various pieces of MSA equipment. The torsos were
hollow inside and, after a little knife work, provided
a perfect hiding place for the masks. MSA easily
slipped the contraband past the customs guards
and into West Berlin.

1

GEORGE H.
DEIKE SR.
(1879–1963)

2

New York, on July 24, 1879,
George was five when his family
moved to Pittsburgh, where he
grew up and went to school.
In 1898, he enlisted in the 14th
Pennsylvania Infantry of the
National Guard and served in the
Spanish-American War as a regimental bugler. The 10week conflict, fought primarily in the Caribbean and the
Pacific, was triggered by Cuba’s push for independence
from Spain, an outcome the U.S. supported. America’s
victory effectively ended the Spanish Empire.
Deike was mustered out in 1899 and enrolled
at Penn State College to pursue a degree in mining
engineering. During Deike’s second year, the head of the
Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC), who inspected
student quarters every Sunday, spotted a bugle hanging
in Deike’s room. Captain T.H. Taliaferro, upon learning
of Deike’s war service, appointed the young cadet chief
musician of the ROTC battalion and ordered him to
round up other musicians at the college.
Deike found five musicians, with whom he formed a
six-member drum and bugle corps. It grew substantially
over the years and became the Penn State University
Marching Blue Band, one of the nation’s leading varsity
bands. It now boasts more than 300 members and has a
prestigious national reputation.
Following his graduation, Deike spent the years
1903 to 1912 working as a mine engineer and mine
superintendent in Pennsylvania and Ohio. He also married
Byrde Taggart, a fellow Pennsylvanian, in 1906. They had
three children, including George H. Deike Jr., who joined

3

4

PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. MSA cofounder George Deike’s warm character inspired uncommon
loyalty. THIS PAGE: 2. As a freshman, Deike (far left, front row) was instrumental in
the founding of Penn State’s Cadet Bugle Corps, a precursor to the university’s famous
Marching Blue Band. 3. The 2013-2014 football season at Penn State marked the 114th
year of the Blue Band’s proud, tradition-filled history. 4. The modern day Penn State
Blue Band routinely performs to capacity crowds in excess of 100,000 fans at Beaver
Stadium — home of Penn State Nittany Lion football.
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ORN IN BROOKLYN,

6

–J.J. Forbes

5

and his genial personality and his humane qualities have
endeared him to his host of friends everywhere.”
Gene Merry, who served as MSA’s CEO, knew George
Deike Sr. well. “He was a wonderful guy. And truly loved,”
Merry said. “He knew everybody [in the mining industry].
One time there was a union drive and the union was
doing pretty well ‘til they got out on the street with one
of these bullhorns and started to knock Mr. Deike. That
turned the people off just like you’d turn a light off.” The
union was never formed.
Like his partner, John Ryan Sr., George Deike Sr. was
inducted into the National Mining Hall of Fame in 1998.
“President of Mine Safety Appliances for most of the
time from 1914 to 1953, George Deike was a principal
influence in guiding the company to world leadership in
the manufacture of mine safety equipment,” notes his bio
in the Hall. “[He] showed a tremendous level of concern
for his employees, which resulted in uncommon loyalty.
[His] greatest contribution to society came from the
profound effect that he, his partner and his company had
on mine safety throughout the world.”

7

The Man and the University

152

Deike Sr.’s relationship with Penn State was dedicated
and long-lasting. In 1922 he became president of the
Penn State Alumni Association. He also served on the
university’s board of trustees for 38 years, including nine
years as vice president and two as president.
MSA’s first president and, later, chairman of the
board donated many gifts to his alma mater, including
a still-active scholarship honoring his son Kenneth,
who graduated from Penn State in 1930. Interestingly,
in June 1948, both George Sr. and George Jr., who was

5. George Deike (in party hat) with, from left to right, son George Deike Jr., D.F. Hayes
(Atomic Energy Commission) and others at a celebration for MSA Chicago in 1954.
6. In 1898, at the age of 19, Deike enrolled in the National Guard of Pennsylvania.
He served with the 14th Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry through the Spanish–
American War. 7. Deike’s office.
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“IN THE TIME
I KNEW HIM
I NEVER HEARD
A DISPARAGING
WORD AGAINST
HIM.”

MSA in 1931, served as vice chairman until he retired in
1972 and was a member of the board of directors until he
died in the 1980s. Their other two children were Kenneth
and Helen Ruth (Henderson), whose husband and
daughter were to become MSA directors.
Like John Ryan, Deike Sr. joined the newly formed
U.S. Bureau of Mines in 1912. On his first day on the
job, he found the office empty. All his colleagues had
abandoned their desk work to assist at a mine explosion.
In the next two years, Deike Sr. raced to dangerous
places and would mourn the deaths and injuries of
thousands of miners, most of them victims of faulty or
nonexistent mine-safety equipment. He risked his life
on many occasions and survived several close calls deep
inside fire-ravaged mines.
When he and Ryan Sr. formed Mine Safety
Appliances, their primary concern was safety rather
than profit, which they often demonstrated by sharing
patents and proprietary information if it meant improved
conditions for workers in the U.S. and around the world.
The two made a formidable team. Ryan Sr. was by far
the more outgoing, while Deike Sr. was more reserved
and soft-spoken. It was a combination that seemed
to work especially well. “In the old days George was
of medium build and had an exceptionally kind and
pleasing personality,” said J.J. Forbes, a former director
of the Bureau of Mines. “In the time I knew him I never
heard a disparaging word against him.”
The American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and
Petroleum Engineers had similar words to say of the man
who became a member of the association in 1915: “Mr.
Deike, with all his business responsibilities, has always
taken a very active part in civic and community activities,

8

[HIS] GREATEST CONTRIBUTION TO
SOCIETY CAME FROM THE PROFOUND
EFFECT THAT HE, HIS PARTNER
AND HIS COMPANY HAD ON MINE
SAFETY THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD.
–National Mining Hall of Fame

10
9

Life Begins at 60
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a chief engineer at MSA at the time, “were awarded the
graduate degree of Engineer of Mines” for their theses,
the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette reported. “The subject of
Mr. Deike’s thesis is the History of the Fatality Record
in Coalmines in this country from 1900 to 1906. His
son received his degree for his History of Rock Dust

Machinery in the Coalmines in this country from 1926 to
1948.” The MSA founder also established the George H.
Deike Memorial Scholarship, which today benefits 15 to
20 students every year.
In 1952, Deike Sr. received the Distinguished Alumnus
Award from Penn State, the highest honor conferred

A framed inspirational message, titled “Life Begins at 60,”
hung on George Deike Sr.’s office wall, where he worked
almost daily until the end of his life.
It included these words, which provide insight into
the man who chose to see them every day: “Youth is
not a time of life — it is a state of mind. Nobody grows
old by merely living a number of years. People only
grow old by deserting their ideals. You are as young as
your faith, as old as your doubt; as young as your selfconfidence, as old as your fear; as young as your hope,
as old as your despair.”
In a speech to the Pittsburgh Sales Executive Club
in 1954, George Deike Sr. summed up his career to that
point. “Forty years ago, industrial accidents and their
consequences were suffered in much the same way
as the scourge of tuberculosis was suffered. Both were
terrible afflictions, but when people were forced to
think about either one, they thought about it in terms
of resignation. Most people felt that industrial accidents
were a high price our civilization had to pay for an
expanding industrial machine, and that little could be
done except to exercise individual caution. Those of us

who felt otherwise were often considered impractical.
We were even called dreamers. There are no words to
describe the way I feel about having lived to see a great
part of our dream come true.”
When George Herman Deike Sr. died on July 16,
1963, at age 83, the dream he had shared with John
Ryan Sr. and many others at MSA had most certainly
been realized. The man whom Thomas Edison called “the
stabilizer” complained of chest pains one day at the office
and was gone a week later. “He died with his boots on,”
says John Ryan III.
“Most people don’t know what they want to do
to make them happy, they only know that they do
not have it! This could not be said about George,” said
Albert T. Eyler, Right Worshipful Past Grand Master of
the Right Worshipful Grand Lodge of the Most Ancient
and Honorable Fraternity of Free and Accepted Masons
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. “His life radiated joy and
happiness. Two unusual things contributed greatly.
First, he never spoke disparagingly of others. Second, he
walked with kings, and never lost the common touch.”
In 2013, the International Mining Technology Hall of
Fame bestowed its ultimate honor on George Deike Sr.
when it posthumously inducted he and John Ryan Sr.
into its Safety category. “Deike was the principal influence
in guiding MSA to world leadership in the manufacture
of mine safety equipment,” it noted.

“HIS LIFE
RADIATED JOY
AND HAPPINESS.
TWO UNUSUAL
THINGS
CONTRIBUTED
GREATLY. FIRST,
HE NEVER SPOKE
DISPARAGINGLY OF
OTHERS. SECOND,
HE WALKED WITH
KINGS, AND
NEVER LOST THE
COMMON TOUCH.”
–Albert T. Eyler

PREVIOUS PAGE: 8. George Deike sings one of his favorites, “Moonlight and Roses,” with
the Shrine’s Little German Band at Syria Temple, Pittsburgh, during a Masonic social
gathering. THIS PAGE: 9. A tribute presented to Deike in 1950 from the Free Masons of
Pennsylvania. 10. Celebrating Deike’s 80th birthday, July 1959.
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by the university. In 1967, it further recognized his
contributions by naming a building after him, the Deike
Building of the College of Earth and Mineral Sciences. It
was chosen because of his special interest in that field of
study — not surprising, considering his background.
George Deike Sr. was also a 33rd Degree Mason and a
member of the Masonic Order for nearly 60 years. He had a
particular interest in the Elizabethan Home for the Aged, at
which a beautiful auditorium memorializes his name.

1

A HALF-CENTURY
OF SUCCESS
& EXPANSION

2

incredible progress and social
change in the United States. The
decade began with the election of
a young, charismatic president and
ended with the first man walking
on the moon. In between saw the
assassination of that president,
John F. Kennedy, the escalation of America’s involvement
in the Vietnam War, race riots in Detroit and Watts and the
birth of the hippie movement.
MSA, approaching its 50th anniversary in 1964, was
undergoing exciting advancements of its own. The
U.S. and the world were celebrating some sensational
accomplishments, especially in the fields of science
and exploration; MSA and its 2,600 employees
played an important role in some of those landmark
developments.
One occurred just as the 1950s were ending. In
1958, the nuclear-powered USS Skate made history
when, after being submerged for a record 61 days
under frozen ice, it became the first submarine to
surface at the North Pole.
Traveling at a depth of about 180 feet, the
3,000-ton submarine eventually found an opening
in the 10-foot-thick ceiling of ice that had seemed
impenetrable. The Skate accomplished this incredible
feat thanks, in part, to MSA Research, a relatively new
division of the company. Two years earlier, working
under NASA, air force and navy contracts, MSA
researchers had developed a chlorate oxygen candle
that would be able to provide an emergency supply of
oxygen for the long voyage.

PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. The canary is symbolic of the unsafe conditions that inspired Deike
and Ryan’s drive to serve their customers. THIS PAGE: 2. The company’s advertising and
marketing in the 1960s reflected the company’s role in the tremendous progress and
change of the decade.
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T

HE 1960s WERE A TIME OF

3

MSA WAS
DEVOTING A LOT OF
RESOURCES TO THE
EXPLORATION OF
NEW FRONTIERS,
BUT IT NEVER
ABANDONED ITS
ORIGINAL PURPOSE,
WHICH WAS TO
HELP MINERS
IN DANGER.
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3. The iconic ad “Unemployed since 1920” celebrated MSA as “the cat that got the canary.”
The ad, which ran in 1961, is among John Ryan III’s favorites.

1958

The candle was, in fact, a cylindrical canister
containing a mixture of sodium chlorate and iron
powder. When ignited, at a temperature of about
1,100°F, the mixture released oxygen at a fixed rate.
The invention was also used in the fledgling U.S.
space program. MSA researchers built a life-support
system that sustained seven men for 14 days in a
simulated space flight. It also designed canisters that
absorbed the carbon dioxide exhaled by astronaut Alan
Shepard, who in 1961 became the first American (and
second person, after Soviet cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin) to

travel into space, aboard a Mercury spacecraft. All the
subsequent astronauts in the Mercury program used the
same system.
MSA was devoting a lot of resources to the
exploration of new frontiers, but it never abandoned its
original purpose, which was to help miners in danger.
On March 8, 1960, an explosion occurred at the
Island Creek Coal Company Mine in Logan County, West
Virginia, trapping 20 miners underground. Rescuers
worked tirelessly in freezing weather to reach the men
in hopes of saving them. The dramatic operation, which

CHLORATE OXYGEN
CANDLE

By developing a chemical process to produce oxygen,
MSA’s chlorate oxygen candle offered a safer alternative to
compressed oxygen bottles used at the time, and provided
oxygen for extended periods. It was used aboard the first
U.S. Navy submarine to go under the North Pole.
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4-9. In the late 1960s, MSA commissioned a prominent American artist to create a
series of paintings to illustrate the excellent service and products it offered to industry.
The ads ran nationally in safety and purchasing trade publications.
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The Location Down Under
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In 1962, MSA opened another overseas office. This time
it was Australia, finally fulfilling a goal that had almost
been achieved in 1941, but was shelved because of the
attack on Pearl Harbor and the Pacific War. The start was
modest. Located in Rydalmere, a suburb of Sydney, MSA

(Australia) Pty. Ltd. consisted of an office, warehouse and
staff of about 10. George Bennett, who had previously
been a branch manager of MSA in South Africa, was
appointed head of the new entity.
“George was a terrific bloke, a real people person,”
says Trevor Bidstrup, who joined MSA in 1965 and
remained with the company until his retirement, as
managing director, in 2007. “He started Australia from
nothing and very gradually built it up, especially with the
help of John Ryan Jr.”
Bennett first encountered Bidstrup when the latter was
running a business in Kalgoorlie, Western Australia’s largest
gold mining area. “By the 1960s, [Kalgoorlie’s] population
had grown to more than 200,000 people, mainly
prospectors, and the region had gained a reputation as a
Wild West,” says an Australian tourism document.
Bennett was on a scouting mission to assess the
prospects of opening an office in Western Australia. The
two men met in the bar of the hotel where Bennett was
staying. “I was with a couple of customers and we got
to having a bit of a chat. That’s how it all started,” says
Bidstrup. “Two days later [George] offered me a job as a
branch manager in Perth.”
The first few years were “very tough,” Bidstrup says,
primarily because of Australia’s Intrinsic Safe Instrument
Standards, which basically followed the British standards,
which differed from U.S. standards. The same applied
to breathing apparatus and PPE (personal protective
equipment), “which severely limited from where we
could source products.”
Despite such obstacles, the enterprise slowly began
to grow. In time, new branch offices were opened in
Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide, and Perth, and the

12

10. MSA extended its expertise into space exploration. Among the technologies the
company developed for the national space program was a sterilization filtering system
to be used in the Apollo project, preventing the spread of earthbound contaminants to
other planets. 11. George Bennett (far right) moved from South Africa to open MSA
Australia Pty. Ltd. in 1962. 12. On behalf of the company, MSA Australia managing
director Trevor Bidstrup (left) receives an Australian Design Award from then-premier
of New South Wales Barrie Unsworth, 1987.
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went on for four days, became worldwide
news, with Pope John XXIII sending a prayer
of support from the Vatican.
Upon learning of the disaster, MSA
immediately had a warehouse full of rescue
equipment loaded onto its DC-3 plane and
heading to the disaster site. The supplies were
used up so quickly, however, that the plane had
to make three more trips, each one loaded with
products and rescue personnel.
Despite round-the-clock efforts by rescuers,
who had been in telephone contact with the
miners for several days, all but two of the trapped
men died.
MSA’s DC-3 was often used to support similar
rescue operations in the 1960s, throughout the U.S.,
Mexico and Canada. As soon as MSA was notified of
an explosion or other problem at a mine, the company
would go on high alert. Management would begin a
24-hour monitoring of operations to make sure MSA’s
skills and equipment matched whatever was needed
for the event. Warehouse workers suspended regular
work schedules and organized standby services. MSA
technicians were quickly selected to join the rescue
party, and seats were set aside on the plane for members
of the Bureau of Mines and other government experts.

14
13
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headquarters moved to its current location in Giraween,
another Sydney suburb.“Initially, the new building
housed administration, and there was a warehouse with
some limited cut-and-sew and assembly operations,” says
Bidstrup. “Those operations were gradually expanded,
and a PVC glove–manufacturing plant was added.”
When Bidstrup was working out of Perth in the mid1960s, MSA enjoyed a significant boost in its Australian
sales once construction began on the first iron ore
mine in Pilbara, in northwest Australia. (Pilbara would
eventually become the primary source of iron ore for
the country, fueling domestic and later Asian demand.)
“We supplied them with many products,” he says. “V-Gard
caps, Noisefoe ear muffs, ear defender plugs, respirators,
goggles, 36-unit first-aid kits, velocity rail punches to
make holes in the rails and many others.”

Bidstrup eventually moved to Sydney when he was
appointed general manager. The company continued
to expand and won several key contracts. A major coup
was the decision by the Royal Australian Navy (RAN) to
select MSA to supply it with an upgraded open-circuit
self-contained breathing apparatus with a breathing
resistance air supply. It was a backpack-style unit used in
fighting fires.
“We thought the Australian navy would deal with a
British manufacturer,” says Bidstrup, “but we convinced
them that we could design and build a better mousetrap.
When MSA Australia was awarded the contract against
global competitors, you can imagine how much wine
was consumed in celebration.”
That contract increased MSA Australia’s share in
the compressed-air devices market for the navy to 100

13. MSA Australia offices in Sydney. 14. The Dustfoe Respirator was one of the bestselling products for MSA Australia in the mid-1960s, when iron mining developed in
northwest Australia.
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AUSTRALIAN HUMOR
On Paul Uhler’s first visit to Australia as vice
president of human resources, the Australian
director of marketing found him in the boardroom
around 3:00 on a Friday afternoon.
“How was your week?” he asked Uhler.
“It’s been great,” Uhler said, “but very long.”
The marketing director suggested a cold beer
might help ease the strain. Uhler agreed,
assuming they would head out for a drink.
Instead, the director walked to a fridge in the
boardroom and pulled out two cold beers.
Uhler took a few sips, and then asked the director
if it was okay to drink beer at work.
“Beats the hell out of me,” the director
deadpanned. “You’re the vice president of HR!”

IN THE MID-1960s,
MSA ENJOYED A
SIGNIFICANT BOOST
IN ITS AUSTRALIAN
SALES ONCE
CONSTRUCTION
BEGAN ON THE
FIRST IRON ORE
MINE IN PILBARA,
IN NORTHWEST
AUSTRALIA.

–Trevor Bidstrup
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percent. It also led to a
similar contract with fire
departments, where its
market share rose from zero
to nearly 65 percent, and a
rise from about 5 percent to
20 percent in the oil and gas
markets.
With the Australian
operation almost 10,000 miles
from Pittsburgh and more than
a half-day ahead in time, doing
business Down Under was always
more demanding. In spite of the
challenging times during his 42 years
at MSA, Trevor Bidstrup says the good
ones by far dominated. “Over the years,
we received a lot of help and assistance
from people in the parent company and
from Auer. Despite the long distances, we
were able to build a sense of team spirit and
belonging with the rest of the firm.”

A Fiery Start in Brazil
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15. A Royal Australian Navy sailor wears a MSA open-circuit self-contained breathing
apparatus. The company trained Royal Australian Navy personnel to properly fit and use
the backpack-style unit that includes a facepiece.

As the decade progressed, MSA opened
offices in France, Italy, India, Spain, Peru and
the Netherlands, and launched a joint venture
in Japan. When an affiliate was established in
Brazil, in 1969, it gave MSA a direct presence
in 17 countries. By this time the company also
sold products in 80 other countries.
MSA do Brasil Ltda. began operating in
July 1969 in Diadema, an industrial suburb of

São Paulo, Brazil’s largest city. Expansion into Brazil was
somewhat risky, as had been the move to purchase Auer
in postwar Germany. Brazil’s economy had stagnated
during most of the decade and was only starting to
recover when John Ryan Jr. decided to forge ahead with
his vision to establish a major center in South America.
A military coup in 1964 helped initiate a series of
economic reforms that would ultimately help Brazil’s
economy. But the government’s overthrow also ignited
political unrest and protests against the repressive new
regime that would stall the economy for some years.
In spite of the turmoil, Ryan Jr. could see the
opportunity for the new location.
“There was a great quantity of work accidents in Brazil
in those days and a great opportunity to reduce the
accidents with safety products,” says Andre Magalhães,
who worked for MSA do Brasil from its inception until his
retirement, as general manager, in 2005. “The country
was starting to grow in industries such as steel mills,
automotive, chemical and petrochemical. So there was a
good future for the new company.”
What couldn’t be predicted, though, was a series of
challenges that dogged MSA do Brasil into the 1980s.
The first hurdle was the government’s anti-importation
regulations that required the company to manufacture,
rather than import, the products it sold. To comply,
MSA built and staffed a factory, which took substantial
financing. “We had to make things like PVC gloves that
we didn’t make anywhere else in the world … and had
to have somebody in Brazil mold the hard hat for us. We
lost a million dollars in the first several years,” says John
Ryan III, who joined MSA in 1969 and took a particular
interest in the new location. He shared his father’s

optimism about MSA’s future in Brazil, so much so that
he even learned Portuguese so he could communicate
clearly with the staff in Diadema.
In the early 1970s, MSA’s Brazil operation suffered a
major setback when fire destroyed the company’s office
and factory. All that was left was a trailer with one working
telephone. “We had very strong support from John Ryan
Jr.,” says Magalhães. “He arranged for it all to be rebuilt.
He also arranged for the company to pay the salaries and
take care of all our employees for three months when we
could not operate at all. He was very optimistic about this
company even when there was this tragedy.”
To compound MSA’s woes, the fire destroyed all the
accounting records, including accounts receivable. There
was no second set of documents. “What we should have
done,” says Ryan III, “was to send our salespeople out [to
customers] and say, look, we had this terrible fire. We will
reconstruct all our accounts and we’ll tell you eventually
how much you owe us. But it would be a lot easier if you
could just tell us what your accounts show that you owe
us, and you pay that, and that’ll be it. But we didn’t do
that, so we struggled. We had no cash flow. We had no
product. So we cut costs and invested in new machinery.
It took time, but the operation in Brazil slowly regained
its momentum.”
Despite the fire and manufacturing requirements, the
1970s was a period of growth for MSA, says Magalhães.
“The government started to create laws to improve
workplace safety, mainly because they understood that
a safety accident could be very expensive for its public
insurance fund.”
To spur sales, Magalhães transformed a Volkswagen
Kombi into a mobile sales trailer. He drove it throughout

INSPIRATION FROM NOTRE DAME
When MSA’s facilities in Brazil burned down,
John Ryan III turned to an inspirational story
to help him through.
“The fire reminded me for all the world of a
story about Notre Dame and Father Sorin, the
French priest who founded the school, got the
university going and built the main building
[in 1879]. I think he was in Montreal, just
about to take a boat back to France to raise
some more money and recruit some more
priests for his mission, when he got news that
the just-completed building had burned down.
His reaction was ‘I think that’s God sending us
a message that we didn’t build it big enough.’
When our building was destroyed, I don’t know
how many people thought that we should
just write the whole thing off, but I’m
guessing there might have been a
number of them. But my father’s
response was ‘It’s a shame what
happened to us, but there’s still a
need to be in Brazil.’ So we rebuilt,
just like Father Sorin did.”
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“DESPITE THE
LONG DISTANCES,
WE WERE ABLE
TO BUILD A SENSE
OF TEAM SPIRIT
AND BELONGING
WITH THE REST
OF THE FIRM.”

international presence only dreamed of by its founders.
It was also a decade of loss, however, as the remaining
original partner, George Deike Sr., had passed away in 1963.
The two founding families continued to lead MSA,
however. John Ryan Jr. was at the helm. George Deike Jr.
had been appointed vice chairman in 1966. And John
Ryan III came aboard in 1969. Although the company had
changed substantially from its modest beginnings in 1914,
the founders’ original goals and values remained in place.
More changes lay ahead, and they would occur at a
faster pace than anything the company founders could
have imagined.

MORE CHANGES LAY
AHEAD, AND THEY
WOULD HAPPEN AT
A FASTER PACE
THAN ANYTHING
THE COMPANY
FOUNDERS COULD
HAVE IMAGINED.
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WHEN AN AFFILIATE WAS
ESTABLISHED IN BRAZIL, IN 1969,
IT GAVE MSA A DIRECT PRESENCE IN
17 COUNTRIES. BY THIS TIME THE
COMPANY ALSO SOLD PRODUCTS
IN 80 OTHER COUNTRIES.

the country in what was considered, at the time, an
innovative way to engage with customers.
MSA do Brasil was inching toward breaking even in
the latter half of the 1970s, even making a small profit
now and then. “For years we were always right on the
edge. But things were looking up,” says Ryan III.
Then runaway inflation hit.
The 1980s in Brazil became known as the “lost decade,”
with skyrocketing inflation one of the disastrous side
effects. It hovered around 100 percent in the first half of
the 1980s, then soared to more than 1,000 percent by the
early 1990s, reaching a record 5,000 percent in 1993.
“I had to become an inflation expert,” says Ryan III.
“We could run the business under inflationary conditions
like that, but we couldn’t price our goods based on
costs as of the date of delivery, which was how we
worked with inflation here in the States. Instead, we
had to price them at the value we anticipated they’d
be at when the customer finally paid us. It could get
very complicated.”
When Ryan III first went to Brazil, he recalls
hearing people quip that “Brazil is the country of
the future and it always will be.” For many years
it seemed those words would prove true. But,
against all expectations, eventually there would be a
stunning economic surge, and the future was finally
realized in Brazil. When it came, MSA would be glad it
had stayed the course during the rough first decades.
Eventually the company would earn in Brazil each year
a greater amount than the total amount it lost in the
early years.
As the 1960s came to a close, MSA could look back
on celebrating its 50th anniversary and establishing an

16. George Deike presents an MSA service award to his son George Deike Jr.
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MSA with the enactment of an
historical piece of legislation
in the U.S. that benefited the
company financially and helped
vindicate its long crusade for
workers’ rights to safety.
On December 29, 1970,
President Richard Nixon signed into law the WilliamsSteiger Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA). It
was the culmination of a hard-fought political battle that
had first been proposed by President Lyndon Johnson in
1968. OSHA gave the federal government the authority
to set and enforce safety and health standards for most
of the country’s workers. Its main goal, according to the
Department of Labor, was “to ensure that employers
provide employees with an environment free from
recognized hazards, such as exposure to toxic chemicals,
excessive noise levels, mechanical dangers, heat or cold
stress or unsanitary conditions.”
This landmark advancement in protecting the safety
rights of workers (although the legislation underwent
numerous growing pains) occurred almost 60 years after
John Ryan Sr. and George Deike Sr. had begun advocating
for such a change.
One of the new OSHA requirements called for “the
use of respirators to protect employees from breathing
contaminated and/or oxygen-deficient air when effective
engineering controls are not feasible, or while they are
being instituted. Several other OSHA regulations also
require the use of respirators.”
MSA’s sales of respirators and other mandated safety
products surged dramatically as employers raced to fulfill
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PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. The Three Mile Island nuclear power plant site. THIS PAGE:
2. MSA stepped up to meet new workplace-safety regulations with new products to
serve all industries and to protect against hazards such as exposure to excessive noise.

elected, Allende nationalized the mines without offering
foreign owners compensation.
MSA was concerned that Allende’s government
might nationalize other foreign enterprises, especially
ones closely associated with the copper mining industry.
“We put everything on hold,” says Ryan III. “For a while,
our business completely went to hell. The government
destroyed the entire entrepreneurial infrastructure in Chile
with the rules they put in. The country’s economy was
approaching chaos. We managed to survive in the market
with just one local salesman.”
After the September 11, 1973, coup, which replaced
the Allende government with the military regime of
General Augusto Pinochet, the business climate for
American companies improved markedly. Pinochet,
however, did not undo the nationalization of the mines,
but instead converted them into professionally run
operations known as Codelco, a state-owned copper
mining company that was, and still is, a user of MSA
products. The national economic strategy was reversed,
and in ensuing decades the economic performance of
Chile was the best, or among the best, in Latin America.
The threat of further nationalization seemed to have
been squelched.
“The initial days after the coup were difficult and
there were bad things done, although civil war, as later
happened in similar conditions in Argentina, and other
problems that arose in Peru and Colombia, did not
happen in Chile,” says Ryan III. “Beginning in 1974, the
economy dramatically recovered and we had some very
good years of sales, because everything had run down in
the mines. They desperately needed everything, and we
were the best place to get those safety products.”

“THE COUNTRY’S
ECONOMY WAS
APPROACHING
CHAOS. WE
MANAGED TO
SURVIVE IN THE
MARKET WITH
JUST ONE LOCAL
SALESMAN.”
–John Ryan III

3. The passing of the 1970 Occupational Safety and Health Act was prompted by
growing concern about the environmental impact of chemicals on workers’ health. MSA
placed advertisements in trade journals in the same year positioning the company as
the leader in the field, with 50 years of experience in personal and environmental safety.
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their new obligation to purchase safety equipment for
their employees. By 1972, the company’s total sales
topped $100 million. Its sales force doubled during the
decade, and new facilities had to be built to meet the
demands for its products.
MSA’s main manufacturing plant had been at the
Braddock Avenue location not far from downtown
Pittsburgh since 1920. In 1976 it was moved to a massive
facility MSA had purchased in Murrysville, about 15 miles
east of Pittsburgh. Formerly a logistics center for a local
supermarket chain and situated on about 30 acres, the
plant was composed of three buildings, of which the
main one encompassed 300,000 square feet.
The same year, MSA headquarters was relocated to
a new, seven-story building in Penn Center, in Wilkins
Township, about 10 miles east of Pittsburgh. In 1979 MSA
also opened a plant in Jacksonville, North Carolina.
Throughout the 1970s, MSA continued to expand
internationally. MSA Europe was officially established in
Berlin in 1973, making that location the central hub for
the company’s burgeoning European market.
Two years later, MSA de Chile Ltda. opened in
Santiago, about five years later than had originally been
planned. In 1970, MSA had negotiated a joint venture,
as was required by law, with Sali Hochschild, a Chileanbased mineral and mining exploration firm.
The arrangement was shelved, however, when
Salvador Allende became the first elected Marxist
president of a South American country in November 1970.
“Mining was the major market for us in Chile, copper
more so than silver,” says John Ryan III. “Allende had
campaigned on a platform to nationalize all the mines, so
the political landscape was uncertain at that time.” Once

HANGING TOUGH IN PERU

MSA del Peru S.A. was opened in Lima in 1967 during a time of political and economic
upheaval. With gold, silver and copper as its primary products, Peru was an obvious
location for MSA to establish more than a sales presence. But its political instability
(there was a military coup the year after the subsidiary was formed) and economic
policy of “import substitution industrialization” (replacing foreign imports with
domestically produced goods) made it a volatile and risky market.
John Ryan III first visited Peru in 1971. Over the years, his itinerary included a
challenging trek to the Cuajone Mine, owned by the Southern Peru Copper Corporation.
Located in the rugged Andes Mountains, it sits 10,800 feet above sea level.
“It was my first international business trip,” Ryan III says. “The Andean Pact had been
formed a couple of years earlier, with Chile (which later dropped out), Bolivia, Ecuador,
Colombia and Peru, and their big focus was on import substitution and nationalization
of companies. I needed to figure out what we were going to do about this.”

1975

BELT-MOUNTED RESPIRATOR

MSA’s redesign of the Comfo® Respirator (used widely
in pharmaceutical, chemical and other labs, as well
as petrochemical plants and manufacturing facilities)
included a version that moved the air-purifying cartridges
to a waist-level position worn at the wearer’s back. This
provided better shielding from hazardous sources and
extended the cartridge’s useful service life.

MSA couldn’t own 100 percent of any company it formed in Peru, but found a novel way to work
within the law. “Instead of selling our shares to the usual Peruvian big shots, or investors, or the Peruvian
government, we worked out a way where the profit sharing would go to the workers, which they called ‘the
community,’” he says. “We retained just over 50 percent control.”
Terrorism activity by Sendero Luminoso (Shining Path), a violent Maoist guerilla organization, severely
disrupted Peruvian life and the economy in the 1980s. “You had to be careful about where you sent your
salespeople but, generally, the mines were protected because if they were shut down by the guerrillas and
people lost their jobs, groups like Shining Path would lose a lot of sympathy. We stayed there and sucked it
up,” says Ryan III, echoing an approach he had learned from his father years ago in Germany. And, as with
Berlin, the gamble would one day prove wise and profitable well beyond what had been imagined in the
subsidiary’s early days.
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“THE CIVIL
DEFENSE ALARMS
WENT OFF IN THE
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
WE KIND OF LOOKED
AT EACH OTHER,
THINKING IT WAS
A DRILL. BUT IT
WASN’T.”
–Rick Graham

Nuclear Meltdown
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PREVIOUS PAGE: 4. Ramiro Tejada, left, general manager of MSA Peru, meets in 1987
with John Ryan Jr. and John Ryan III in the atrium of MSA Peru. The statue was made by
Mr. Tejada’s son, Gonzolo, from obsolete mining products sold by the MSA affiliate. THIS
PAGE: 5. Inside the Three Mile Island (TMI) Unit 2 Control Room, 1979. 6. Helicopters
used to support the emergency response efforts at TMI in 1979. 7. Due to a teamsters
strike, MSA sales representative Rick Graham rented a U-Haul trailer to get disaster
recovery supplies and safety equipment to TMI. 8. Graham was such a regular presence
at TMI, he received a security pass so he was able to help with the cleanup from day one.

MSA’s Rick Graham remembers exactly where he was
on Wednesday, March 28, 1979, when he heard about
the accident at Pennsylvania’s Three Mile Island Nuclear
Generating Station (TMI).
“I was having a meeting about 7:00 a.m. with the chief
of the nearby Lancaster City Fire Department, which uses
our breathing apparatus,” says Graham, who was a sales

representative for MSA at the time. “The civil defense
alarms went off in the fire department. We kind of looked
at each other, thinking it was a drill. But it wasn’t. Then an
announcement came over the emergency radio system
about what had happened. I pretty much told the chief I
needed to go, got in my car and drove to TMI.”
Graham heard on the radio that something had
gone wrong with one of the two nuclear reactors at TMI
about 4:00 that morning. He later learned that a partial
meltdown had occurred.
“A relatively minor malfunction in the secondary
cooling circuit caused the temperature in the primary
coolant to rise,” the World Nuclear Association
reported. “This in turn caused the reactor to shut down
automatically. At this point a relief valve failed to close,

but instrumentation did not reveal the fact, and so much
of the primary coolant drained away that the residual
decay heat in the reactor core was not removed. The core
suffered severe damage as a result.”
The reactor’s operators were found to have
misdiagnosed what had happened and had failed to
respond to the emergency properly. Deficient control-room
instrumentation and inadequate emergency response
training were also partly to blame for what was the worst
accident in the history of U.S. nuclear power plants.
A small amount of radioactivity was released into the
atmosphere. As a precautionary move, 140,000 pregnant
women and preschool-age children were evacuated
from the area. Fortunately, later research by a number of
groups found that no deaths, injuries or adverse health

effects had resulted from the incident.
Nonetheless, the meltdown caused considerable
fear and confusion among the American public at the
time. Their concern was greatly heightened by the
movie The China Syndrome, a fictional account of an
accident at a nuclear plant, which had been released
12 days earlier.
Rick Graham and his family lived just 18 miles
from TMI, which made them vulnerable to any
radioactivity that might be released, but Graham
wasn’t worried. In fact, the 29-year-old headed
directly to the island, in the southeastern part of
the state. Since 1977, Graham had built a close
relationship with senior personnel at TMI and
visited the site so frequently they had given him
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In 1975, MSA de Chile Ltda. opened. The previous
joint-venture requirements had been rescinded, so the
operation was 100 percent owned by MSA. Although it
took time to develop, it proved to be a successful part
of the expanding MSA operations, which totaled 18
international subsidiaries by the end of the decade.
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9. An MSA powered air-purifying respirator, or PAPR. The plastic belt was developed to
meet the needs of first-responder customers and comply with new regulations from
the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health. 10. John Ryan Jr. and Skip
Hulme, who took over as MSA president in 1978.

a security badge. He had particularly connected with Earl
Gee, who was TMI’s safety supervisor in 1979.
“Typical salespeople did not have badges,” says Gee,
who recently retired. “They would have to call and request
permission each time. Rick was a little different in that he
had blanket authorization.”
Graham enjoyed another distinction. “He was unlike
most of the people I dealt with who sold safety gear,” says
Gee. “Most just repped other vendors’ brands. Rick was
actually an MSA employee representing MSA equipment
and only MSA equipment.”
Just before the 1979 incident, Graham remembers
having sold TMI a gas detector for about $700. By the end
of 1979, MSA’s sales of much-needed equipment to TMI
had “topped 1 million dollars,” he says.
When Graham arrived at TMI on March 28, state
troopers refused him entry to the facility. “But when I
told them I’m the guy who does the respirators, they
let me right through,” he says. He spent about an hour
searching for Tom Mulavy, who was in charge of
respiratory protection. Graham eventually found
him in Unit Two’s control room. The two men
immediately began to make plans for MSA to ship
respirators to the island, which was situated on the
Susquehanna River.
There was just one small problem, however. Some
factions of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters
were staging wildcat strikes in Pennsylvania at the time.
They were targeting nonunionized workers who hauled
any kind of freight along the state’s highways.
“We had trucks at MSA to bring the supplies to TMI,
but there was concern that, with the union problems
on the turnpike, we could put our drivers at risk,” says

Graham. “People were throwing rocks at independent
truckers.” MSA manager Steve Grasha adds that “we also
brought in room-size filters from a new plant site in
Washington via USAF C-130s to help filter the air.”
Graham’s solution was to rent a U-Haul trailer to lug
equipment to TMI, using back roads to get there. He
parked the trailer on his driveway during that time. “I think
I must have had it for three or four months,” he says.
The equipment arrived at TMI, but MSA’s on-site
assistance was still needed. TMI was having trouble with
some breathing apparatus, so Graham and two coworkers
delivered SCBAs to the facility and trained TMI’s workers
on how to use them.
Graham wound up visiting TMI nonstop for a long
period of time. “Oh my God, for the first three, four
months, I was there five days, sometimes seven days a
week,” he says. Graham spent his time getting respirators
cleaned, training new TMI workers who had been hired
to assist with the cleanup and instructing contractors on
how to use the safety equipment MSA had brought in.
Tom Mulavy also gave him another important task.
“The NRC [Nuclear Regulatory Commission] had come
in and dinged TMI for not having a written up-to-date
respirator program,” says Graham. “Tom asked if I could do
it. I agreed, and wrote the first respirator program while
they were trying to figure out what all the damage was.”
Following the meltdown, Graham and Earl Gee
worked together for a long time. Gee remembers
purchasing powered air-purifying respirators (PAPRs)
from Graham and how MSA found a solution to an
unanticipated problem with them.
“The PAPR is a respirator that has belt-mounted
filters and a blower, and the air blows up a hose into

the respirator,” says Gee. “It’s worn on what was called
a police leather belt, which is where the problem
arose. The belt was certainly strong enough, but you
couldn’t decontaminate the leather. But according to
the regulations in the United States, you had to use that
respirator exactly as it was designed, and if the regulation
requires you to wear the belt, even if it’s leather, you have to
wear the belt. So we went to MSA and said, ‘You’re killing us
with this belt. We need you to make a hard plastic version.’
They developed one, and it met the NIOSH [National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health] standards.
That’s the kind of service we got from MSA.”
In the aftermath of the TMI meltdown, “the nuclear
industry became MSA’s largest single marketplace,” says
Eric Beck, who joined MSA in 1978 and had been involved
in the nuclear industry as a specialist at one time. He is
now global director of strategic marketing. “There were
roughly 100 nuclear plants in the United States, plus some
Department of Energy and Department of Defense nuclear
facilities. Our business just skyrocketed [as we] supplied
them. We had about 75 or 80 percent of the respiratory
protection business.”
Every nuclear power plant would have to go through at
least one or two outages a year, during which they would
have to shut down their containment vessels, take out the
uranium rods, clean them and replace the ones that were
spent. “When they would have these outages, the need for
respiratory protection was gigantic, just absolutely huge,”
says Joe Bigler, who started with MSA in 1971 and is now
vice president and chief customer officer. “They would use
thousands of cartridges every hour. They might have 300
workers and those workers might have to change their
cartridges every 30 minutes, and there were two cartridges

in every respirator. So I’ve got 600 cartridges being
changed out every 30 minutes to an hour. They needed
massive quantities of our products.”

In with the New
The 1970s had been another decade of growth for MSA,
but also one that saw significant personnel changes.
Three of the company’s greatest leaders stepped down,
each having dedicated at least four decades to MSA’s
growth: John Ryan Jr. retired after 42 years with the firm.
His former college roommate, Gene Merry, also called
it a day, having served the same number of years. And
George Deike Jr. likewise retired, after 40 years of service.
M.G. “Skip” Hulme took over as president and CEO
in 1978, the same year John Ryan III was named vice
president. The firm had lost some key figures, but it
continued to have a family connection to its founders
and the values they had long ago
instilled.
There were exciting times ahead
and new markets to explore. One
potential market in particular was
clear in John Ryan III’s mind:
a location his father had
long dreamed of adding to
MSA’s expanding lineup of
international offices. Within
10 years Lee Short and other
leaders would help guide
MSA’s entry into the most
populated country in the
world.

MSA’S NUCLEAR MELTDOWN
The nuclear industry continued to be one of
MSA’s greatest markets until 1992, when the
business dried up overnight.
“I had come to Pittsburgh [that year] and
became the nuclear industry specialist when
a new standard was introduced by the NRC
[Nuclear Regulatory Commission],” says Ron
Herring, president of MSA Europe.
“In a nuclear plant, total radiation doses
are what counts. And they had some kind
of marginal science that said if you worked
without a respirator on you might be able to
work 25 percent faster. The industry found
this hypothesis to be very useful as they
no longer had to require workers to wear
respirators in most cases. The person who
led the initial study opposed its use as the
basis for eliminating the use of respirators.” It
had been a great run for MSA in the nuclear
industry, but it was over with the
stroke of a regulatory pen.
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THE WORLD’S
BIGGEST MARKET
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to expand into the People’s Republic of
China long before it seemed possible.
“My father always wanted us to be
in China,” says John Ryan III, “even when
it was cut off from the world during
the Cultural Revolution. He was a great
believer in the famous quote attributed
to [the 19th-century British prime minister] Lord
Palmerston: ‘Nations have neither permanent friends nor
permanent enemies, only permanent interests.’ It was
this philosophy that made him open our office in Berlin
a decade or so after the Nazi government in Germany
had been our enemies. He saw China in the same light.
My father, however, believed that China would change,
and they had an immense working population that
needed protection, which we could provide.”
Ryan III’s father demonstrated his openness to
the world’s biggest market in September 1972 at the
seventh International Mining Congress, in Bucharest,
Romania. During the gathering, which took place some
seven months after President Richard Nixon’s historic trip
to China that helped normalize U.S. relations with the
emerging superpower, a Chinese delegation from the
coal industry asked if they could visit MSA’s booth. Most
Western firms then wouldn’t have wasted their time
with people from the isolated country and would have
paid no heed to such requests. But not John Ryan Jr.
“My father said, ‘Sure! We’d love to have you. Bring
your delegation over here. We’ll take you around and,
by the way, come have lunch with us,’” says Ryan III. “He
wasn’t going to get one dime in sales for as far out as
the eye could see. But he knew that, sometime, things

PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. Skip Hulme (center) with a visiting Chinese delegation. John Ryan
Jr. invited representatives from China’s coal industry to visit Pittsburgh in the late 1970s.
It was the beginning of a joint venture that culminated in the creation of MSA-Wuxi in
1987. THIS PAGE: 2. John Ryan III keeps it lively with guests from China, 1978.
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would change, no matter how isolated or undeveloped
China was at the time.”
The guests were so impressed with Ryan Jr.’s kindness
that during a later visit, MSA was referred to as “an old
friend.” In the late 1970s, that friendship resulted in MSA’s
CEO being invited to China on an industrial visit, one of
the first such offers to an American businessman. “He
was given a grand tour, including a visit to the famous
Yungang Caves and Grottoes in Inner Mongolia,” says his
son. “This was how our China presence began.”
Because of the connection with people in the coal
ministry, Ryan Jr. focused on forging ties in that sector.
It was a process that inched along, with no promise of
immediate returns.
In 1981, John Ryan III went to a conference that
began in Hangzhou and continued in Beijing, but again,
nothing concrete emerged from the talks.
The following year, he and Lee Short, who would
become president and CEO of MSA a few years later,
traveled to Fushun in northeastern China, near the
border with North Korea. The purpose of the trip was to
assess the potential of a joint venture with a factory in
Fushun, also known as the City of Coal.
After arriving in Fushun, Short became ill. “A local
doctor told him he might be having a heart attack,” Ryan
III says. “In those days we had no way to call the U.S.,
so I was scared as hell. It turned out he had the flu, and
that had made his heart rate go really high. But it was
unnerving until we knew he was all right.”
The air pollution in Fushun was appalling, like
Pittsburgh’s air in the 1920s. The men soon discovered
that the so-called factory was really “a Potemkin village,”
says Ryan III, mostly a facade with extremely modest

production. Following a banquet, they returned to
Beijing that evening with no interest in the facility they
had just seen.
Short returned to China on several occasions over the
next couple of years as MSA continued to press for some
kind of agreement with the various Chinese officials they
met with. The process was generally unproductive. “They
wanted us to commit to export targets that we, at that
point, weren’t willing to do,” says Ryan III. “They weren’t
making anything we could sell at that time.”

A Real Offer, at Last
In 1984 Skip Hulme, MSA’s CEO, and Lee Short, then vice
president, international, were flying around the world on
MSA’s corporate plane, visiting the firm’s international
locations. At the time, the 58-year-old Hulme was
fighting serious cancer. During his travels, he received
word that the Wuxi Chemical Board was definitely
interested in forming a joint venture with MSA. Hulme’s
itinerary was abruptly changed, and he headed to
Wuxi, a large city near the eastern coast, about 80 miles
northwest of Shanghai. “I believe ours was one of the first
corporate planes that got authorization to fly from Hong
Kong to Wuxi,” says Ryan III.
This time the interest in a joint venture was real. It
took several years to finalize the deal, during which time
MSA began selling mine-monitoring systems to China.
The negotiations with the Wuxi Lima Chemical Machinery
Company culminated, in 1987, with the formation of
the Sino–U.S. joint venture Wuxi MSA Safety Equipment
Company, Ltd. It was the first joint venture in China involving
a foreign company in the safety industry. It wasn’t until two
years later, however, that the enterprise started to function.

“They wanted us primarily to make instruments,” says
Ryan III, who was elected chairman and CEO of MSA in
1991, a year after his father retired as chairman of the
board. “We were interested in the local market for such
products, and we would also do PVC-coated gloves and
try to export them.”
The plan was to have the venture managed by an
MSA employee, but it fell through because of personal
issues. Finding good candidates who spoke both
Mandarin and English was difficult. In 1989, MSA hired a
young PhD student in political science at the University
of Maryland, Jason Qian, who had a Mainland Chinese
passport. “We were probably one of the first international
companies in China to have a native-born Chinese
citizen as its general manager,” says Ryan III. “He was not
a trained businessman, but he did his best. In those early

years, we sent a lot of people over there and brought a
lot of people here for training so we could build a pool of
skilled managers.”
Ryan III admits he was worried that MSA-Wuxi would
lose a lot of money initially, but the small operation was
able to survive its early years and even earn a little profit.
“I think my reaction was somewhat parallel to Edison’s
initial impressions of the prospects for Mine Safety
Appliances,” he says.
There were many growing pains along the way.
MSA felt obliged to follow Chinese pay scales and hired
a national from a Chinese state-owned enterprise to
succeed Qian. The pay was low, and the skills of many
workers were not what MSA hoped they would be.
“Particularly concerning was that only a few managers
were sufficiently fluent in English,” says Ryan III, “and

3. Lee Short, VP international, in the 1980s. 4. Representatives from China’s Ministry
of Coal Industry present M.L. “Sy” Symington, vice president of MSA International with
a gift at the Penn Center offices, 1975. 5. MSA China employees celebrate a company
milestone: the manufacturing of 1 million V-Gard hard hats, 2010. 6. MSA-Wuxi
employees welcome China’s first joint venture with a foreign company in the safety
industry, 1988.
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TO RUSSIA WITH HOPE
In the 1960s, John Ryan Jr. set his sights on another large, but challenging,
marketplace: the Soviet Union, geographically the largest country in the
world.

IN A COUNTRY NOT
YET PLUGGED INTO
GLOBAL BUSINESS
CULTURE, MSA
DECIDED TO TAKE
ACTION AND
TRANSPLANT ITS
OWN LEADERSHIP
APPROACHES
INTO CHINA.

Much as he had perceived China, Ryan Jr. saw the USSR as a fit for MSA,
given its substantial underground coal mining operations. Always keen to
establish contacts in potential markets, Ryan Jr. attended the first Russian
World Mining Congress, held in Moscow in 1967, “because he felt we’ve got to
get there someday,” says John Ryan III. “He also visited mines in places like
the Ukraine, as far back as the late ’60s and early ’70s. He had the guts to go
into some scary places. And he was in Donetsk, on some big project that [the
Soviets] had brought some big shots over [to discuss].”
Ryan Jr. arranged in the 1970s for MSA’s R&D people to do some cooperative
work with some Soviet think tanks on mining-safety concerns. As was his
practice, Ryan Jr. was building relationships, especially through the exchange
of ideas, with an eye to a formalized presence in the USSR down the line.
MSA was already doing a small margin of business in the USSR at that time,
mostly sales out of Germany to some import/export houses. “But a lot of the
Soviet buyers would order just a couple of products so they could copy them,”
says Ryan III.
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it was important that the leaders understood their
instructions from the head office and effectively
communicated with their peers and supervisor.”
By the early 1990s, facing nearly insurmountable
problems growing in a country not yet plugged into
global business culture, MSA decided to take action and
transplant its own leadership approaches into China. It
assigned two key executives, George Steggles and Ralph
McIntyre, to make the joint venture succeed. Steggles,
who had previous joint-venture experience in China, was
named vice president, and McIntyre, who had helped

MSA negotiate the China deal, was named area director
for Northern Asia.
“[The office] was in dire straits when we took over,”
says Steggles. “We expanded the operation and brought
in new technology, primarily from Pittsburgh, because
MSA’s technology in China was really out of date. We
were able to turn it around and develop the business,
although we had a few ‘events’ there.”
One was an all-too-typical hazard of doing business
in China. “One year, several guys we had working for us
stole our technology for producing V-Gard hats, which

MSA eventually opened a sales office in Russia in 1992, after Ryan Jr. had
retired as chairman. It was preceded by the establishment of subsidiaries in
Hungary and Poland.
In 1995, MSA entered into a joint venture with the Institute of Design
Engineering in Novosibirsk, Siberia’s largest city, located close to major
sources of coal, oil, gas and other important minerals. The institute is part of
the Siberian branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The joint-venture
company was formally registered in Russia as Sibertech.

Under the terms of the venture, Sibertech would manufacture gas
chromatography instruments for sale in Russia and for export. These kinds
of instruments were used, as one example, to determine the composition of
explosives present in bombing incidents.
When the deal was announced, John Ryan III noted that a secondary
purpose of the joint venture was to strengthen the sale and support of MSAmanufactured instruments and personal safety equipment in Russia. “We
learned over time that industrial worker safety was of growing concern to
local governments and many industrial interests. Over the long term, we
could see this becoming a major market for MSA safety equipment,” he said.
The venture was the brainchild of Fred Tepper, an MSA manager. “Fred was a
great character,” says Ryan III. “[He] had great love of businesses we’d never
been in but that he thought we should be in.”
MSA learned soon after the venture was launched that the gas chromatography
instrument the joint-venture partner was developing contained in its center
a radioactive substance normally not found in such equipment. It made the
export part of the equation nearly impossible. “I should have killed it right
then,” says Ryan III. “It wasn’t dangerous, but nobody wants to buy anything
that has a radioactive element in it if they think they can get the same thing
without it from someone else.”
The joint venture petered out
after a couple of years, with MSA
selling its shares to its Russian
partners.
MSA’s interest in this exciting
market continues, as evidenced
by its ongoing sales operation and
network of distributors in Russia.
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–John Ryan III
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PREVIOUS PAGE: 7. MSA-Wuxi and Auer employees from Germany meet, 1988. 8.
Workplace safety in China has evolved since MSA landed in 1987. 9. A delegation from
Russia with John Ryan Jr. (second from left, front row), Harry Redenbaugh (third from
right, back row) and Dr. Frank Smith, director of research, MSA (second row, far right),
1976. THIS PAGE: 10. Herbert Yuen, MSA’s business leader, Pacific Asia region. 11. MSA
executives open the Suzhou industrial park offices with a bang, 2009.

we had started making in China,” says Steggles. “They
went around the corner and started producing the hard
hats, which we had patented and copyrighted around
the world.”
MSA entered China in a way that “differentiated it
from the traditional company that goes to China,” says
Paul Uhler. “A lot of corporations wanted to go to China
to take advantage of low-cost labor and produce things
they would sell globally. Our desire to go to China was first
driven by this need to protect people, particularly at work.”
In the early 2000s, after Steggles’ retirement, the
company made two other important hiring decisions.
One was to appoint Roberto Canizares as president of
international operations. Canizares had extensive experience
working in Asia with the Trane Company, an international
leader in heating and air-conditioning systems. Under
Canizares’ leadership, Trane had built an integrated operation
in Asia with manufacturing plants in multiple locations in
the Asia-Pacific region, including China. “He had a sense of
fire for business in China,” says Ryan III.
The other appointment was Herbert Yuen, who
was assigned to manage MSA’s operations in China. A
Chinese national who was raised in Hong Kong, Yuen
had considerable business experience in that part of the
world. “It was a great hire,” says Ryan III. “Herbert really
had a vision of what we needed to do to succeed.”
By this point, MSA owned 90 percent of the company,
with Jian Ping Lu, by now the owner of Wuxi Lima Chemical
Machinery Company, holding the other 10 percent.
Given the size of China, the operation’s sales structure
didn’t make sense. “We were trying to sell direct in the
country, and you couldn’t. It was too big,” says Ryan III.
Salespeople were based in Wuxi. They went on sales

trips that lasted several weeks, returned to home base
and then went on the road again — repeatedly. Yuen
changed that. He established offices throughout the
country and manned them with salespeople who knew,
and lived within, their districts.
In 2009, MSA took a major step forward by setting
up a new factory, offices and a 100 percent–owned R&D
center in a massive industrial park in Suzhou, located
about 60 miles west of Shanghai. Suzhou Industrial
Park (SIP), which opened in 1994, is an economic and
technological development zone that covers an area
of about 40 square miles. “We manufacture there,”
says Bill Berner, MSA’s director of litigation and risk
management, “but it’s really one of our three major
engineering centers, the other two being in Cranberry
and Berlin. In terms of due diligence, we try to instill an
international presence in terms of a mindset — certainly
for engineering as well as manufacturing.”
MSA’s facilities in SIP occupy about 270,000 square
feet. “We produce a whole range of products,” says Yuen.
“Hard hats, portable instruments, permanent instruments,
SCBAs. We have all of our core product groups there.”

Safety and Other Rewards
China has recently adopted a type of occupational
health and safety legislation, but “there’s literally no
enforcement arm,” says Paul Uhler. “But it’s getting better.
Every single month it improves.”
Herbert Yuen says that safety awareness is growing
at a fast pace, which is good for companies such as
MSA. “But China is very competitive and people here
focus more on the cost,” he says. “There are more local
competitors than what we face in North America. Take
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“HERBERT REALLY
HAD A VISION OF
WHAT WE NEEDED
TO DO TO SUCCEED.”

IT TOOK A WHILE,
BUT MSA IN CHINA
HAS GONE FROM
A STRUGGLING
STRANGER IN A
NEW LAND TO
AN ACCEPTED
MEMBER OF THE
CHINESE BUSINESS
COMMUNITY.

SCBA as an example: In the U.S. we have three big
competitors. In China, at one point, we faced probably 40
or 50 other firms.”
Financial reward is a priority for employees in
China. “They are very hardworking people,” says Uhler.
“But as they achieve success, they become more and
more focused on monetary rewards. Cash is king. So
the first thing people want to talk about is cash: How
much money am I going to make? In the U.S., cash
is a secondary motivator. There are all these other
motivational factors. Do I have a career? What’s my longterm growth? Am I going to learn things?”
As a result of the emphasis on financial reward, it
can be difficult to attract and retain talented employees.
“At one point in China, we had turnover rates of over 40
percent,” says Uhler. “It’s really hard to run a business that
way — in the U.S. it’s under 2 percent.”
MSA responded to this challenge by offering annual
increases that were higher than anywhere else in the
firm. “Then we started to split that so that it would be
two times a year,” says Uhler. “Then we started to
provide people with retention bonuses.
If you stay here a year, at the end of
the year there’ll be this bonus.
And we revamped our career
ladders so they knew exactly
what positions they could
rise to and in what
amount of time.”
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12. Employees at MSA Suzhou. The safety company differentiates itself from local
competitors by offering a culture focused on retention and training.
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MSA also built an employee break room in Suzhou,
installed Ping-Pong tables and a pool table and
organized social events. “It worked,” says Uhler. “We have
cut our turnover rate by more than half.”
It took a while, but MSA in China has gone from
a struggling stranger in a new land to an accepted
member of the Chinese business community. Most of
what it manufactures there is sold to the Chinese market
and to other countries where low cost is as important as
good quality. Sales have grown. “When I started here in
2003, we had revenue of 5 million dollars,” says Herbert
Yuen. “Now it’s about 50 million dollars.”
For John Ryan III, MSA’s long-term success in China
confirmed his father’s belief in the country’s potential
so many years ago. “My father’s vision was right,” he
says. “We cooperated with our partners and we got the
company to work. He lived to see the business operate
and he lived to see the business make money.”

GEORGE H. DEIKE JR. (1907–1984)

George Herman Deike Jr. joined MSA in 1938, three years after John Ryan Jr. had entered the business. With the sons
of the founding members on board and playing vital roles, MSA was able to remain a family enterprise, a goal the
founders had always advanced.
Like his father, Deike Jr. was a graduate of Penn State, where he obtained a graduate degree in mine engineering. It
was natural that he would focus on engineering at MSA, becoming chief engineer in 1945 and director of engineering
in 1951. Two years later, he was named vice president of the firm, and in 1966, he was elected vice chairman and
secretary, positions he held until his retirement in 1972.
Deike Jr. had many interests beyond his executive roles at MSA. He served for 24 years on the council of Wilkinsburg,
a small borough in Allegheny County about five miles east of Pittsburgh. He spent two years as its president.
An avid sailor, he was a commodore of the prestigious Erie Yacht Club, “the first nonresident of Erie to hold that post,”
noted the Pittsburgh Press. His wife, Anne Buchele Deike, devoted considerable time to the support of numerous
charities, including the Civic Light Opera Guild.
His alma mater, however, was perhaps his most passionate interest, and one he shared with his wife, who
was an ardent Penn State football fan. Deike Jr. was a member of Penn State’s board of trustees for 13
years. He also served on its athletic council. He established the George H. Deike, Jr. Research Endowment Fund at the university. Among other benefits, it awards a $50,000 annual grant to a faculty
member in the College of Earth and Mineral Sciences for the pursuit of innovative and scholarly
research.
George H. Deike Jr. died on October 25, 1984, at age 77. He was survived by his wife and their son,
George H. Deike III.
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was a youngster, he loved
watching a TV series
called Sea Hunt, which
featured actor Lloyd
Bridges (father of actors
Jeff and Beau, who both
appeared on the program)
as Mike Nelson, a former navy frogman who became a
freelance scuba diver.
A classic scene in many episodes had Nelson
rescuing someone in deep water who had either run
out of air or was no longer connected to his air supply.
The pair would slowly surface together as Nelson
shared his mouthpiece with the other diver. That image
remained in Lambert’s mind over the years until, in
the early 1980s, it formed the basis for the design of a
revolutionary system to protect firefighters who had
run out of air.
Lambert knew that firefighters did a variation of
the Sea Hunt rescue if they saw a colleague needed air.
“They called it buddy breathing,” he says. “When one
firefighter ran out, the other would literally take his mask
off and stick it on the other firefighter; that firefighter
could take a couple of deep breaths and then give it
back. And so on.”
Buddy breathing, however, had some inherently
dangerous drawbacks.
One had to do with the regulators on SCBAs. They
delivered a positive pressure, which meant that the
pressure inside the mask was slightly higher than the
pressure outside the mask. That was in case the mask
leaked, or some other problem occurred in a toxic

PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. Two firefighters use the Quick-Fill System to share air safely. The
revolutionary mechanism, patented by MSA, allows uninterrupted breathing and keeps
both firefighters free to move. THIS PAGE: 2. Students from Defense Fire Academy in
Texas battle a blaze wearing MSA breathing apparatus. The school trains 2,200 students
a year from all military branches.
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BOYLE’S GAS LAW
The MSA Quick-Fill System allows for the rapid
transfer of air from a high-pressure source into a
cylinder with less pressure.
The transfer of air is based on one of the oldest
and most fundamental laws of physics:
Boyle’s Gas Law.
The law demonstrates that when two sources of
gas at different pressures are connected together,
they seek to equalize at the same pressure.
For example, when an air cylinder pressurized
to 2,000 psi is connected to an air cylinder of
the same size pressurized to 1,000 psi, the two
cylinders will quickly equalize at 1,500 psi each.

environment. The positive pressure would keep chemicals
or other dangerous substances outside the mask, thus
protecting the wearer.
In a buddy-breathing scenario, however, a negative
pressure occurs. When a firefighter takes off his mask, the
regulator tries to deliver all its air at once. “It literally rushes
air up to the mask until the point when the buddy starts
to inhale,” says Lambert. “But as soon as they take it off
and hand it back to their colleague, it blows out air. So a
tremendous amount of valuable air is wasted.”
A possible solution to that problem would be to have
firefighters keep their mask on and hook a hose into the
regulator that still contained air so that both responders
could share its supply. It was a preferable system, but
for technical reasons, it could only be done at a very low
pressure (110 psi), and testing showed it wouldn’t provide
enough air for both firefighters.
A third problem arose from inconsistent
guidance from the safety regulators. The
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) said
anything a person had to
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3
3. MSA air cylinders can supply air for up to one hour. 4. Bill Lambert’s 1987 patent for
a “replenishable self-contained breathing apparatus” refined the first iterations of the
Quick-Fill System, which were originally sketched out on cocktail napkins.

do to survive a life-threatening situation (such as buddy
breathing) was acceptable. But the National Institute
for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), which
determined what equipment would be approved for
use, did not. They forbade it because the two firefighters
would be tethered.

The Power of Napkins
In 1983, Lambert was a design engineer at the Ryan Lab, and
Joe Bigler a product line manager. The two men happened
to be attending a conference sponsored by the American
National Standards Institute in Washington, D.C. Buddy
breathing was one of the major topics at the gathering.
The evening after that discussion, Lambert and Bigler,
who had chaired the conference, began to brainstorm
ways to solve the buddy-breathing problem over drinks
at their hotel.
The two men talked until almost two in the morning,
sketching concepts on bar napkins. “I think we still have
them somewhere,” says Bigler.
As ideas came to Lambert, he would grab a
napkin and start drawing diagrams: “I said to Joe,
what if we didn’t connect to the low-pressure side
of the regulator? What if we didn’t connect to the
intermediate regulator? What if we had a coupling
that actually connected right to the cylinder, to the
high-pressure side? We’re talking 4,500 psi. We could
equalize pressures very quickly. I could literally take the
air out of your cylinder and fill up my cylinder. It could
happen within 15 to 30 seconds. If we could find a way
to do this, then your breathing’s not interrupted and
you’re not tethered.”

TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT

In the 1950s, American scholar and statistician William Edwards Deming went to
Japan to introduce a new concept of business management. He called it total quality
management (TQM). The principles Dr. Deming introduced to Japanese companies are
credited for that country’s spectacular economic recovery following World War II.
“The impact of his revolutionary ideas has been compared to those of Copernicus,
Darwin and Freud,” says a biographical note on the website of the William Edwards
Deming Institute. “Others have referred to him as the father of the third phase of the
Industrial Revolution.”
TQM, in brief, makes quality a priority by putting customer needs first. To
accomplish this simple, but difficult, goal requires an integrated approach
throughout an organization, at every level. Eight elements are key to its successful
implementation: ethics, integrity, trust, training, teamwork, leadership, recognition
and communication. The goal is to plan to perform a task properly the first time, and
to identify and eliminate whatever problems or obstacles detract from accomplishing
the desired outcome. This approach often requires a significant, if not complete,
change in a company’s culture.
When Tom Hotopp arrived at MSA in 1991 to assume the role of senior vice president
of the safety products division, he came from the automotive industry, “which had
been trounced by the Japanese for many years.” The U.S. automotive industry had
slowly recognized the benefits of TQM. Before joining MSA, Hotopp had received
training in TQM and came to understand and appreciate its benefits. He was eager to
share his enthusiasm for the process with his new employer.
“I think that’s the biggest thing I brought to the company,”
says Hotopp, who retired as MSA president, North America,
in 2003 and now serves as a director on MSA’s board.
When Hotopp arrived at MSA, he started by taking a look at
the company’s 15 service centers, which were scattered all
over the country. “By the 1990s, they were very inefficient,”
he says. “Each center had their inventory squirreled away in
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an approach we called smokestacks. Let’s say Los Angeles didn’t have a product a
customer wanted but Chicago had two left. Well, Chicago often didn’t want to give
up that inventory. It’s natural. It’s how people function. But it’s not very customerfocused.”
Under Hotopp’s leadership, in 1994, MSA piloted a centralized customer service
system, upgraded the existing technology and implemented training in TQM for
staff. “This was a big change,” he says. “One of the district managers told me at a
get-together once, ‘You’re destroying what I put my whole life into.’ It’s funny thinking
back on that now. But he was serious.”
As TQM was introduced throughout MSA in the U.S., the reaction was often negative.
In response, Hotopp conducted small townhall meetings in the atrium of MSA’s
headquarters to give people a chance to voice concerns and find out more about
the new concept. During the meetings, many long-term MSA employees argued
vehemently that the status quo was the way they had always done things, and it was
the best way. “I remember one guy raised his hand and said, ‘Tom, I just want to know
how long this is going to last.’ I thought about it, and said, ‘The rest of your working
career.’ That crystallized it for me.”
Hotopp realized that changing a system is often easier than changing a reluctant
person’s attitude. The introduction of TQM meant that some people who resisted the
new management requirements had to be given new assignments or let go, something
that hadn’t often happened at MSA over the years. “The people who accepted TQM
received training and were promoted,” says Hotopp. “The people who wouldn’t [accept
it] had to be told, I’m sorry — this is the way we’re going to do it.”
The introduction of TQM brought greater efficiency and helped the company grow.
“Business got bigger,” says Hotopp, who is a shareholder in MSA. “Today, the whole
company thinks about improvement. And we’ve made our footprint a lot smaller
in manufacturing and a lot more efficient in IT efforts.” One of the first executives
at MSA to buy into TQM in the early 1990s was Bill Lambert, says Hotopp. When
Lambert became president and CEO in 2008, he would advance the way the company
was managed to a new, global level.

A STUNNING NEW WORLD HEADQUARTERS

In 1986, as Bill Lambert was working out the final stages of the Quick-Fill System, he was doing so in the Ryan
Lab, which had moved to a location in Cranberry Township, about 15 miles north of Pittsburgh. In 1983, MSA
had purchased the 326-acre site for what turned out to be a very good price. The undeveloped forestland was
home to deer, turkeys and other wildlife. Access was along a picturesque road with no stoplights.
By 1985, MSA had constructed several buildings on the property, and that year it moved its Instrument
Division Complex to the new site. A much bigger move lay ahead elsewhere, however, as MSA decided it needed
a larger space for its world headquarters, which had been located at Penn Center in leased facilities. The site it
chose was a 12-acre piece of land in the RIDC (Regional Industrial Development Corporation) industrial park in
O’Hara Township, 10 miles north of downtown Pittsburgh. The three-story, 123,000-square-foot office
building, which MSA owned, opened in April 1987. “The building is the crown jewel of the office
park,” Mark Deasy, MSA’s current director of global public relations said at the time. “It could
accommodate about 300 people and has room for up to 500.”
The headquarters, which won a national architectural design award, was
constructed of cornelian (pink-gray) granite, both outside and inside. “The
granite, which was brought in from South Africa, gave it a real opulent look,”
says Doug McClaine, MSA’s general counsel, who worked on the contract for the
building, which he estimates cost $17 to $18 million, a huge sum in those days.
The building overlooked a manufactured pond that caught rain runoff and
acted as a retention pool. A huge arched glass roof finished off the building’s
distinctive look. Inside, the central element was an atrium with thousands of
green and flowering plants, trees, a waterfall and granite-sided ponds.
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A MAJOR SHIFT IN MSA’S SALES MODEL

LAMBERT
CONVINCED MSA
THAT THERE WAS
A NEED — AND ONE
THAT FIT WITH
MSA’S MISSION.

7

This last point was especially important. If one of
the firefighters was unable to abandon a fire scene, his
buddy would now have enough air in his cylinder to
leave and get help.
The colleagues, who were also close friends, batted
around the challenging question: Could they find a way
for firefighters who had run out of air to connect to a
colleague’s cylinder in a few seconds and, in doing so,
allow the firefighters to share the remaining air by having
the air in the two cylinders equalize?
It was a vexing problem: “How in the hell are you
going to take a 4,500 psi cylinder and quickly connect
it using a high-pressure fitting?” says Bigler, who is now
vice president and chief customer officer.
Bigler wasn’t sure such a device could be developed.
But MSA decided to give Lambert the green light to start
working on the concept, as long as he could convince
the skeptics there was a big enough market for the
product. How many firefighters die because they run out
of air? How many firefighters need a buddy-breathing
system? Could you quickly and safely connect and
disconnect at pressures up to 4,500 psi? And, finally,
would NIOSH approve it?

A Proven Need
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PREVIOUS PAGE: 5. Tom Hotopp, who led MSA’s TQM efforts, was elected president
of MSA in 1996. 6. MSA’s former headquarters located at the Regional Industrial
Development Corporation (RIDC) industrial park in O’Hara Township, PA. THIS PAGE: 7.
Current CEO Bill Lambert (left) was a design engineer at MSA when he invented the
Quick-Fill System, c. 1986.

Lambert negotiated access to the files of the National
Fire Protection Association in Boston. He spent an
intensive week reviewing reports on every firefighter
fatality from 1979 to 1983, especially the circumstances
surrounding how they perished.
He discovered that about one-third died from heart
attacks and one-third from accidents either on the
way to a fire or at the fire. The last third, however, “died

because they get trapped or disoriented inside a smoky,
burning building that they can’t see their way out of, and
they simply run out of air. On a real numbers basis, that
was 30 to 40 firefighters who could possibly be saved if a
safe and effective buddy-breathing system was available.”
Lambert convinced MSA that there was a need —
and one that fit with MSA’s mission. He began searching
for quick-disconnect systems (basically, a hose and a
coupling that could run from one firefighter’s air cylinder
to another without either having to remove their mask)
that worked at less than 4,500 psi pressure. None
existed, so he put out the word that he was looking for
companies to help design one. Two responded.
One, a manufacturer from Cleveland, eventually
shipped a prototype to MSA in 1985. Lambert tested the
device in the mechanical shop “where we’ve got lathes
and technicians and band saws and benches and all that
kind of thing,” he says. The initial testing went perfectly.
He pressurized the fitting and then disconnected it.
When that happened, “the 4,500 psi pressure hit with
such great force that it literally shattered the stainless
steel coupling like glass. It made this incredible bang, like
a rifle shot, and then there was this whooshing noise as
the cylinder completely dumped all its air into the lab.”
Lambert looked down at his hand, “expecting that
I wouldn’t have any fingers.” His hand was intact, but
a nearby technician was yelling, “My hand! My hand!”
Lambert called out to him. “Ken, are you okay? Did you
get hit with a piece of metal?”“No!” Ken replied — “It was
the coffee, you sonofabitch. You scared the hell out of
me and I spilled my coffee on it!”
A different solution had to be found, one involving
what was called a balanced coupling that could nullify

By the early 1990s, MSA began to realize that the way it had traditionally sold its
products — direct to large customers through its company sales representatives —
was no longer what many of its customers wanted. Customers made it clear that they
preferred to deal with distributors. They wanted to cut back dramatically on their
procurement departments. They wanted to cut down on the number of transactions.
And they didn’t want to have to maintain inventory, because distributors had to
maintain inventory anyway.
So, in 1994, MSA embarked on a new initiative to change its U.S. distribution strategy for
safety products by moving away from direct sales and instead establishing partnerships
with many large and midsize general industry distributors.
This wasn’t a completely new strategy for the company, though. MSA had adopted
a variation on the distributor model some 10 years prior for its line of permanently
installed gas detection instruments. Known as the manufacturers’ rep network, it was
created by Gil Zuber, who joined MSA in 1957 and was the sales manager of MSA’s former
Instrument Division.
“The thing with reps,” says Zuber, “is they sell your product and you pay them a
commission. They don’t buy your product, they don’t have any inventory and there’s
no cost of sales on your part until they sell something, and then you pay them.”
Zuber used his sales staff to train the new reps, despite their understandable fear that
they were teaching others how to take their jobs. “I explained that I needed them to find
and hire and train [people] in how and where to sell our products and then [the existing
staff] would become the territory managers.”
Zuber set a goal to double sales in the first five years. “We just missed by 5 percent,” he
says, “so that was pretty good.”
The Instrument Division, however, was one of the few departments in MSA that
had moved away from direct sales. By 1994, in what constituted a major change
for the company, MSA was ready to take on a complete move in that direction. “The
handwriting was on the wall,” Jack Joy said. “This was the way [we] were going to sell
new products to all of industry.”

This initiative was driven by Joe Bigler and Tom Hotopp, and supported by John Ryan
III and most other executives, although some members of the management team were
concerned about such a significant change in the company’s distribution strategy,
uncertain that it would work. (Bigler became national sales manager in 1995, after
leading the team effort to convert to distributor selling.)
The decision to sell products through major industrial distributors, like Grainger
and Airgas, was based on customer surveys, sales force input, industry analysis and
forward-looking channel analysis.
MSA’s transition to this new system was accompanied by a change to a centralized
service and distribution process that would feed products to regional distributors.
The company established a state-of-the-art customer service center in Pittsburgh to
provide distributors with real-time information on product availability, parts, training
and service. With the new initiative in place, MSA was able to replace most of its local
warehouses and service locations. The overall result was reduced costs and improved
customer service.
All this change, however, was not pain free. One casualty was the sale of Hazco, an
environmental rental and service company that MSA had acquired in 1993. It was
viewed by the company’s new channel partners as a competitor. Also, margins were
initially reduced by selling through distributors, and margin dollars had to be made up
by increased sales to customers that MSA’s direct sales force never reached, as well as
through increased sales to companies that preferred buying through distributors.
“The change from direct selling to distributor channel partners took four full years to
implement,” says Bigler. “Some sales personnel left in frustration, but most adapted.”
Today, the majority of MSA’s safety product sales, excluding fixed gas and flame
detection instruments, are sold through distributors. “It’s hard to imagine how MSA
could have been as successful over the last 20 years without increasing market access
through distribution,” says Hotopp.

In early March 1995, Eric Beck, who was product line manager for breathing apparatus,
and Rick Katz, the principal engineer for breathing apparatus, received a frantic call from
the Detroit Fire Department.
“We were told that a breathing apparatus had blown up at a Detroit fire station and
destroyed a fire engine and damaged the station, and the commissioner was obviously
extremely upset,” says Beck. “They asked us to just drop what we were doing and get to the
airport and go to Detroit.”
When Beck and Katz arrived at the Detroit airport, a driver was waiting to pick them up in
a fire vehicle. They were rushed to the commissioner’s office, the vehicle’s lights flashing
the entire way, and then taken to the fire station where the incident had occurred.
Along the way, Beck and Katz learned what had happened: the fire crew had been at a
serious fire, so bad that it caused a civilian fatality. At the end of a long day battling the
fire, the crew returned to the station to catch some rest. An air cylinder from the day’s work
was left in a fire truck. During the night it exploded.
“Thank goodness it didn’t happen when they were driving back to the station,” says Beck,
“because it would likely have killed all of them. Let me tell you, this fire truck was totally
destroyed.”
When Beck and Katz arrived at the fire station, reporters and TV crews mobbed them. “All
of a sudden these TV lights come on and they’re like, ‘There they are, the representatives
from MSA!’” says Beck.
Back in Pittsburgh, John Ryan III, who had become CEO four years earlier, was baffled at
what had occurred. “It was inconceivable that this tank would just spontaneously blow,”
he says, “particularly in the hard part of the cylinder itself and not in the connections to
the valve or another component.”
Nevertheless, MSA took immediate action before federal investigators, who were also on
the scene, issued any orders. MSA contacted every fire department that had purchased the
cylinders within a wide range of production lot numbers and offered to replace them with
another type. It removed all existing inventory and stopped their sale. It posted warning
notices on bulletin and chat boards read by firefighters, and also had its distributor
salespeople contact purchasers to tell them not to use the cylinders.
“I didn’t care what the cost of all this would be, and it would have been a lot of money,” says
Ryan. “We couldn’t have a cylinder out there, that we were selling, that could break down
and kill or injure somebody. We simply couldn’t live with that.”

MSA hadn’t actually made the cylinder. They had purchased it from a manufacturer,
added valves to it and sold it under MSA’s name. It was a new product made of composite
materials rather than pure metal.
Prior to putting the cylinder on the market, MSA subjected it to “diabolical, torturous tests,”
Ryan says. In one trial, MSA removed half the thickness of the outer shell. They attached
the weakened cylinder to the back of a truck, like a tin can tied to the back of a wedding
car, and drove it around a track to see how it fared. “It didn’t explode. It didn’t deteriorate.
It kept all the air it had.” The cylinder was deemed by the Department of Transportation
(DOT) to be more than fit for its intended use.
Beck and Katz were equally confused as to how the cylinder could have exploded. They
were finally allowed to examine it and immediately realized something didn’t look
right. “It was a composite cylinder that had an aluminum liner inside that’s wrapped in
fiberglass,” says Beck. “Rick looked at it and saw there was a real straight cut mark on the
cylinder. He says to me, ‘This cylinder just didn’t let go, it was cut. It was either hit with an
ax or something happened to it.’”
The source of the cut was not clear at first. Nonetheless, Beck and Katz returned to
Pittsburgh to conduct tests on the cylinder. The mystery of what caused the explosion
was soon cleared up, but not from any test results. Beck received a call at home from
someone at the Detroit fire department. “He said, ‘This is an unofficial call. You seem like
good guys. You seem like a responsible company. You took action right away. I can’t let this
go on. I have to give you some inside information here.’”
The caller told Beck that while the major fire was being fought the breathing apparatus
had been used as a wheel chock underneath the tire of the fire truck. The driver had
accidentally backed up over it, damaging the fiberglass lining and creating a cut in the
cylinder. The cut didn’t go all the way through, or the explosion would have
happened right away. The firefighters looked at the cylinder and thought
it seemed okay, so they put it into the truck as they headed back at
the end of the day.
Within about a week of the original incident, MSA had retrieved
all the replacement cylinders it had sent to fire departments.
The crisis was over. “It had cost us some money and a lot of
time and, even more, enormous stress,” says Ryan, “but we
handled it the right way. You don’t take chances with people’s
safety, no matter the price.”
8

the intense pressure forces. Lambert worked with the
second company, Aeroquip, out of Jackson, Michigan,
this time. After about two years of working together,
they had perfected a balanced valve capable of handling
the intense forces created by 4,500 psi air pressure.
It functioned properly in the laboratory, but the next
testing ground would be more challenging.
Lambert and Bigler flew to Phoenix on a hot
summer’s day to visit its fire department, which was
a major customer. They took the opportunity to
demonstrate the new product. “There must have been
30 firemen and the chief there,” says Bigler. “Bill puts on
one apparatus, and I put on the other. These guys are all
huddled around, and they were just mesmerized.”
When Lambert and Bigler announced the test was
about to begin, “these firefighters, man, they just turned
and stood back. They wanted no part of it,” says Bigler.
Bigler and Lambert donned their face masks, started
breathing and looked over at
each other. “I’ll never forget
what I said,” remembers Bigler. “I
said, ‘Okay, buddy, I sure hope
this works.’ And then he
plugged into my cylinder
and it worked just fine.”
A tougher
audience, however,
would be NIOSH. If
they didn’t approve
the system, a lot of
time and money
would have been
for naught.

When they were able to arrange a meeting with
NIOSH, MSA brought two firefighters in full equipment
to demonstrate the system in a simulated emergency
situation. One firefighter had his air run out, causing
him to breathe as hard as he could as his mask began to
collapse. The other firefighter, who had air, was nearby.
“We took the hose and Quick-Fill coupling,” says Lambert,
“and connected it to the cylinder of the guy without air.
We then connected the other end into the cylinder of
the other firefighter, who had air. Instantly, on that next
breath, the one without air was back to full pressure in
his mask. There was no negative fluctuation in it, and I
think the complete transfill and equalization of air from
one cylinder to the other took about 21 seconds.” The
hose was then disconnected, showing that the two
firefighters would not be tethered.
The firefighters had successfully shared the remaining
air supply, but in a very safe and efficient way. “NIOSH
officials were impressed!” says Lambert.
NIOSH was convinced, and soon after approved the
system. “They didn’t want to call it buddy breathing,”
says Lambert, “so they came with a more sophisticatedsounding name: EEBSS [emergency escape breathing
support system].” MSA called it the Quick-Fill System.
Eventually, it became standard equipment for all
firefighters’ breathing apparatus, regardless of the
manufacturer. The development of the Quick-Fill device
was one of the reasons Lambert was honored for his
contributions to North American firefighter safety
by Design News magazine, which named him the
publication’s 2002 Special Achievement Award winner.

IT BECAME
STANDARD
EQUIPMENT FOR
ALL FIREFIGHTERS’
BREATHING
APPARATUS,
REGARDLESS
OF THE
MANUFACTURER.
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THE CASE OF THE EXPLODING CYLINDER

8. A cylinder explodes in a Detroit firestation, 1995. The cylinder, manufactured elsewhere and sold under MSA’s name, was immediately cut from their line of products.

MILTON G. “SKIP” HULME JR. (1926–1985)

“Skip Hulme was a gentleman in the classic sense of the word,” says John Ryan III. “He was also a very bright fellow. He
got an undergraduate degree in electrical engineering at MIT and an MBA at the Harvard Business School. He once quipped
that the difference between MIT and Harvard is that the MIT kids can’t spell and the Harvard ones can’t count.”

Hulme was asked overnight to increase production of the M17 gas mask from 8,000 a month to 80,000 a month. “So Skip
suddenly has this crisis, but it’s a good crisis,” says Ryan III. Because of the rush order and the need to train new personnel to produce the masks, MSA and its customer, the military, had to pay a premium for this exceptional program.

Hulme joined MSA in its engineering department in 1950 and progressively moved up the ranks, ultimately spending his
entire business career with the firm. In 1962, he was appointed assistant to the president, became vice president in 1966
(at which point he was primarily involved in sales and marketing) and was elected president and CEO in 1978.

Dubbed Rock Ready, because Rock Island, Illinois, was where the project was managed from, the consignment was a
financial godsend for MSA. “All of a sudden we had this gigantic piece of military business while our industrial business
was having real difficulties,” says Ryan III. Ironically, it turned out the Soviets hadn’t supplied chemical agents to
Vietnam and Laos. But by the time this became apparent, the other industries that were struggling, such as mining and
steel, had come out of their financial doldrums.

It was clear to everyone in the company, says Ryan III, that Hulme would replace John Ryan Jr. when the latter retired.
“He was one of the guys whose forte was his intelligence. He was simply the brightest guy around.” Although somewhat
reserved, Hulme was an approachable person who easily engaged in conversation about his passions, which included
civic functions, as well as golf and the arts.
As CEO, Hulme recognized that the safety industry was changing and that MSA therefore had to adopt new approaches
in sales and marketing. “He was very open to new ideas,” said the late Jack Joy, who was director of market development
under Hulme. “For example, he gave us the go-ahead to produce sales videotapes when they were really new.”
MSA’s traditional business took a considerable turn for the worse in the early 1980s, due to the restructuring of
industrial America as manufacturers employed considerably fewer workers than they had before. This had nothing to
do with Hulme’s leadership. The company was helped, however, by a totally unexpected development.
In 1981, the U.S. accused the Soviet Union of supplying chemical weapons to the Communist regimes in Vietnam and Laos
for use against counterinsurgents in Cambodia. One chemical agent, known as yellow rain, was purportedly dropped from
helicopters (the Soviet Union denied the allegations).
The U.S. military was greatly concerned that the USSR was enhancing its chemical warfare stocks and seemed willing
to use them. Several years before, the military had contracted out the design and prototype manufacture of a new gas
mask to an MSA competitor. But the mask failed its field test. In the face of this emergency, the military turned to MSA.

In addition to his long career at MSA, Skip Hulme served his community through numerous outside activities. He was
chairman of the Pittsburgh branch of the Federal Reserve Board, vice chairman of the board of trustees of Shadyside
Hospital, a trustee of Carnegie-Mellon University and an elder of Shadyside Presbyterian Church, and was on the board
of the Pittsburgh Association for the Improvement of the Poor. Hulme also spent four years as a member of the
Pittsburgh Symphony Society (just one his many volunteer commitments).
Although Hulme maintained an exceptionally healthy lifestyle, he contracted cancer in the early 1980s and was unable
to beat it. He passed away at age 58. “In his passing MSA has lost a distinguished leader of our industry and a statesman
of the business community,” John Ryan Jr. said in a statement issued by MSA’s board of directors on receiving news of
Hulme’s untimely death.

1

JOHN RYAN JR.
(1912–1995)

2

J

start in life. A week or so after he was born
on Fisk Street in the Lawrenceville section
of Pittsburgh, in 1912, his mother died from
postpartum fever. His grandmother, Mary Maher
Ryan, diligently took on the responsibility of
raising John. When he was between ages two
and four, she passed away and John was once
again left motherless. His three aunts, Anna, Ella and
Margaret, two of whom never married, raised him after
that. They lived in Dudley (where John T. Ryan Sr. was
born) until the child was five, at which time they moved
to Pittsburgh to be with John Ryan Sr., who had been
building the MSA business there.
“Aunt Anna was the strongest and she became
psychological mother number three,” says John Ryan III,
“but she died when my father was 17 and about to go off
to college. Then his father [Ryan Sr.] died when my father
was 29. It was a lot of loss, and I think it affected part of
his personality in that he was a very quiet, serious and
restrained person throughout his life.”
Ryan Jr. was the second Ryan to attend Penn State,
where he studied, not unexpectedly, mining engineering.
“[He] was a focused, enthusiastic student who excelled in
both academics and sports,” said John Dutton, the dean of
the College of Earth and Mineral Sciences. He noted that
Ryan Jr. earned a permanent place in the college’s history by
becoming the founding editor of Earth and Mineral Sciences,
which, by 1995, had a worldwide circulation of 20,000.
Upon graduation in 1934, Ryan Jr. enrolled in the
Harvard Business School, where he roomed with Gene
Merry, who became a lifelong friend and colleague. “If you
can’t marry the boss’s daughter, rooming with his son is

PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. The second and third generations of MSA: John Ryan Jr. with John
Ryan III. THIS PAGE: 2. John Ryan Jr. on his boat off Cape Cod, where the Ryan family
has summered for decades.
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OHN T. RYAN JR. HAD A DIFFICULT

3

4

5

6

“IT WAS MY FATHER
WHO FIRST DECIDED
WE NEEDED TO PUT
THE EMPHASIS ON
THE MIDDLE WORD
OF OUR NAME —
SAFETY — RATHER
THAN THE FIRST
WORD — MINE.”
As John Ryan III later said, “It was [my father] who first
decided we needed to put the emphasis on the middle
word of our name — Safety — rather than the first word
— Mine. Results since then have dramatically vindicated
this judgment, although we greatly appreciate our
customers in the mining industry.”
As Ryan Jr. pursued his vision to expand MSA globally,
he did so with a “boundless hunger for learning,” said Lee
Short, a former president and CEO of MSA. “He would often
amaze foreigners with his knowledge of their country. He
was a student of history, politics and economics, and had
an exceptional feel for world affairs.”
Short described him as a “quiet man who led by
example. [Colleagues] came to understand the simple
look, the smile or the special silence by which he
effectively communicated even complex consideration
and directions.”

–John Ryan III

Perhaps because of his early personal losses, Ryan
Jr. found it hard to show his emotions. “He did not like
disputes, both within family and at the office,” says Ryan
III. “When things would get contentious at the office, he
would have other people deal with it.”
Although his personality was somewhat subdued,
he had a droll sense of humor, according to Jack Joy,
who was director of sales and marketing for MSA, and
a longtime employee. Joy offered, as an example, the
time Joy was emceeing a very formal dinner at an
MSA International managers event in a hotel. He had
forgotten his cuff links, which ruined the look of his
tuxedo. Ryan Jr., however, had a spare set in his hotel
room and loaned them to Joy.

At the dinner, Joy began his hosting duties by
thanking his boss for bailing him out. “Everyone laughed
and said how nice that was,” Joy said. “And right about
that time, something happened with the speaker system.
And I said, “I’m going to get somebody here to fix it and,
if they don’t, I’m getting the hell out of town.’ And Jack
Ryan, without batting an eye, looked over at me and
yelled out, ‘Not with my cuff links you don’t!’”

7

Passions and Interests
John Ryan Jr. had a vibrant life beyond MSA. He served
as a director of numerous civic and social organizations
as well as major companies and industry groups. He was
the recipient of many awards, including several from his
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3. Harry Redenbaugh (left) and John Ryan Jr. (center), 1973. 4. John Ryan Jr. as a boy
in Pittsburgh, c. 1920s. 5. The cofounder’s son was elected president of the company
in 1953. 6. John Ryan Jr. and his wife, Irene (right), share a laugh at a company dinner,
1976. 7. The young John Ryan Jr. (center), 1947.

next best,” Merry liked to say about “Jack” (which Ryan Jr.’s
friends called him).
The two joined MSA in 1936 after Jack had convinced
his father to offer Merry the considerable sum of $150 a
month to lure him away from GE. They would rise through
the ranks together; they were a formidable team, but they
would eventually take on separate roles.
After being elected president of the company in 1953,
in 1966, Ryan Jr. was elected MSA’s chairman and CEO and
Merry president and COO. “I remember he called me that
day and said, ‘Gene, you know my dad had a goal in life to
make Mine Safety the biggest and best safety equipment
manufacturer in the United States. And he succeeded,’”
Merry said. “Jack then said, ‘I want to make Mine Safety the
biggest and the best safety equipment manufacturer in the
world. I want you to run the domestic division and let me
build the company abroad.’”

8

“JOHN WAS A
SPIRITED MAN.
AND IN THIS
SENSE THE SPIRIT
OF THE LAND HE
LOVED, AMERICA,
AND THE LAND OF
HIS ANCESTRY,
IRELAND, COURSED
THROUGH HIS
BODY IN
GENEROUS
DEGREES.”
–Tony O’Reilly
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8. John Ryan Jr. (left) with André Previn, music director with the Pittsburgh Symphony
Orchestra (PSO) (middle), and H.J. “Jack” Heinz II (right), CEO of the H.J. Heinz Company
and a major supporter of the PSO and the Pittsburgh Civic Light Opera, which was also
supported by George Deike. 9. John Ryan Jr. on the shore of Pleasant Bay, Cape Cod.

two favorite universities: Penn State and Notre Dame.
The former, being his and his father’s alma mater,
was an understandable choice for his support. The latter
became an adopted alma mater, one the Catholic Ryan
supported with such devotion that it awarded him an
honorary doctorate of law. “Who could have imagined
that a proud Penn State and Harvard alumnus would
become one of the pivotal lay leaders and benefactors
in the University of Notre Dame’s rise to national
prominence?” the Reverend Edward Malloy, president of
the university, wrote. He particularly cited Ryan Jr.’s role
as national chairman of the $180 million “Campaign for
Notre Dame” from 1972 to 1982.
Family and friends liked to tease Ryan Jr. about
football games between Penn State and Notre Dame.
“Who do you root for?” they’d ask, knowing the answer.
“It’s a game I can never lose,” he’d quip.
One of the highlights of his life came on November
13, 1982, when he participated in a pregame flag
ceremony for a game between the two teams, at Notre
Dame. (Penn State won 24–14.) Ryan Jr. and his wife,

Irene (sister of a Notre Dame football player who was a
starter from 1938 to 1940), walked down the field and
delivered the flag to the color guard.
Another passion in his life was a house he acquired
in Chatham, Massachusetts. It was located on the
southeastern tip of Cape Cod, a part of the country he
came to love while attending Harvard. It would become
a summer retreat for his family and future generations.
Ryan Jr. was an avid sailor, especially on his sailboat,
the Niam, a Concordia yawl. “The apogee of his sailing
career was in the mid-1950s,” a story about him said,
“when the Niam, with him as navigator, captured the Orr
Trophy in 1958 at the Edgartown Yacht Club Regatta for
the best performance in the fleet.”

Tributes
John T. Ryan Jr. died on July 31, 1995, at age 83.
Following his death, many paid tribute to the man who
had taken great risks in following his dream of making
MSA an international leader in safety products.
“John was a spirited man,” said Tony O’Reilly,

9

[JOHN T. RYAN JR.] STANDS FOR
COURAGE, VISION AND RESPECT
FOR PEOPLE. WE WILL HOLD
HIS MEMORIES IN THE HIGHEST
POSSIBLE ESTEEM.
–Werner Christen

chairman, president and CEO of Pittsburgh’s H.J. Heinz
Company. “And in this sense the spirit of the land he
loved, America, and the land of his ancestry, Ireland,
coursed through his body in generous degrees.”
Eberhard Diepgen, mayor of West Berlin from
1984 to 1989 and of the reunited Berlin from 1991 to
2001, praised Ryan Jr. for his business and personal
commitment to Berlin during the Cold War. “These
were years of a hard struggle for political and economic
survival of the city,” he wrote. “With his engagement …
he also helped to form particularly close ties between
Berlin and the U.S.A.”
Werner Christen, general director of Auer in Germany,
added that Ryan Jr. “stands for courage, vision and
respect for people. We will hold his memories in the
highest possible esteem.”
There were many similar words from colleagues and
prominent international leaders. But perhaps it was a

message from his son that summed up Ryan Jr. in a way
all those who worked for him could relate to.
“A comment was made over 20 years earlier by
a veteran employee of MSA which was particularly
striking,” Ryan III noted. “He said, ‘What I like about this
company is that in all the years I’ve worked for it, nobody
has ever asked me to do anything that I knew was wrong
in order to help the company or myself get ahead.’ We
can talk about many legacies of my father, but this
comment by a middle manager may have reflected the
most profound impact of my father. This one sentence
contains the essence of an optimal corporate ethics
program.”
In an MSA commemorative booklet, a page was
devoted to three short statements about Ryan Jr.: “You
gave your company an international vision. You gave
your people an impeccable ethical ideal. And you gave
your community a tireless and generous benefactor.”
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10. John Ryan Jr.’s winning smile, 1978. 11. From left to right, Lee Short, Irene Ryan and
John Ryan Jr. unveil a plaque honoring Ryan Jr. at Auer in Berlin, May 1978.
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HELMETS,
HELMETS
EVERYWHERE!

2

MSA began to focus on providing head and
respiratory protection. “Gas masks started
to be in strong demand and breathing
apparatus sales started to spike,” says Bill
Lambert. “There were new regulations that
required all fire departments in the U.S.
to be prepared for a chemical, biological,
radiological or nuclear attack. They needed to have the
right gear, and the federal government provided 750
million dollars annually to upgrade fire departments
around the country.”
In May 2002, MSA acquired CGF Gallet of France, the
leading European manufacturer of protective helmets for
the fire service and head protection for law enforcement,
aviation and military markets. “I think Gallet had about
70 to 75 percent of the European fire service market,”
says Karl Vent, MSA’s director of strategic initiatives
at the time. “It was privately owned, and due to the
tragic illness and untimely death of company leader
Adrien Gallet, the family decided to sell it. We saw the
opportunity and were very excited about being able to
add such a valuable asset to the company.” Located in
Châtillon-sur-Chalaronne, a small town near Lyon, Gallet
was established in 1860 as a currier, a company that
colors and dresses leather after it’s been tanned. Over the
decades it evolved, and extended its business into other
areas, including the manufacture of motorcycle helmets.
In the mid-1980s, Gallet rose to prominence as the
developer of the F1, a revolutionary redesign of the
helmet used by French firefighters.
For centuries, the design of firefighters’ helmets
had stood as an important symbol for the firefighting

PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. Policemen teach “Safety First” at the Allegheny Country Fair in
Philadelphia, 1968. MSA has a long history of developing and providing equipment
designed to protect the lives of the law enforcement community. THIS PAGE: 2. The
traditional Cairns firefighter’s helmet was invented in 1836 by a luggage maker who
was also a New York City volunteer fireman.
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N THE AFTERMATH OF 9/11

SAVING BRANDI LUCAS
Just before MSA’s re-entry into the fire and combat
helmet markets, another of its products made the
news for having saved a life.
About 3:00 a.m. in Oklahoma City one morning, a
fierce fire trapped 11-year-old Brandi Lucas in the
bedroom of her family’s apartment. She crawled into
the closet to escape the 1,000-degree heat and choking
smoke and lay down on the floor. Outside, her frantic
family prayed that she was still alive.
A rescue team had searched the apartment but had
been unable to locate her. As 50-foot flames engulfed
the building, her family began to lose hope. A second
group of rescuers, from Warr Acres, another fire
department, were sent in to locate her body. Unlike
the previous team, they were equipped with an MSA
thermal imaging camera (TIC) that enabled them
to see through the dense smoke billowing through
the apartment. They began to scan each room and
soon located her and pulled her outside. She had
stopped breathing and was given mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation by Captain John Hensley. A paramedic
arrived and inserted a tube down her throat
to get oxygen into her lungs.
Brandi regained consciousness nine days
after the fire. Although she suffered medical
complications due to her ordeal, her survival
became known as a miracle rescue.
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community. This was consistent around the world. In
France, while the basic helmet had undergone design
changes over the years, most adjustments were more
aesthetic than functional. By the end of the 1970s, for
example, the prestigious Paris fire brigade (La Brigade
des sapeurs-pompiers de Paris) was still wearing helmets
that dated back to 1933. The design was revered, but
offered little in the way of protection for the face or
back of the head.
That became all too apparent to Colonel Jacques
Legendre, an engineer with the Paris fire brigade. On
March 19, 1979, as head of operations, he responded to
a gas leak in the 17th arrondissement of Paris. “Lacking
adequate protection from my helmet, I received multiple
facial injuries and lost one eye,” he wrote some years later.
“From that moment on, the idea of equipping firemen
with a helmet that would really protect them became an
obsession for me.”
His determination brought him into contact with
Adrien Gallet, who ran his family’s motorcycle-helmet
business. Together they decided to develop
a safer helmet for the fire crews.
It took about five years of hard
work — and many battles with
stubborn bureaucracies that
resisted even the thought
of replacing the existing
helmet — before the F1
came into being. “Most
people are unaware of the
incredibly difficult conditions
in which it was conceived
and the colossal amount

of work that it represents,” Legendre wrote. “The great
industrialist Marcel Dassault once said, ‘A good aeroplane
must be a beautiful aeroplane.’ If the F1 helmet is
beautiful from the outside, it’s because it’s beautiful on
the inside.”
The F1, to Legendre, was “the ultimate in human
protection, the first piece of head protection equipment
that was genuinely created on a scientific basis to include
all forms of protection.”
Weighing about 3.3 pounds, the helmet had an outer
shell made of copolyamide, a thermoplastic known for
its resistance to heat, neither melting nor igniting at high
temperatures. The inside offered impact protection to all
areas of the head. It had a fully retractable face shield that
neither fogged up nor scratched and an aluminized neck
protector, among other important safety features.
In August 1985, the Paris fire brigade made the
historic decision to switch to the F1. Since then the F1
has been used by most French fire services and has been
exported to 85 countries.

The Number One Helmet
Although some U.S. fire services adopted the F1, most
resisted. U.S. firefighters (and many in Canada) had a
strong loyalty to traditional-style helmets produced
by Cairns & Brother, the leading U.S. manufacturer of
protective helmets for the fire service.
Cairns, whose trademark is a fireman striding through
flames, with a trumpet held aloft and a child in his arms,
had a long and storied history. In 1869, brothers Jasper
and Henry Cairns purchased the business from the aptly
named Henry T. Gratacap, a firefighter who had been
credited with creating the first protective helmet for his

2000

EVOLUTION® 4000 THERMALIMAGING CAMERA
MSA is widely recognized as the industry leader in thermalimaging camera (TIC) technology for the fire service. The
Evolution 4000 TIC was the first large-format camera, offering
significantly improved imaging and durability. Among its many
breakthrough features was a unique “dual-handle” design for
easy handoff between firefighters.
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colleagues in the U.S., in New York in 1829. Constructed
out of hardened leather, Gratacap’s design replaced high
hats made of felt or paper.
Almost 170 years later, in August 2000, MSA acquired
Cairns Helmets of Clifton, New Jersey, from Cairns &
Brother Inc., which had an estimated annual revenue of
$22 million. It immediately strengthened MSA’s presence
in the fire service market by adding the best-known
brand of fire helmets to its existing products, such as
SCBAs, thermal-imaging cameras and portable gas
detection instruments.
“At the time, the fire service was our largest
market and had been a priority of ours for
many years,” John Ryan III says. “We were
really excited about our prospects
there.”
According to the National
Fire Protection Association,
1.1 million firefighters in the
U.S. wore fire helmets as of
2000. “When you see North
American firefighters on the job, it’s
likely they’re wearing a Cairns
fire helmet,” said Bill
Lambert, who was
vice president
and general
manager of
MSA’s safety
products
division at
the time.

When the Gallet deal followed two years later, MSA’s
position as the leading international manufacturer of fire
helmets was indisputable. “Chances now are that 7 out of
10 firefighters you see anywhere in the world are wearing
one of our helmets,” Lambert said.

6

Gallet to the Rescue
MSA’s focus on helmets received another boost with the
U.S. government’s decision to engage in combat with AlQaeda in Afghanistan in 2001 and to invade Iraq in 2003.
The U.S. military had an urgent need for a new
combat helmet and, as in previous wars, turned to MSA
for help. That’s when MSA decided to take a closer look
at what kinds of special helmet research its new French
acquisition might have been engaged in.
“We found out that Gallet had been conducting R&D
on a new military helmet [known as the MICH: Modular
Integrated Communication Helmet], and some of the
prototypes had been used in actual combat situations,”
says Lambert. “Soldiers were getting shot in the head
and surviving. We decided to take this superior combat
helmet that Gallet had been developing and make some
changes to improve it even further. We directed a lot of
engineering resources into research and development.”
The resulting lightweight helmet, known as the MSA
ACH (Advanced Combat Helmet), was first manufactured
in Newport, Vermont, at a plant that had been owned
by Gallet. MSA added a Gallet feature to it: the MICH
Communication System, a helmet-mounted device that
allowed multiple channels of communication between
soldiers and their command.
Soon after the ACH was used in the conflicts overseas,
reports came back about its effectiveness. “The helmet

PREVIOUS PAGE: 3. As evidenced by the F1 Helmet, MSA continues to innovate the
design of firefighter head protection used around the world. THIS PAGE: 4. Joe Bigler
MSA chief customer officer, and Luke Ravenstahl, mayor of Pittsburgh (2006–2014).
Ravenstahl visited MSA upon the awarding of a $1.9 million contract to provide
self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) to the City of Pittsburgh Bureau of Fire in
2011. 5. A Cairns helmet recovered from the debris at Ground Zero of the 9/11 terrorist
attacks. The helmet is now on display at the New York City Fire Museum. 6. CEO Bill
Lambert and an employee at the Murrysville plant, where the ACH (Advanced Combat
Helmet) was manufactured.
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MSA’S POSITION
AS THE LEADING
INTERNATIONAL
MANUFACTURER
OF FIRE
HELMETS WAS
INDISPUTABLE.
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FIRST SERGEANT
COLIN RICH WANTED
TO THANK THE
COMPANY FOR
HAVING SAVED
HIS LIFE IN
AFGHANISTAN.

Murrysville was selected from more than 250
international nominees, based on performance metrics
and practices in categories such as continuousimprovement benchmarking, community involvement,
customer and supplier relations, employee
involvement, environment and safety programs,
inventory management, manufacturing operations
and flexibility, market results, productivity,
use of technology and quality.
In receiving the honor, the plant was singled out for
several noteworthy achievements, including 96 percent
on-time delivery to customers, a 75 percent reduction in
hazardous wastes over the previous five years,
a 100 percent reduction in toxic wastes,
a 25 percent increase in productivity since 1995,
a 33 percent increase in plant-level return on
net assets and an employee attendance
rate consistently above 98 percent since 1995.
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was getting shelled with an AK-47, and the soldiers were
getting knocked down, but they weren’t being killed,” says
Karl Vent. “At first we were making about 300 a month, but
then they asked us to go up to 1,000 a month.”
MSA had not foreseen that the Gallet acquisition
would have such a profitable secondary benefit. “It’s like
a sports trade that includes a player to be named later
and that player turns out to be one of the greatest ever,”
says Lambert. “This helmet was saving lives and our sales
of it just took off.”
In 2002, the U.S. Army gave the ACH its Best Product
of the Year award and made it the standard helmet for
all troops. The following year, it ordered 13,000 helmets.
In 2004, the number escalated to 184,000, followed by
orders for 235,000 in 2005. “It became a huge product for
us,” says Vent. “We had to start making it in Murrysville as
well as Vermont.”

A Life-and-Death Testimonial
In July 2003, MSA received a call from First Sergeant Colin
Rich, who was visiting a relative in Maine. He wanted to
thank the company for having saved his life
in Afghanistan.
Seven months earlier, he had been serving at a
heavily fortified military base in the Shkin area (located
in Afghanistan’s Paktika province), about six miles from
the Pakistani border. The U.S. military called sparsely
populated Shkin the deadliest place in Afghanistan.
Rich was on a mission to destroy two rockets that
Taliban fighters had attempted to use against the military
base when his life almost ended.
He had met with an Afghan military force to discuss
the operation. Their Pakistani commander told him an
explosives team was on the way, so Rich pulled back to
await their arrival.

What he didn’t know was that a sniper in the area, from
the Waziri faction, was taking aim at his head. He never
heard the shot.
“The coward shot me in the back of the head,” Rich said.
The impact knocked him facedown onto the ground and
instantly blinded him. “I just felt the violence of the bullet,”
he said. “I knew immediately what happened.”
An intense firefight ensued, even as Rich stuffed a
field dressing between his helmet and skull to stanch the
bleeding. During a lull in the shooting, a medic examined
him and told him he’d been shot. “I know,” he said, then
urged his comrades to search for the shooter.
Within 18 hours, Rich was lying on an operating
table in Germany. A CT scan revealed five skull fragments
embedded in his brain. But no bullet.
Rich, an 18-year veteran and ballistics expert, solved the
mystery of the missing bullet.
“The Waziris were carrying G-3 rifles,” he said. “The ACH
is rated for a 9mm round. The G-3 shoots a bullet about
three times that size.” He pointed to a hole at the back of

the helmet. “The bullet entered here then took a right turn,
bounced off my head, then skipped underneath the lip of
the helmet.”
Rich called MSA after arriving home and expressed an
interest in directly thanking the people responsible for his
still being alive. “We flew him to Pittsburgh and then took
him up to the Vermont plant, so he could meet the people
who actually made his helmet,” says Vent.
It was an emotional visit for the first sergeant. “I’m here
telling you my story because of the helmet,” he told the
MSA group in the plant. “It exceeded its guarantee …
by my life.”
By the time Rich visited the Newport facility, he had
regained about 45 percent of his sight. He was unable to
drive a car and grudgingly used a white cane to detect
obstacles as he walked. He said he didn’t like the “stick,”
because it made people think he was blind. MSA later
learned that by the fall of that year, although Rich was
still not driving, he had won another battle in his fight to
regain his sight: he had “retired the stick.”
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MURRYSVILLE HONORED
When Murrysville was put into action to help meet
the military’s demand for the ACH, it was in fine
fighting form. In 2000, IndustryWeek magazine
had named it one of the 10 best plants in North
America. Considered the premier publication for
manufacturing management, IndustryWeek bestows
the coveted award annually to recognize world-class
manufacturing capabilities and a management team
that is committed to continuous improvement.

7 & 8. Scenes from First Sergeant Colin Rich’s near-death experience in Afghanistan,
2007. 9. Rich met the employees involved in making the ACH that saved his life.

LEO N. SHORT JR. (1926–2001)

Lee Short, a former CEO and chairman of MSA who spent 50 years at the company, had a powerful personality. “He had a lot of
confidence and was able to go into situations where his background experience may have been limited, but he would find a way
of making things work out,” says John Ryan III. That was particularly true of the two decades that Short worked in West Germany,
where he was given the challenge, in 1961, of turning around a recent, but incredibly important, acquisition.
When MSA purchased Auergesellschaft GmbH (Auer) in 1958, the once-successful safety products manufacturer was struggling to
rebound from the effects of World War II. John Ryan Jr. believed Auer, which was located in West Berlin, could become the headquarters for an expanding MSA presence in Europe, although many doubted the wisdom of his exposing the company to the risks of
being in an encircled West Berlin.
In the first few years of MSA control, Auer continued to struggle. That changed, however, when Lee Short was sent to West Germany
to take over as general manager of the struggling operation.
He arrived during the height of the Berlin Wall crisis and the escalation of Cold War tensions between the U.S. and the Soviet Union,
with his large family in tow (seven children at the time with three more born in West Germany). He was fond of saying that when
Nikita Khrushchev, the Soviet leader, “saw us coming with our big family, he knew the Americans weren’t leaving Berlin.”

Although Short spoke no German at first, and learned only a modest amount during his 21 years there, he found ways to manage the
all-German staff under his command. “He had to deal with executives who had an old way of doing things and didn’t necessarily
take to a 35-year-old from the States who had never been to Germany before,” says Ryan III. “I can’t imagine how he dealt with some
of these strong egos that they had there, especially as he tried to get them to adapt to MSA’s way of doing business.”
Short also had to negotiate with the West German Army at times and the powerful International Chemical Workers Union.
Lee Short was born in Pittsburgh in 1926. After serving in the navy during World War II, he enrolled at Bethany College, where he
played football. One of his biggest thrills was scoring a touchdown against the University of Pittsburgh in October 1944 at Pitt
Stadium. This accomplishment had special meaning for Short, as he was a lifelong fan of Pitt Panther football.
Short joined MSA in 1947 after graduating from Cornell University with a bachelor of arts in economics. He earned his master’s degree in business administration from the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration in 1956. Soon after, he joined MSA’s
international department.
He was elected president and CEO of MSA in 1986, before adding the title of chairman in 1990, a year before he retired. He continued
to serve MSA as a director of the company until 1997.
“Lee made an indelible contribution to the growth and success of MSA,” says Ryan III. “His leadership, especially in guiding our
international operations, helped build MSA into a strong global company.”

An early highlight was his attendance, in June 1963, at the famous “Ich bin ein Berliner” speech given by President John F. Kennedy.
Short was known as an exemplary family man. “He lived an impeccable life,” says Ryan III. “There was never a whiff of anything
untoward. Like all of us, he had some limitations, but he made up for them with his self-confidence and leadership qualities, which
got the job done.”

1

RINGING
THE
BELLS

2

Ryan III rang the opening bell at the
New York Stock Exchange to mark
MSA’s first day of trading on the
Big Board. Since 1995, prominent
businesspersons or celebrities had
been allowed to take part in this
long tradition that, until then, had
been offered only to a select number of the financial and
political elites.
For a company like MSA, the bell-ringing ceremony was
a very useful marketing opportunity. It was allowed to hang
its corporate banner behind the bell ringer and guests,
who were crammed onto a small balcony overlooking the
trading floor. MSA attendees included Bill Lambert, who
had been elected president of MSA North America in 2002,
Dennis Zeitler, Doug McClaine, Rob Canizares and director
L. Edward Shaw. Major TV networks, such as Bloomberg
TV, CNBC and Fox Business News, broadcast the opening
ceremony live to audiences in the millions, beaming the
company’s corporate logo worldwide.
This was not John Ryan’s first bell-ringing experience.
On January 19, 2000, he had done the same when MSA
began trading on the American Stock Exchange.
To observers, ringing the brass bell doesn’t appear
to involve any skill, which is mostly true. But there is
pressure. Traders are, by nature, a rowdy bunch who
don’t tolerate even the slightest delay in getting the day
going. In 1988, they loudly booed the Reverend Jesse
Jackson when he was a few seconds late signaling the
start of the day’s action.
By 2004, the NYSE had installed a button that
automatically set off the four bells located throughout

PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. MSA executives open the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) on
July 12, 2004, ringing the opening bell on the company’s first day of trading on the
exchange. THIS PAGE: 2. On an average day in 2004, 1.5 billion shares, valued at $47.9
billion, traded on the NYSE.
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the exchange to minimize the opportunities for heckling.
Nevertheless, if the button wasn’t pressed exactly at 9:30
a.m. EST, the honored guest could be taunted mercilessly.
As Ryan watched the second hand sweep toward
9:30 on 2004, he thought back on his first bell-ringing
experience. “Ringing the bell on the American Exchange
was more fun, as you could hammer against a real bell
and had to really hit it hard,” says Ryan, who was not
booed at either ceremony.
The switch to the NYSE was a pivotal move in MSA’s
history. Despite the company’s success and reputation as a
world leader in the safety field, its stock had not generated
much interest in its four years on the American Exchange.
“There was very little trading. Very few shares traded hands
on a daily basis even though the company had never
had a losing quarter in its history,” says Doug McClaine,
MSA’s vice president, secretary and general
counsel. “We had a good story to tell, but
nobody paid any attention to it.”
By 2004, MSA’s sales had reached
$700 million, with the company aiming
to add considerably to that figure. “The
NYSE is much bigger and it
made more sense for us to
be on it at that time in
our history,” says Ryan.
“It enhanced our ability
to attract institutional
and private investors
through the greater
visibility of MSA and
our common stock.”
3
As far as McClaine

is concerned, “When we went on the New York Stock
Exchange is when we really became what I consider
a prominent company or a prominent player in our
industry.”

Public for a Long time
It’s not widely known that MSA has been a public
company since the 1960s, says Bill Lambert. That’s
understandable considering the prominence of the
Ryan and Deike names since the firm’s founding, and the
family atmosphere that has always been an unofficial
trademark of MSA.
“Once you reach a threshold of a certain number of
shareholders,” says Lambert, “under SEC rules you have to
register yourself as a public company even though you’re
not on a stock exchange.”
In the 1970s, MSA began to trade on the over-thecounter (OTC) market, which allows two parties to
conduct share transactions, without the supervision of
a formal exchange. Later on, it took a step forward by
joining the NASDAQ National Market System. This, too,
involved OTC transactions, but they were conducted
under the auspices of the National Association of
Securities Dealers.
With the high-tech boom in the mid-1990s, NASDAQ
became focused primarily on the new technology
markets. By 2000, MSA felt it would be a better fit if it
shifted to the American Exchange.
That move coincided with another important
development in the company’s financial history. Since
1914, the Ryan and Deike families had held the majority
of MSA’s shares. About a year after the passing in 1999 of
Helen Ruth Henderson, the daughter of George Deike Sr.,

3. John Ryan III (left) and former CFO and treasurer Dennis Zeitler hold the NYSE
Certification of Listing. 4. Customized V-Gard helmets for each of the breakfast guests at
the stock exchange boardroom. 5. The MSA Safety Bug drove from Cranberry Township
to Wall Street, July 2004.
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“WHEN WE WENT
ON THE NEW YORK
STOCK EXCHANGE
IS WHEN WE
REALLY BECAME
WHAT I CONSIDER
A PROMINENT
COMPANY OR A
PROMINENT PLAYER
IN OUR INDUSTRY.”

EUGENE W. MERRY (1912–2005)

Eugene W. Merry, former president and CEO of MSA, died at age 92 on September 3, 2005. “Gene lived a long, healthy, good life,” says
MSA’s general counsel Doug McClaine, a sentiment echoed by so many who knew him.
Merry joined MSA in 1936 at the urging of John Ryan Jr., his roommate and close friend at the Harvard Graduate School of Business
Administration. Merry remained with the company for the rest of his life, a period that spanned 70 years.

Merry also had a dry sense of humor. Doug McClaine remembers the time in the mid-1980s when he was pulling his new sports car
out of a parking space at MSA and another car rammed into it. McClaine, who was in his mid-20s, was furious, and jumped out to
confront the other driver — only to discover it was Lee Short, then MSA president.
“Lee went everywhere fast and had a few accidents like the one with me,” says McClaine.

In 1966, he was elected president and COO. Eleven years later, he added CEO to his resume before retiring the following year,
although he continued to serve as a director emeritus, regularly attending board meetings and providing, as he had throughout his
career, thoughtful, down-to-earth advice. Following the untimely death of CEO M.G. “Skip” Hulme in 1985, Merry returned to fill the
gap in the company’s leadership until Lee Short was elected CEO five months later. As MSA grew during Merry’s years of service,
Ryan Jr. basically organized the company into two sections: domestic and international. Merry was in full charge of the domestic
operations, with fairly light supervision by the CEO.

Nevertheless, McClaine fretted all day and night that Short might take some action against him, maybe even having him fired. The
next morning he was back at work and Gene Merry walked by. “He looked over at me and said, ‘I’m surprised to see you’re still here,’
and just kept walking. And that’s what he was like. He joked, he had a great sense of humor. Just a true gentleman.”

Over this time, international was led by Harry Redenbaugh and, after his retirement, by Lee Short, who was brought back to
Pittsburgh from Berlin. Ryan Jr. provided the strategic direction to international and was most active there. Thus, Merry had a
particularly strong role in the company’s management.

Merry’s greatest contribution to MSA, however, was his understanding of how to manage people. “[He] was a man ahead of his time
in progressive business management,” John Ryan III once noted in a speech. “His and [my father’s] outlook combined diligence,
effectiveness and a real feel for people on the factory lines and in the field. Merry once said, ‘I can ask tough things of people
because they all know that we’re in this together and that I have their and the company’s best interests at heart,’ which, I would add,
he always did.”

A decade or so after the retirement of all concerned, the company had to work to ameliorate the “silo effect” of the U.S. and
international operations.

A MAN OF THE PEOPLE
Few who recalled Gene Merry failed to mention his common touch. He was known as a person who would enter the company
cafeteria and take a seat at whatever table had a space, no matter who was sitting there. “I never heard a bad word said about him,”
says McClaine. “He knew the janitors as well as he knew the board of directors and he spent as much time with them.”
“He was a very approachable guy, very friendly,” says Eric Beck, global director of strategic marketing. “He was in the
company bowling league. Although he was an executive he was a real regular guy.”

“Lee was fiery at times but he was always a warmhearted chap,” says Ryan III. “He wouldn’t have thought of doing anything like his
joke implied.”

After Merry’s passing, Ryan III paid tribute to his indelible contribution to the success of MSA. “He had a tremendous gift of
wisdom. In my many years of knowing and working with Gene, I learned from him more practical things about operating
management than I did from any other educational experience, formal or informal.”
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IT HAD GROWN
FAR BEYOND
ANYTHING EVER
CONCEIVED BY HIS
GRANDFATHER,
THOUGH
PERHAPS NOT
BEYOND THE
DREAMS OF HIS
FATHER.
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PREVIOUS PAGE: 6. Former president and CEO Gene Merry tests MSA wares on an ATV,
1973. 7. From left to right, Lee Short (back to the camera), Gene Merry, Athol Rowan
and Harry Redenbaugh at a company function, 1976. THIS PAGE: 8. The listing of MSA
on the NYSE was one of numerous highlights of John Ryan III’s tenure as CEO.

negotiations began with her daughter, philanthropist Helen
Lee Henderson, who sat on the MSA board, to acquire the
shares owned by Helen Ruth’s family and its estate.
That arrangement culminated in June 20, 2000, with
MSA’s purchase of 1.9 million shares from the Hendersons,
ending almost 85 years of predominantly two-family
ownership.
About half the shares were bought by MSA’s pension
fund, which at the time was comfortably funded. MSA
purchased the other half and retired those shares. “At the
time, the stock was a relatively small part of our pension
program,” says Lambert.
The pension investment in 2000, which increased in
value by 300 percent, allowed MSA in 2004 to engage
in a secondary public offering, move to the New York
Stock Exchange, increase the trading volume by a factor
of 25 and become a truly public
company.
“The secondary offering
was viewed by many
as MSA going public,
though we had been
a public company
for decades, and all of
a sudden we became
a growth story,” says
Lambert.

8

In 2004, sales rose 22 percent from the year before and
income gained 41 percent over 2003 levels. By year’s end,
MSA had a market capitalization of $1.9 billion. Prior to the
NYSE move, one analyst had covered the company. Within
five months that number had grown to four. The switch to
the NYSE paid immediate dividends.
John Ryan rang the bell at the NYSE one more time.
On April 15, 2008, he and Bill Lambert pushed the button
together at 4:30 p.m. to sound the closing bell and mark
the end of the day’s trading. By this time there was no
chance of anything going wrong with the timing of the
button-push. “Catherine Kinney, who was president of the
exchange at the time, pulled me aside and told me it didn’t
really matter when we pushed the button,” says Lambert.
“It’s all automatic and if you decide you just want to fool
around, it makes no difference because the bell to end the
day’s trading is all controlled by somebody else.”
The ceremony had been arranged to commemorate
John Ryan’s substantial contributions to MSA. He would
relinquish his role as CEO within a month and pass the
torch to Lambert, whose succession would become official
on May 13. Ryan would remain active in MSA, however, as
non-executive chairman of MSA’s board of directors.
When John Ryan III stepped down, MSA had annual
sales of approximately $1 billion, and offices in more
than 40 countries. It had grown far beyond anything
ever conceived by his grandfather, though perhaps not
beyond the dreams of his father. Ryan III liked Bill Lambert
and trusted he was the right person to take MSA to the
next level — that of being a truly global coordinated and
aligned company.

HARRY EAKINS REDENBAUGH (1916–2006)

Harry Eakins Redenbaugh, who guided MSA International for 20 years, was born in Platte, Nebraska, but moved with his family to
Pittsburgh at age one. Redenbaugh obtained a commerce degree from Washington and Lee University, in Lexington, Virginia, and a
master’s in business administration from the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration.
He joined MSA in 1941 and, when America entered World War II, he enlisted in the army and served overseas as a first lieutenant.
Upon his return from the war, he played prominent roles in MSA’s industrial, government, export and mining departments. He was
named vice president of MSA International in 1960 (previously known as the export division) and its president in 1962. He
headed up the international office until he retired in 1981, in charge of a mission to spread American safety practices,
ideas, training and, of course, the sale of equipment throughout the world.
“Harry was a very convivial guy. And he had a very good sense of the world,” says John Ryan III, who worked under
Redenbaugh when Ryan joined MSA in the late 1960s. “He traveled around the world a lot and often by boat or a
piston airplane because there was no other way to get to your destination. He was often away on these trips for
weeks at a time.”
Redenbaugh retained a strong attachment to Washington and Lee University. He and his wife, Mary Jayne, established two charitable remainder unitrusts with the university. The first gift, made in 1992, endowed the Mary Jayne
and Harry Redenbaugh Scholarship, while the second is designated at the discretion of the board of trustees.
Following Harry’s passing at age 89 in 2006, Mary Jayne noted, “Harry liked everything about Washington and
Lee. During the times we did go back to Lexington, we enjoyed renewing acquaintances and just being on such a
beautiful, beautiful campus where people are so friendly.”
In 2009, Mary Jayne endowed the Redenbaugh Term Professorship. Her gift, combined with the couple’s past
philanthropy that totaled more than $1 million, resulted in them receiving a spot on the university’s Wall of
Honored Benefactors.
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LOYAL &
LONG-TERM
EMPLOYEES

O

NE OF THE DEFINING

features of MSA’s first 100 years has
been the loyalty and long-term
service of so many employees.
“I interview people now for
jobs,” says Eric Beck, global director
of strategic marketing, “and some
of them, in their early 30s, have
already been at five or six companies. In North America
a few years ago, I know the average tenure of an MSA
employee was something like nineteen and a half years,
which is really unusual.”
In some MSA operational areas the turnover rate is
even more impressive. In 2000, IndustryWeek magazine
noted that “the average length of service for MSA’s
skilled operators [at the Murrysville plant] exceeds
24 years and equates to more than 6,300 years of
experience.”
Paul Uhler, vice president of global human resources
and corporate communications, says MSA has “a lot of
people who have been here more than 30 years and a
number over 40. It’s pretty amazing.”
In fact, some employees have spent more than 50
years at MSA. In 2001, Paul Jones Jr. hit the midcentury
mark. A chemical operator and group leader at Callery
Chemical (which MSA used to own), Jones began his
career at MSA in 1950 as a welder helper. He retired in
2003, after 53 years of service.
Another member of the 50-year club is Alice Martin,
who reached that milestone in 2005. A production
technician in MSAs former Instrument Division,
Martin started at MSA in 1955, soldering shells for
minesweepers. A year later, she moved to the Oxygen

Canister Division, where “for four years our department
assembled 48,000 canisters a month for the U.S. Navy,”
she said.
A self-proclaimed workaholic, Martin said in 2005
that she would know when “the time is right” to retire.
That turned out to be February 1, 2006, after 51 years on
the job.
One of the primary reasons people remain at MSA
for such a long time is the nature of the work, says Beck,
who joined MSA in 1978 after having spent some time
as a coal miner. “I think a lot of it has to do with our
mission,” he says. “People feel connected to protecting
people. It means something to them. We’re not making
paper towels or ball bearings or whatever, not that those
things aren’t important. But that mission of protecting
life and safety tends to keep you pretty motivated and
excited about what you do. I know it does for me.”
That sentiment was echoed by the late Jack Joy,
who worked in sales and marketing with MSA for 38
years before retiring in 1995. “One of my best friends
was a district manager for Playtex bras,” he said in an
interview just prior to his passing away, “and I thought,
my God, how would I feel in 50 years if somebody
said to me, what did you do with your life? And I said:
sold brassieres. My children know that I sold safety
equipment. I helped to protect the lives and health of
other people for my whole career. And I had fun. What
more could you want?”
That sense of being part of a worthwhile endeavor
was felt at all levels in the company, says Madge
Brown, who worked as a secretary from 1958 until her
retirement in 2006. “One thing about MSA, they taught
us to be so proud of where you worked,” she says. “I don’t

PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. Arcade Girls Bowling League Banquet, 1943. THIS PAGE: 2. A host
of MSA sales representatives, wearing the bestselling Comfo-Caps, gather in New York
to “Pick for Sales,” c.1950.
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care if you were a receptionist, whether you worked in
the lab, no matter what you did, it all came down to a
gas mask to save somebody’s life, glasses that prevented
somebody from going blind, hearing protection to prevent
somebody from going deaf. You were a part of that. That’s
why you did your job well, because somewhere along the
line, if you didn’t do it, somebody’s life was on the line.”
Another factor that helps MSA retain employees is the
company’s culture. “They enjoy working here and appreciate

the way they are treated,” says Beck. “It’s a billion-dollar
company that’s still very much run like a family business.
People feel connected and valued, so I think those are both
significant reasons why people stay here.”
When Rob Canizares moved to MSA, after 27 years at
a previous job, to head up MSA’s international operations,
it took six months before the terms of employment were
finalized. “This is a very family-oriented company,” he says,
“so when they looked for an executive it was not just an

5

interview process, it was almost like an adoption process —
joining the family, you know.”
Rob Malley, who began at Murrysville in 1980 and is a
senior production supervisor in the SCBA area, says a lot of
his friends who work in similar types of companies don’t
understand MSA’s culture. “I think [here] there’s still that
family feeling among the people on the floor, and how well
everybody gets along, how everybody works together and
how the cross-functionality of what we do here works,” he
says. “We’ve got diverse groups of people who can actually
sit around a table and accomplish tasks and solve problems,
and there’s not a whole lot of me-first stuff.”

A Family Affair
It’s not unusual for MSA employees to have had parents
and other relatives work at the company. That is
certainly the case of Carol Hensler, a materials manager

at the Murrysville plant. Hensler joined MSA in 1970
when she was 18 years old and right out of high school.
“MSA was the kind of place that if you had a relative
working here they would always consider you for a job,”
she says, noting that her father, George Tomasic, started
working at MSA around 1933 and retired in 1978 as a
storeroom clerk.
Two of Hensler’s sisters also spent time at the company.
And her daughter, Jessica, has been a summer student, as
has her nephew Brandon Tomasic. Another nephew, Dennis
Koln, works at MSA as a label machine technician in the hatmolding department.
Hensler was able to obtain her university degree while
working at MSA through a company tuition reimbursement
plan that paid for all her education costs except books.
Rob Malley calls himself “an MSA kid.”“I’m almost 60
years old and MSA has been my entire life,” he says.

6

3. A 1998 issue of MSA News highlighted some of the company’s many longtime
employees. 4. In the late 1980s, longtime MSA executives Jack Joy, director of sales and
marketing (front row, second from right), Wayde Miller, director of product planning
(front row, far right) and Fred Ferguson, advertising manager (back row, far right)
gather on the occasion of MSA being recognized as an industry innovator by Industrial
Safety and Hygiene News magazine. 5. At an off-site strategic planning meeting of
MSA’s Global Leadership Team, Bill Lambert gives the spouses of team members an
overview of the company’s long-term growth strategy. 6. Carol Hensler, a materials
manager at the Murrysville plant. For Hensler, MSA is a family affair: six of her family
members have also worked at the company.
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“I’M ALMOST 60
YEARS OLD AND
MSA HAS BEEN MY
ENTIRE LIFE.”
–Rob Malley
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7. George “Bud” Malley served over four decades at MSA. His son Rob, who is almost
60, has also spent his entire career at the company.

Malley’s father, George (known as “Bud”), started at
MSA in 1950, three years before Rob was born. “So MSA,
in effect, birthed me, fed me and sent me to school [by
employing my father, which allowed my parents to pay
for my degree],” Rob says. “I did some calculations and, if I
took my dad’s tenure and my tenure, we have 75 years at
the company.”
When Rob was a young child, he didn’t understand
why he was always taken to his grandparents for the
weekend following the MSA annual Christmas party. He
later learned the reason: “That was the week when my
dad got his Christmas bonus and my parents went out
and did the Christmas shopping,” he says.
Madge Brown was joined at MSA by her sister and
brother-in-law. “It stands to reason that if you’re a good
worker and you have a good reputation, then they might
be interested in hiring another family member,” she says.
When new employees showed up at work, people took
a real interest in their family connection to the company,
because so many were linked that way, says Brown.
“When I was in accounting, they had a young lady, Annie
Whitman, who came running up to my desk saying, ‘You
worked with my grandpappy.’”
Although the company has gone through some
difficult times, it always tried to survive without laying
anyone off or, if that was absolutely necessary, of
minimizing such action as best as it could. Malley, who
started as an hourly worker, remembers that “when
times got slow, in no time, out came the brooms and the
paintbrushes. Instead of getting laid off, we would paint
and clean up — things like that. That’s what the company
did. I don’t remember anybody being laid off.”
Terry Butia, who joined MSA in 1968 and now works

as an issues resolution specialist, has never been laid off
either. “I’ve never not been able to come to work because
MSA didn’t have anything for me to do,” he says. “It’s been
a great place to work. The leadership here has a vision,
they have a point, and it looked like it was always going
to be a good place to work.”
Integrity and caring are buzzwords companies often
bandy about, but at MSA those kinds of words have
meaning and are put into practice. That is not to say
that the ups and downs of business activity, and major
economic and technological changes, did not leave
MSA unaffected. To preserve the health of the business
as a whole, at times cutbacks and even closings of good
plants, like Esmond, Rhode Island, and Trier, Germany,
were necessary, but only when unavoidable.
“Not every decision I made may have been popular,”
John Ryan III said in his retirement speech, “but I can
assure you that in every significant decision, the interests
of our associates was thought about and cared about.”
“MSA has really maintained their integrity over
the years,” says Butia. “We’ve always stood behind our
products, and I think going forward we’ll maintain that
because we’re unique. We’ve never been asked to dumb
down our product or anything like that.”
Madge Brown happily recalls how she was treated
after the birth of her second child. “I was breastfeeding,
so I was pumping and going to work and coming back,”
she says. “I told Mr. Ryan Jr. [about why I was coming and
going]. Later, his secretary called me and said, ‘Mr. Ryan
and I would like to know if you would consider coming
down and being in his office with me because I know
you just had a baby [and you can breastfeed here]. ’ They
knew everything about you.”

NOT EVERY DECISION I MADE
MAY HAVE BEEN POPULAR, BUT I
CAN ASSURE YOU THAT IN EVERY
SIGNIFICANT DECISION, THE
INTERESTS OF OUR ASSOCIATES
WAS THOUGHT ABOUT
AND CARED ABOUT.
–John Ryan III
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“I’M LOOKING
FORWARD TO
RETIREMENT, BUT
IT’S GOING TO BE
A SOLEMN DAY,
BECAUSE I’VE BEEN
HERE FOR SO LONG.”
–Liz Chambers

Mine Safety Appliances. I said I wasn’t really interested in
working in the mines. What was this company?”
Bigler’s friend persisted and even offered to buy him
dinner if he would go to the interview, so Bigler agreed.
“My interview was with Banks Brown, MSA’s HR director
at the time, and his explanation about what the company
did fascinated me.”
Bigler accepted a job offer and began working in
customer service as a sales coordinator. There was a catch,
however. He had to pay his friend’s employment agency
a percentage of his first annual salary, which amounted to
$720. “I didn’t mind. I felt thankful that I got this great job,”
he says.
About three or four months later, the vice president
of sales, Jim Sheehan, summoned him to his office. “I was
a young whippersnapper, and being called in by the VP

Uhler remembers John Ryan III telling him, “‘If a
deal doesn’t seem right, don’t do the deal.’ How many
companies say that?”

Retiring
For long-term employees, like Liz Chambers, the thought
of having to leave one day can bring mixed feelings.
Like Carol Hensler, Chambers, a senior contract
administrator in customer service, signed up with MSA
as soon as she completed high school, in 1971. “I started
in the mail room, and after the first year, I thought, there’s
no way I’m going to be here past two years. Well, 40 years
later I’m still here. This is the only job I ever worked. I never
had a part-time job.”
Chambers plans to retire when she reaches age
62, after 44 years of service at MSA. “It’s been a great
experience for me here,” she says. “I’m looking forward to
retirement, but it’s going to be a solemn day, because I’ve
been here for so long.”
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8. Joe Bigler — vice president and chief customer officer — in his early days
as a sales coordinator. 9. Paul Uhler, VP of global human resources and corporate
communications, and Joe Bigler serve lunch to MSA employees at a fund-raiser for
the United Way, 2006. 10. In 2003, the University of Pittsburgh named MSA Employer
of the Year. 11. Liz Chambers, a senior contract administrator in customer service, has
served more than four decades at MSA.

When John Ryan Jr. and his wife celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary, “all of us who worked with him,
and our spouses, were invited to the celebration at the
country club,” says Brown. “That’s the way it was — we
were part of the family.”
Joe Bigler tells the story of how he came to work at
MSA in 1972. He had finished college and had just come
out of the army when a high school friend, who worked
for the Liken Employment Agency, asked him for a favor.
“My friend said he could make 25 dollars if I put in an
application [at his agency],” says Bigler, who is now MSA’s
vice president and chief customer officer. “So we met for
lunch and had a beer. I gave him my information and off
I went. About a week later he called and said someone
was interested in talking to me, and he could get 75
dollars if I went in for an interview with a company called

probably meant I had done something wrong,” says Bigler.
It turned out he had, but not in a way he could have
predicted.
Sheehan told him to sit down and close the door.
“He said, ‘Do you think we’re cheap?’ I had no idea what
he was talking about. He said, ‘We pay our bills. I heard
you ended up paying your own employment fee.’ And
he handed me a check for 720 dollars and told me to get
out of there. I was tickled. They certainly didn’t have to do
that. I thought, this is a class company. So I never left.”
The core ethic at MSA, says Paul Uhler, is to do the
right thing no matter the cost. “We never waiver from
that, ever,” he says. “We don’t say it’ll be a little cheaper if
we do it. It’s: Stop. What’s the right way to do this?”
When Uhler worked in manufacturing at MSA, if any
possible issue of concern arose with a product about to
be shipped out, there was only one reaction: “It wasn’t a
debate. There was no talk. There was no meeting,” he says.
“If we’re not sure, bring it back.”
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JOHN RYAN III

When John Ryan III announced his plan to retire in 2008, just before reaching age 65, the major reason was to be consistent with
company practice.
“After the time of our founders, all the CEOs of the company who were fortunate to live to age 65 retired from this position at that
time and, likewise, it seemed sensible for me to do so,” he said. “I became CEO when I did because my predecessor retired at 65
and I, my predecessors and my successors had chances to do important things at a younger age.” Ryan III joined MSA in 1969,
having graduated from Notre Dame and Harvard universities, obtaining an MBA at the latter. By 1991 he had been elected
chairman and CEO. He led MSA through a difficult period in the 1990s and then oversaw accelerated growth in the first eight
years of the new century.

12

When times were challenging, and the 1990s were especially so, Ryan liked to quote an inspirational passage from the Bible
(Galatians 6:9): “Let us not become weary in doing good, for at the proper time we will reap the harvest if we do not give up.”
“I used the quote at the depths of our toughest times at a key meeting, and things turned around because our efforts in the
previous years finally bore fruit and the adverse market trends ran out of steam,” he says.
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12. From left to right, employees Gerry Harkins, Robert Alvino and Jerry Jones at the
loading dock of the newly opened RIDC world headquarters, c. 1988. 13. John Ryan III
at the Great Wall of China, 1983. 14. John Ryan III and John Ryan Jr. with a delegate
at the 1973 Euro Mine conference. NEXT PAGE: 15. Catharine Ryan and John Ryan III at
the Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh, one of the organizations the Ryans support. 16.
Touring the renovated MSA Mexico facilities in Querétaro with MSA associates Dave
Lakatos (middle) and Claudio Gutierrez (right) in 2007.

John Ryan III once mentioned a conversation he had
with an MSA employee, who was just about to retire,
that he found very meaningful. “Our conversastion
summarized what many people have told me and my
predecessors over the years.” The man said: “Thank
you very much. I got my first job here at MSA. I got a
chance to get my degree at night school because MSA
supported it. I saved enough from what I earned here
to get married. I educated our children and paid off the
mortgage of our house with what I made here. And now
I retire with a good pension and an area of interest that I
have picked up during my time here.”
Ryan replied, as he always did in such cases, by
thanking the associate for his contribution to the
company’s growth and well-being.
Retirement comes for all, of course. But for Rob Malley,

that inevitability is still somewhere in the future. For now
he’s happy to remain at MSA, which has been such a part of
his life that it seems to follow him everywhere.
In March 1981, Malley took a trip to Great Britain that
included a visit to Scotland to see Mary Kimber, with
whom he’d been a pen pal since age nine. “We were
driving at night, and I looked up, and there I saw the
MSA logo on a building. It was kind of like being out of
the country and seeing the U.S. flag. It gives you a feeling
of pride.”
Without knowing it, Malley had driven very close to
MSA’s British headquarters, in Bellshill, about 10 miles
southeast of Glasgow.
“I guess it is hard for me to run away from MSA,” he
says, “not that I want to. I was born MSA and I’ll probably
die MSA.”

There were numerous highlights during his career, especially the noble manner in which the entire MSA team performed in
response to the events of 9/11. He also led MSA’s expansion into markets that his father had always hoped would become part of
the MSA world — China, in particular. And he shepherded the company into becoming a truly public entity and a better recognized
company, which was very beneficial to all concerned.
In Ryan’s final year as CEO, MSA achieved record sales, and for the first time ever exceeded $1 billion in annual revenue. More than
one-third of MSA’s global sales in 2008 were from products introduced within the previous three years, demonstrating a great
understanding of what its customer base really required.

MODERATION AND FUN
Ryan could have an extravagant lifestyle if he so desired. But it is not his nature. He still lives in the first house he owned after he
and his wife, Catharine, married. “When it was time for John to get another company car,” says Doug McClaine, “he would say,
‘Just get me one that fits into my garage.’”
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But Ryan is “no hermit,” as he points out. “I have a few things that I like to enjoy. I have a house in Cape Cod. I have a nice wine
cellar. And I have visited 100 countries, as of 2013. So I do some things for personal enjoyment but only to a point.”
He believes he has an obligation to use his prosperity and power “for good results.” In a speech he gave after retiring as CEO, he
said, “When God gives you positive things, this is ‘moral capital,’ and what comes with this is an obligation to use them effectively for the well-being of the people with whom you work, for the customers you serve and for people in general and causes in
need. It is like the biblical ‘story of the talents.’ I get frustrated in the business world where people think of wealth and power as
something for them to grab the most for themselves and spend on conspicuous consumption.” Ryan respects the principles of
the ancient Greeks, as well as those of Judeo-Christian tradition, whereby virtue lies in moderation and balance.
He notes that “Moderation and balance do not preclude business leaders from making changes and supporting innovations so
as to adapt the company to an ever-changing environment. In fact, the former qualities should encourage the latter actions.
You have to do this in business or you will fail as conditions change. Some of this involves risk. It certainly did when my father
had MSA buy Auergesellschaft in Soviet-threatened West Berlin in 1958. But one should take risk in moderation, just as in
drinking wine and engaging in aggressive outdoor recreation. Many have noted that a conservative balance sheet, as MSA has
traditionally maintained, allows a more aggressive business strategy.”
When colleagues talk about Ryan, they often mention his impish sense of humor. A prank he played on Joe Bigler serves as
an example. If sales were up, Ryan would make sure to congratulate those responsible, says Bigler. And if they were down, he
would stop by and say something encouraging.
One time in 2001, Bigler had been out of the office a lot, working on new fire department sales, with great results. In his
absence, Ryan had Steve Grasha in the graphics department make a few changes to a picture Bigler had hanging in his
office. “It’s a picture of a dog, maybe in a hunting lodge, lying in front of a fireplace that has only a
few embers still burning,” says Bigler. “My wife had given it to me and I kind of liked it.”
When Bigler next returned to his office he saw Ryan “hovering around, saying good
morning to everyone,” says Bigler. “I sat at my desk and a few moments later he poked
his head in and asked, ‘Do you see anything different?’” Confused, Bigler looked
around his office and then noticed what Ryan had commissioned.
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The picture on his wall had been replaced with an almost exact replica, except that in the new version the dog was up and alert and
the embers had been turned into a roaring fire. A banner slashed across the front read, “Chicago F.D. Yowwww!!! Who jacked up the
fire?” Ryan did a variation on the same prank two years later, also to commemorate excellent sales results.
“What CEO would do that?” asks Bigler. “If you saw the smile on his face when I noticed that, my God. He said, you got sales really
fired up! I never saw a smile like that except when he was eating his chocolate cake.”

ABOUT THE CAKE
It is impossible to discuss John Ryan III without mentioning chocolate cake, for which he has an exuberant passion, one that needs to be
satisfied at least daily. Mark Deasy, MSA’s director of global public relations, offers one example of that chocolate passion. In 2004, when
Ryan was in New York to ring the stock exchange bell as part of MSA’s move to the NYSE, Deasy accompanied him on a round of media
interviews following the opening ceremonies. Ryan spoke with a number of journalists in the Exchange building, where the major media
outlets have offices. After lunch, he and Deasy were scheduled to take a cab to the Time-Life building in the Rockefeller Center for an
interview on CNBC.
“I knew John was notorious for his love of chocolate cake,” says Deasy. “Unfortunately, CNBC didn’t have it at the cafeteria. But he was
always prepared. John opened up his briefcase in the back of the cab and pulled out an aluminum foil pouch. Sure enough, there was
this big hunk of chocolate cake. And he ate it as we started preparing for the interview.”
The company arranged for Ryan III to receive videotapes of the interviews of that day. Soon afterward, he showed it to his mother, who
was in ill health at age 91. A drama major in her youth — a passion she maintained for the rest of her life — she took great interest in the
material on the tape, and she and her son had a considerable discussion about it. Very soon afterward her health sharply deteriorated.
After she passed away a month later, Ryan III noted that this was the last serious extended conversation he had with her.
Although John Ryan III serves as non-executive chairman of the board, he has no intention of getting involved
in the day-to-day operations of the business. “There can be only one boss and that’s Bill Lambert,” he says.
Ryan III has been using his time to enjoy “more sunsets at Cape Cod” as well as reading, traveling, cheering
on the Boston Red Sox (a devotion acquired when he was at Harvard), Notre Dame and all the Pittsburgh
professional sports teams, and spending time with his wife, his children — Mary Catharine,
Maureen and John T. Ryan IV — and his grandchildren. All of this is accompanied, of course, by
a glass of wine and a twice-daily slice of chocolate cake.
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THE POPE,
THE MINERS
& THE V-GARD

I

N EARLY OCTOBER 2010,

33 miners were pulled to safety after
spending 69 days trapped underground
at the San José Mine in northern Chile.
As the world watched the miraculous
rescue, each miner who emerged from
almost a half mile beneath the surface
was wearing an MSA V-Gard hard hat.
Two of those helmets were later put on display at
the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History in
Washington, D.C. Their owners, miners Carlos Barrios and
José Henríquez, the 13th and 24th men to be rescued,
loaned them to the prestigious museum. The hard hats
were among a short list of chief artifacts the Smithsonian
displayed in an exhibit titled Against All Odds: Rescue at
the Chilean Mine.
To top off the media frenzy, a few months later
Vanessa Ceruti, Miss Chile, wore a black V-Gard helmet as
part of her costume for the 2011 Miss Universe pageant.
It was her tribute to the miners.
The breathtaking Chilean rescue operation became an
unexpected showcase for the V-Gard, which celebrated its
50th birthday in 2013. Of all the thousands of MSA products
manufactured over the years, the V-Gard is likely the best
known throughout the world, worn over the years by
untold numbers of workers and, on occasion, by celebrities.
“The V-Gard has become this iconic brand,” says Eric
Beck, global director of strategic marketing. “It’s the only
product we have that can come close to the Nike swoosh
for public recognition. We did some market research, and
the number one reason we found why people bought a
V-Gard was their belief that the V on the top of the helmet
represented strength and integrity.”

The raised V on the hard-hat crown is anything but
symbolic. “It actually adds strength to the portion of the
helmet that’s most likely to be impacted if something
falls on it,” says Beck, “so it’s a vital, structural component
of the hat. Because of the V we can also make the wall of
the helmet a little bit thinner, which makes it lighter and
more comfortable to wear.”
Constructed out of high-density polyethylene, the
V-Gard has a strong outer shell. “The advantage of plastic,”
says John Ryan III, “is that it will absorb the impact. If you
see a slow motion [video] of a hard weight coming down
on a hard hat, the helmet actually gives and gets dented
and usually bounces back.”
The key element of a hard hat, he says, is the
suspension, the interlaced webbing that secures the
helmet to the head. In an effective hard hat, the shell
absorbs part of the blow and the suspension absorbs the
rest of it. “If you have a really hard helmet shell but a notvery-good suspension, the blow will go right to your neck
and could break it,” says Ryan.
In order to pass the American National Standards
Institute requirements, a helmet such as the V-Gard “has
to be able to sustain a blow of 40 foot-pounds,” says Doug
McClaine, “which means a five-pound ball dropping eight
feet or an eight-pound ball dropping five feet.”
The V-Gard was first produced in the 1960s. It was
well received but couldn’t get beyond being number two
on the market. Lee Short took a close, critical look at it in
the late 1980s, frustrated that such a good product was
neither making much money for the company, nor selling
to its potential. Management considered his opinion, and
readily agreed that he had a good point and MSA needed
to do something about it.

PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. “The best head protection doesn’t have to look great … But
shouldn’t it?” asked this 1969 head protection ad. THIS PAGE: 2. Rescuers raced to save
33 miners trapped in the San José Mine near Copiapo, Chile, on October 13, 2010. Carlos
Barrios was the 13th miner to be rescued.
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–John Ryan III
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3. Mario [Sepúlveda], one of the Chilean miners saved in 2010, previews Against All
Odds, a 2011 exhibit at the Smithsonian National Museum commemorating the extraordinary rescue. 4. On display at the Smithsonian exhibit was the V-Gard helmet miner
Carlos Barrios wore while trapped under nearly half a mile of solid rock for 69 days.

Ryan III remembers being “extremely frustrated” at a
marketplace that tended to purchase hard hats based on
price rather than quality.
“The decision to purchase a hard hat was, more
often than not, solely based on a 20 cent or 50 cent price
difference,” he says. “And yet, you’re putting it on a worker
who may be costing you $50,000 or $60,000 a year. Let’s
say you have 1 percent better productivity if you have a
more comfortable hard hat. That’s $500 a year. And you’re
buying your hard hats based on a 50 cent difference?”
(Interestingly, this was the same argument Ryan Sr.
and Deike Sr. used to convince mine owners to switch
from open-flame lamps to the electric cap — not for
increased safety, but for increased productivity.)
John Ryan III also understood that the people
purchasing the hard hats “weren’t incentivized by
how productive the worker is” and that, in the end,
customers are always right — even if your opinion
differs from theirs.
MSA management, over a several-year period,
developed a program to make the V-Gard hard hats
successful and profitable. The program had three major
factors: get the true costs of the helmets down to where
they can be sold at competitive levels; provide distinctive
benefits for the customers that were superior to those
of competitors, benefits that went beyond the basic and
crucial benefit of protecting against falling objects; and
get distribution to make the product available to the
maximum number of customers in the way they wanted
to buy it.
The hard-hat operations at the Murrysville plant
investigated how to use “the edge of technology” to
produce high-quality V-Gard helmets at a competitive

cost. This started with state-of-the-art molding
equipment and high-level automation, which as a highvolume producer the company could afford. MSA then
realized how much non-value-added costs were being
expended on making the product, such as shaving off
excess plastic on the side of the shell and cutting off the
sprue — plastic going from the plastic source into the
top of the shell.
These could be eliminated by better-designed
molds, high-powered molding machines and diligent
maintenance to maintain sharpness. (Now there is neither
shaving nor sprue removal; the machine and molds do
that.) Both direct and indirect costs were reduced. Similar
cost reductions were done on the suspensions.
Next, MSA understood the value of logos on the
helmet. Logos gave the customer a sense of team pride,
made an established customer reluctant to switch brands
and discouraged pilferage from customer locations.
MSA used the latest technology to imprint the logos,
create a system to implement new logo orders quickly
and turn around orders fast. Logos are now a major MSA
competitive advantage.
MSA’s new technology included possibly the first use
of a robot to produce safety equipment. When MSA first
photographed the robot, it was not allowed to show the
“hand” because it was a custom-built proprietary device.

4

Copy Hats
It took time, but eventually the marketplace recognized
the benefits of a V-Gard. By the helmet’s 50th
anniversary, in 2013, MSA was the clear market leader in
industrial head protection in North America and in key
parts of South America, thanks to the V-Gard helmet.
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“CUSTOMERS ARE
ALWAYS RIGHT
— EVEN IF YOUR
OPINION DIFFERS
FROM THEIRS.”

7

SWEET NEW PRODUCT

HARD-HAT HISTORY

In 2013, MSA announced it was starting
production of a V-Gard made primarily from
sugarcane.

“The first recorded building project that required
the use of hardhats occurred in 1933, when
construction began on the Golden Gate Bridge in
San Francisco,” reports a safety products website.
“Chief engineer, Joe Strauss, wanted workers
to be safe, and required regular hardhats for all
workers and those with a face shield to protect
the many sand blasters.

Known as the V-Gard GREEN, it is the first
industrial safety product produced from nearly
100 percent renewable resources. Developed by
MSA in Brazil, the high-density polyethylene
(HDPE) used in its manufacture is sourced
entirely from sugarcane ethanol.

“Around 1938, aluminum replaced steel in
hardhats (except for workers dealing with
electricity for obvious reasons), and by the mid
1940s, fiberglass became the material of choice.”

6
5
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The hard hat is 100 percent recyclable, and
it effectively reduces the overall carbon
footprint associated with the life cycle of
this product. In addition to being good for
the environment, it won’t surrender any of
the classic V-Gard effectiveness. “The HDPE
sourced from sugarcane meets the same
rigorous performance and property standards
as hard-hat resins made from nonrenewable
materials,” says Dr. Thomas Muschter,
vice president of global product leadership.
“Because at the end of the day, the hard hat
has to provide the same high level of head
protection that our V-Gard brand is known for
around the world.”

5-7. Many workers who constructed the Golden Gate Bridge, from 1933 to 1937, wore
MSA’s Skullgard helmet.
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NEAR DEATH IN SOUTH AFRICA

There are countless stories of a V-Gard saving a worker from death or serious injury.
In October 2004, Jama Nyeni, a 10-year-veteran construction worker in South Africa,
chose to wear his “trusted V-Gard cap” instead of his company-issued hard hat. That
decision likely saved his life.
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Annual unit sales were in the millions worldwide. But
with success came imitation, and not necessarily the
flattering kind. “It’s the most counterfeited [hard hat]
design out there,” says Beck.
Paul Uhler had seen direct evidence of the
counterfeiting problem on his first trip to Shanghai in 2001.
“I was in a cab from the airport, driving through the city,
and there were bikes and mopeds everywhere,” he says.
“Every third person was wearing a V-Gard. And I thought,
oh my God, our market share is phenomenal. One out of
every three people in China is wearing a V-Gard!”
When Uhler’s cab stopped at a light, he noticed a
bicycle parked nearby with a V-Gard resting on top of it.
“I opened the cab door because I had to see that hat,” he
says. “I took two steps and as soon as I touched that V-Gard
I knew it wasn’t ours.”
Uhler could tell by the weight and quality of the plastic
that it was a fake. “I held it up to the light and you could see
through it,” he says. “They had taken our mold and digitized
it, which allowed them to make an exact replication of
our product, even to the point where the date code in the
helmet reflected that it was made in Murrysville in a certain

month in a certain year. Then they made it in a different
material. The suspension, for example, was made out of
hand-sewn shoelaces.”
Although MSA, like most Western companies, does
whatever possible to protect its intellectual property,
the production of knockoff products continues to be an
accepted part of some countries’ economies. “There are
local markets where you can buy damn near any product,”
says Uhler. “You can buy a Rolex watch for $20 and it’s hard
to know it’s not a real one. We do what we can to protect
our brands, but it’s not easy or simple to do.”

Famous Heads
“When you work at MSA, you start noticing how
often you see someone wearing a V-Gard,” says Eric
Beck. “Obviously they are all over construction sites,
but then you also see them being worn in movies,
and by dignitaries, presidents and other politicians at
groundbreaking ceremonies everywhere.”
On his papal tour of Australia in 1986, Pope John Paul
II wore an MSA V-Gard during his visit to the sprawling
Transfield factory in Seven Hills, about 20 miles outside

Nyeni was working beside a maintenance crew who were relining a furnace on a Kwa-Zulu
Natal construction site on South Africa’s northeast coast. The crew was aligning segments
of the furnace bottom, which required the use of a three-ton chain block. The apparatus,
however, had been set up incorrectly and was pulling at an angle, overloading the chain. It
snapped, and the resulting whiplashing action drove the chain into the front of Nyeni’s
V-Gard. The force of the impact was enough to split the helmet open.
The impact knocked Nyeni to the ground. Although stunned, he
remained conscious and sustained only slight bruising to his
forehead. He was amazed that “such a small piece of plastic” had
stood between him and death. The construction company was
just as incredulous. Their safety officer confirmed that Nyeni
would have been killed without the V-Gard.
Later examination by MSA Africa personnel revealed that this
well-faded cap was over four years old and showed extensive
signs of degradation, including welding spatter on the inside of
the shell. Yet it had still performed to standard.
When MSA presented Nyeni with a new hat, he said, “Now, when
I retell my story of this close encounter with death, I will be able
to show my grandchildren what truly did save my life.”
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Sydney. MSA Australia had customized 25 caps with the
papal insignia on the front in anticipation of the pope’s visit.
“I am not of the Catholic faith,” says Trevor Bidstrup,
MSA’s former managing director, “but whenever divine
intervention seemed to be required, I would have a oneon-one chat with that beautiful papal V-Gard in the office!”
The late Diana, princess of Wales, was often
photographed wearing a V-Gard, especially on her many
visits to factories and construction sites.
MSA offers its customers the chance to personalize
the V-Gard with corporate logos, emblems and safetyconscious or patriotic slogans and other acceptable
messages.
In 1998, MSA hired 18 summer students, all children
of Murrysville employees, to put officially licensed NFL
logos on V-Gards as part of a campaign to increase the
appeal of wearing safety equipment at work and at home.
Pittsburgh Steelers defensive back Carnell Lake (who
is now a coach with the team) joined the MSA safety
promotional team to lend his voice to the campaign.
Mario Lemieux, a member of the NHL’s Hockey Hall of
Fame and owner/chairman of the Pittsburgh Penguins,
wore a V-Gard adorned with the Penguins’ logo in August
2009. The occasion was the raising of a ceremonial beam
during the construction of the Penguins’ new home, the
Consol Energy Center in MSA’s hometown.
Perhaps the greatest testimony to the V-Gard’s place
in popular culture is its availability on eBay, the online
shopping site. At any time there are a considerable
number of customized hats being offered for sale at prices
that far exceed their face value. “It’s a cool hat,” says Beck.
“People seem to like to wear it.”

PREVIOUS PAGE: 8. Pittsburgh Steelers defensive back Carnell Lake (center) was a
spokesperson for the “NFL logo for V-Gards” campaign. 9. Diana, princess of Wales. 10.
Pittsburgh Penguins owner Mario Lemieux at “topping-off” ceremony for the Penguins’
new home, the Consol Energy Center, 2009. 11. Pope Francis wears an MSA V-Gard
helmet during a visit to an Italian mine in 2013. 12. MSA customers wear South African
flag V-Gards at a stadium rugby match. THIS PAGE: 13. V-Gards on display at MSA ‘s
world headquarters. 14. The inside label on a V-Gard indicates the date of manufacture
and even where it was made.
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A NEW
VISION

2

succeeded John Ryan III as
chairman and CEO in May
2008, the company was on
a high. MSA had prospered
in the post-9/11 world
thanks to an increased
commitment to safety and
security in the U.S. and throughout the world. But MSA
needed a refined focus, Lambert believed, to take it to
even greater heights in the years ahead.
To help determine its future direction, Lambert
retained the Monitor Group of Cambridge,
Massachusetts, a consulting firm that assisted senior
management with long-term planning. “We brought
lots of tools to the table to figure out where we could
grow profitably and where we likely couldn’t, where we
had extended too far, where we needed to retrench and
what we needed to do,” he says.
Lambert came out of that process convinced that
MSA had to concentrate on certain core areas, “the real
value creators for the company,” as he calls them.
“Trying to find those [core areas] can be challenging,”
he says. “Everybody has a very, very strong opinion,
but you’ve got to somehow separate the wheat from
the chaff and make the decision about what has the
greatest opportunity for growth and what will create
value for all the stakeholders as you move forward.”
Lambert guided the MSA process, which wound
up focusing on five core product areas: supplied-air
respirators, head protection, portable gas detection
instruments and sensors, fixed gas and flame detection
instruments and fall protection. “These are the big
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PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. The instrument assembly line at MSA-Wuxi, 2005. THIS PAGE:
2. MSA instruments installed at the PetroLogistics facility in Sulphur, Louisiana, 2009.
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“AMERICA HAS
OPPORTUNITIES
BUT THE SCOPE
IS SOMEWHAT
LIMITED.
AND THERE ARE
REAL GROWTH
OPPORTUNITIES
ELSEWHERE, IN
THE ‘EMERGING
MARKETS’ OF
THE WORLD.”
–Bill Lambert
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drivers of profitable growth and value creation for MSA,”
he says. “These now get a disproportionate amount
of resource allocation. This is where we make the
investment for our future.”
It was a bold decision that meant some product
lines had to be ended. Lambert had seen MSA benefit
by manufacturing products for the military following
9/11, especially when it was the sole provider of ACH’s
(Advanced Combat Helmets). “When we were making
ballistic helmets, we thought we should also make
ballistic vests,” he says. “As a result, we started to stretch
ourselves further from the core.”
In 2006, “the government helped other manufacturers
get a qualified [military helmet] and then announced
it was going to split the next ACH contract three ways,”
says Lambert. “So MSA went from being the sole provider
of helmets to only providing a third. Then the war effort
started to slow down, competition heated up and profit
margins became razor thin. As a result, we decided we
needed to retrench.”
Another key aspect of the new game plan was
an expansion in certain emerging markets. “We had
to decide what markets were really growing,” he says.
“Where are the opportunities for MSA? North America
has opportunities but the scope is somewhat limited.
And there are real growth opportunities elsewhere, in the
‘emerging markets’ of the world.”
The country at the top of its growth list was not
China, as might be expected, although it was obviously
a strong contender. The new headliner was Brazil, one of
the countries John Ryan Jr. had taken a gamble on almost
four decades earlier. His son, John Ryan III, was involved
in turning around MSA Brazil to where it is now quite

successful. In the process, Ryan III notes, he became “a
devoted fan of the Brazilian national soccer team.”
“I would say that Brazil is probably at the top,” says
Lambert. “The Brazilian economy has grown at great rates
over the last 10 years. They are an industrial powerhouse,
and more recently, the discovery of deep-water oil
off their eastern coast has [created] the potential to
transform that country into one of the world’s largest oil
exporters for many, many years to come.”
Lambert considered oil- and gas-producing countries
as prime growth markets for MSA, especially in what
are known as the CIS (Commonwealth of Independent
States) countries, all of which were part of the former
Soviet Union. “Kazakhstan and the Caspian Sea region
have known oil and gas reserves,” he says, adding that
China, Southeast Asia and the Middle East are also on
the list. “These fit and dovetail with our new strategy
perfectly.”
He also notes that MSA still considers mining, the
company’s first marketplace, to be a focal sector. Many
countries in South America, like Chile and Peru, have a
strong mining industry, as do Canada, Russia and China.
Another significant area for MSA is Mexico, which
in recent years has, in some ways, become a country as
comparatively attractive for MSA as China. “Mexico is an
available market to us of about 200 million dollars. We’re
doing about 30 million dollars, so we only have about a
15 percent market share,” says Joe Bigler. “There is a great
opportunity for growth there.”
Mexico offers several important benefits over China,
especially in the areas of transportation and labor costs.
“It used to be that you could literally hire 10 engineers in
China for the price of 1 in the U.S. and maybe 4 in Mexico,”

3. MSA continues to focus on China, where mining safety is an ongoing concern. 4. An
employee at MSA Brazil inspects a V-Gard helmet. The new V-Gard GREEN is one of the
key products manufactured at MSA Brazil.
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says Bigler. “But now China’s labor costs are almost dead
on with Mexico’s.”
Between labor costs and its close proximity to the U.S.,
Mexico has become a very attractive production location
and marketplace. “The time difference is like an hour, and
from a transportation-cost standpoint, wow,” says Bigler.
“Mexico is booming, it’s very competitive and major
industries, like the electronics industry and aerospace,
have announced plans to expand their presence there.”
Although Mexico has a serious problem with violent
drug cartels, Bigler believes President Enrique Peña
Nieto, who was elected in 2012, is making positive
moves to deal with that issue. “There are also laws
protecting intellectual property in Mexico, so in that
regard you’re much better off in Mexico than in many

other places. The bottom line is that both China and
Mexico have been good for MSA, but Mexico is giving
China a real run for its money these days.”
While Lambert’s strategy sessions with the Monitor
Group helped MSA identify where to grow and how
to focus its efforts, it also led to other, more difficult
outcomes. “We have a really big footprint in the world,”
Lambert says, “and we needed to cut that back as well.
There are certain locations and plants that don’t fit into
the new plan.”
As Bill Lambert looked around the world to determine
what pieces of the MSA puzzle had to be added,
subtracted or highlighted, a dark shadow fell over the
entire game plan.

“What happened in 2008/2009 was the worst global
economic recession, certainly in my lifetime and lots of
people’s lifetimes,” Lambert says. “I mean, 7.2 million jobs
were lost in a short period of time in the U.S. economy.”
Lambert remembers talking to John Ryan III in the
spring of 2009. He had succeeded Ryan a year earlier, in
May 2008. “I said, ‘John, this economy makes me feel like
we’re at an amusement park. Last May I felt like we were
on this roller coaster together and we were climbing
to the very top. And just when the roller coaster gets
to the top, you say, Bill, congratulations, take over. You
get off, I’m in the lead car and it just starts to plummet.’
Business and the economy really felt that way for a while.
Needless to say, 2008 and 2009 were very challenging
years for a new CEO.” Ryan told him he had experienced
some of this in his early years as CEO, though times were
not as harsh as they were in those two years.
In the face of a severely depressed marketplace,
not just in the U.S. but worldwide, Lambert and his
executive team had a tough decision to make: Should
they abandon their new strategy or, as he puts it, “stay
committed to the plan, hunker down, weather the storm
and do everything we possibly can to survive?”
They chose the latter and stayed true to their
new direction, a resolution MSA’s board endorsed. To
demonstrate their commitment to the company and to
long-term success, MSA’s leaders all agreed to temporarily
reduce their pay.
“I took a 20 percent pay cut during that time,”
says Lambert. Members of the board of directors also
accepted a 20 percent cut in their 2009 annual retainers.
Pay reductions, decreases or cuts were accepted by

officers, key executives and other professionals above a
certain grade level. For vice presidents the reduction was
12 percent. There were also pay cuts instituted in other
countries for those in similar positions; these ranged
from 5 to 10 percent. All pay was restored to precut
levels on January 1, 2010. Also that year, a one-time MSA
stock grant, equal to the reduction amount, was issued
to all those who took a salary reduction except the CEO,
VPs and directors. The grant carried a three-year vesting
requirement.
But factory workers did not experience any salary
cuts. Quite the opposite, in fact.
“Hourly workers received a 3 percent increase
effective January 1, 2009,” says HR’s Paul Uhler. “We had
already started in this direction and decided not to
change course for our hourly [waged] factory people.
We did, however, suspend the factory bonus program for
2009. We also delayed the 2010 hourly [factory] increases
until April 2010 instead of January.”
Although MSA’s profitability “was impacted greatly
during the recession,” says Lambert, “we didn’t lose
money during that tough time.”

7

General Monitors
MSA did indeed weather the recession, and by 2010
it had set its sights on acquiring General Monitors, a
company that would propel it significantly forward in
its determination to become a global leader in fixed
systems for gas and flame detection, one of the core
product areas Lambert had previously identified.
In 1961, four aerospace engineers had founded
General Monitors, which is based in Lake Forest,
California. Led by Donald Smith, they first worked out of

5. CEO Bill Lambert models the next generation Gallet F1 XF Fire Helmet, introduced
to the market in 2013. 6. In 2007, MSA Mexico celebrated its 50th Anniversary. Shown
on the occasion of this milestone, from left to right, are Kerry Bove, Bob Yurko, Carlos
Villacian, Bill Lambert, Claudio Gutierrez and Adriana Ramirez. 7. Bill Lambert shows
off the ALTAIR 4X Multigas Detector.
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time. Almost 15 years earlier, General Monitors was
identified as one of the best, if not the best, strategic fits
for a gas detection acquisition. No deal had gone ahead,
however, for a variety of reasons — mostly because MSA
was hesitant about legal and financial issues due to the
potential for accidents on oil and gas rigs.
A lot had changed in the decades since, however.
“You just don’t see those kinds of horrible accidents
anymore,” Lambert told the board. “There are new
industry standards with much stricter safety measures.

It became even sweeter a short time later with the
introduction of new technology that made it possible
to extract natural gas trapped in the Marcellus shale
deposit (in the northeastern U.S.) and in similar formations
elsewhere in the country. When excavated, the gas is
piped to compressor stations, where fixed and gas flame
detection instruments can detect any problems.
In 2012, a fire broke out at a compressor station that
didn’t have any detection instrumentation, says Lambert,
“and the firefighters couldn’t get it out. MSA flame
detectors built into [a compressor’s] safety system would
have shut everything down and suppressed the fire.”
A year later, a 40-cylinder compressor at a natural gas
compressor station in Cureo, Texas, caught on fire; it could
have been disastrous. An uncontained fire could have
caused millions of dollars’ worth of damage and risked
the lives of construction personnel who were working at
the plant when the fire ignited. Thankfully, MSA’s FL4000H
Multi-Spectrum Infrared (MSIR) Flame Detector swiftly
identified the fire within the compressor’s motor cylinder
and arrested the machine’s operation. First responders were
notified and had no trouble containing the blaze.
“The fire was contained just below the wire harness.
If the harness was burned or damaged it would have
caused a long shutdown of Compressor One,” says Doyle
Morris, sales engineer for MSA General Monitors. “The
customer can only run a single compressor for so long,
which is why they alternate between the two.” With one
compressor out of commission while waiting for the
harness to be replaced — a process that might have
taken three or four weeks — the loss in productivity
would have cost the customer $2.8 million, in addition to
the $1.2 million price tag on the compressor.

MSA ACQUIRED
GENERAL
MONITORS AND ITS
225 EMPLOYEES
AROUND THE
WORLD, PROVIDING
MSA WITH A
LAUNCH PAD TO
BECOME THE
WORLD LEADER
IN FIXED GAS
AND FLAME
DETECTION.
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8. General Monitors, based in Lake Forest, CA, was acquired by MSA in 2010. “Our
companies have very similar cultures built on integrity and defined by a passion for innovation and a commitment to one mission: protecting and saving lives,” Bill Lambert said.

his kitchen in Segundo, California, where they developed
a hydrogen monitor to protect NASA workers and
astronauts from explosions and fires.
About five years later, and under new ownership,
they shifted their focus from aerospace to energy.
The new mission was “to protect people, places and
equipment from hazardous gases, vapors and fire.” From
that point on, General Monitors grew steadily to become
an international leader in their new endeavor.
MSA had been interested in the company for a long

My reaction was that the industry is much safer now, and
fixed gas and flame detection (FGFD) is a growing area
that we need to be present in.”
Uncontrollable circumstances once again seemed to
work against Lambert, though. As he lobbied the board
to approve the acquisition of General Monitors, tragedy
struck the oil and gas industry on an epic scale. In April
2010, the Deepwater Horizon oil spill (better known as the
BP oil spill) occurred in the Gulf of Mexico off the coast of
Louisiana. It was the largest offshore spill in the history of
the petroleum industry. Eleven workers died, a half-billiondollar rig sank to the bottom of the gulf and incalculable
environmental and economic damage ensued.
“It made for some interesting discussions in 2010 as
we were considering this major investment,” Lambert
says. Ironically, the tragedy helped sway the board to
approve the deal. “It turned out that the spill had nothing
to do with the instrumentation,” Lambert says. “In fact,
the instrumentation was giving all the appropriate
warnings.”
In October 2010, MSA acquired General Monitors and
its 225 employees around the world, providing MSA with
“a launch pad to become the world leader in fixed gas and
flame detection,” as Lambert put it. “We were now in every
major oil and gas market on the planet. We were larger
than some pretty big names in this market space. Larger
than Honeywell. Larger than United Technologies Corp.”
An added bonus, from Lambert’s perspective, was the
similarity between the cultures of the two companies.
“General Monitors was also built on integrity and defined
by a passion for innovation and a commitment to one
mission: protecting and saving lives,” he says. “That made
the deal even better for us.”

The potential loss of human lives is unquantifiable.
“With many workers on-site,” says Morris, “an
uncontrolled fire could have been catastrophic.”
Because of the FL4000H MSIR Flame Detector, and the
quick-moving first responders, a potential disaster was
averted.

Europe 2.0
Bill Lambert’s vision for MSA included a bold new
project called Europe 2.0, which the MSA board
approved in May 2013.
“It’s one of the biggest projects in the company at the
moment and involves a very large financial commitment,”
says Ron Herring Jr., president of MSA Europe, which
includes Western Europe, Eastern Europe, Russia and the
other CIS countries, the Middle East and India.
“The idea is to take all our European affiliates and
begin to manage Europe as one entity, in the same way
we manage the U.S. as a nation of 50 states.”

While this general concept was once considered
in a discussion between the CEO and the European
vice president in the late 1990s and beyond, there
were too many impediments to achieving it, too many
larger operational problems to solve and considerable
resistance at the local management level. With many
problems now solved, and with MSA’s IT capability
greatly enhanced and current management united in
support, “MSA has a good shot at achieving this,” says
John Ryan III.
Previously, the affiliates, and many of the systems
used to run them, functioned as mostly separate
entities. “We’re combining all 14 affiliates, 14 unique IT
platforms and 10 unique warehouses into a common set
of processes, which will be run by a uniform leadership
team,” says Herring, who joined MSA in 1983.
On Easter weekend 2013, MSA staged its first “golive” event with the new system launch in Germany. It
went off without a hitch, says Lambert. “We are already
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beginning to see the operational business process
improvement efficiencies that we had expected. These
will lead longer term to reduced costs and improved
customer service.” The German go-live in April was
followed by a go-live in France in July, with Italy and
Spain following at the end of 2013.
The formal establishment of the European Union
in 1993 (which evolved out of the European Economic
Community) helped pave the way for Europe 2.0. “We’re
replicating the EU model in a sense,” says Herring. “Europe
used to have all these different standards, currencies and
functions. And our separate affiliates had to be able to
deal with all of that complexity. But not anymore.”
In October 2013, MSA announced the next phase
of Europe 2.0: the establishment of a centralized
headquarters for MSA (Rapperswil-Jona in Switzerland)
and a related transition to a “principal model” business
structure. This model, which some of MSA’s competitors
had already implemented, should result in clearer
responsibilities and faster decision-making, lower costs,
lower taxes and more competitive pricing. “For MSA
Europe to remain competitive and continue to grow our
business, we must take similar action,” says Herring.
Two key aspects of the second phase of Europe
2.0 are the implementation of common technology
platforms and the consolidation of warehousing
activities. “We believe we will operate more efficiently as
a region by collaborating as a region, driven by panEuropean functional excellence,” says Herring.
Switzerland was chosen for the new headquarters as it
is ideally located and well suited to facilitate collaboration
among the many different countries and operations.
“Many companies — including our third-party

logistics provider Kuehne + Nagel, our customer the
Würth Group and several well-known European firms —
have already moved to a principal operating company
model and have established headquarters or other key
operations in Switzerland,” says Herring. “Stihl, Audi, Willi
Betz, Aldi, SAP and Bosch are just a few examples.”
Although it will take some time to achieve, Bill
Lambert’s goal of transforming “a suboptimized, affiliatebased organization into one that is pan-European
and operating under a common set of practices and
technological systems” is well under way, he says.
By the end of 2012, Lambert’s new vision for all of
MSA appeared to be well on track. MSA was producing
more than 10 million hard hats, more than any other
company in the world. It was number one in fixed gas
and flame detection instruments, number one in personwearable handheld multigas detectors and number one
in SCBAs and fire helmets.
MSA manufactures products
in 11 locations in 8 countries. It
has sales offices in 50 countries,
and some 5,300 employees. Its
annual revenues exceed $1.2
billion. “MSA is a
great success
story,” says
Lambert, “but
as far as I’m
concerned,
this is just the
beginning.”

LIFE LESSON FOR A CEO
Joe Bigler likes to tell a story, shared with him by Bill
Lambert, that illustrates some of the differences
between the new CEO and his predecessor, John
Ryan III.
“Bill told me that soon after he got the position,
John came to him and said he’d like to meet the
next morning in the boardroom. And I remember
Bill saying, ‘I went home that night and I took all
these books and went through them to keep myself
updated on the new product developments.’”
Lambert crammed until 1:30 in the morning, like a
student prepping for a PhD defense, and arrived at
the boardroom around 7:00 the next morning, armed
with his books.
“John was never really an early riser,” says Bigler.
“John came in at 8:30, sat down and said to Bill, ‘Do
you know why I come into work every day?’ He said,
‘I come into work every day for one reason, and that’s
because I believe in the mission of this company. I
believe that I was put here on Earth by God with the
skills and capabilities that I have to protect people.
And every day that I can go home and feel as if we’ve
fulfilled our mission and we were able to bring home
that day one first responder or one construction
worker safely to their family I consider my life to
be very successful. I just want you to
know that’s why I come to work.
That’s it. That’s all, Bill.’”
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BILL LAMBERT’S
VISION FOR MSA
INCLUDED A BOLD
NEW PROJECT
CALLED EUROPE 2.0,
WHICH THE MSA
BOARD APPROVED
IN MAY 2013.
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“WE ASKED
HOW WE COULD
ATTRACT SOME
OF THE BEST AND
BRIGHTEST AND
CREATE A WORK
ENVIRONMENT
THAT FELT MORE
UPBEAT AND MORE
MODERN THAN
WHAT WE HAD
BEFORE.”
–Bill Lambert
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The Cranberry Makeover
In 2010, MSA decided to move its headquarters to what it
called the Cranberry Campus, a large parcel of land about
15 miles north of Pittsburgh. MSA had purchased the 326acre site in 1983.
Formerly the home of a Methodist Church children’s
camp, the undeveloped forestland was populated by deer,
turkeys and other wildlife when MSA first obtained it. The
main access route was a tranquil two-lane road with no
stoplights.
MSA had scouted the location to accommodate a new
factory and office facilities for its emerging business in
electronic sensors, detectors and imaging gear.
By 1985, it had constructed four connected buildings
at the back of the property, screened from view by acres of
woodland. The following year, the John T. Ryan Memorial
Laboratory moved there.
Other companies, including big-box retailers, soon
approached MSA to buy some of the land. MSA decided,
however, to turn the site into a top-level business park. “No
warehousing, no industrial, no assembly, no server farms
— just high-end office space,” MSA’s CFO, Dennis Zeitler,
the “godfather” of the project, said in an interview. Over
the years, MSA sold most of the land to companies such
as Verizon and Westinghouse, the latter of which moved
its world headquarters to what is known as the Cranberry
Woods Office Park in 2010.
After Bill Lambert took over as president and CEO of
MSA, he looked at moving the company’s headquarters
from RIDC, located in O’Hara Township, to Cranberry, a
transition that had been considered for some time.
There was a lot of space for MSA to adapt at Cranberry,
including a main building of more than 200,000 square

feet. A motivating factor for the move was to reduce
overall costs, but Lambert had another purpose in mind:
he wanted to design the new facility in a manner that
would “make the space more efficient and the company
more productive, profitable and stronger.”
In 2007, at which point Lambert knew he was going
to succeed John Ryan III the following year, he began
discussions with the Design Alliance Architects (TDA) of
Pittsburgh, which had created an award-winning look
for the RIDC complex 20 years earlier. The redesign of the
existing facilities was part of an initiative called Project
Magellan, which MSA had launched at the start of 2007.
Project Magellan was a multiyear strategic plan
to improve the efficiency of MSA’s North American
manufacturing operations by consolidating available
space and using it more effectively. It meant closing some
locations and moving others. The Mexico City factory, for
example, was shifted to a new building in Querétaro, a
pretty, colonial town with serious educational institutions,
about 130 miles to the northwest.
Once completed, Project Magellan was expected to
save MSA about $10 million annually.

Fostering Interaction
Lambert, who had joined MSA in 1981, had several
primary objectives for the new headquarters. “I wanted it
to give a new look and a new feel to the company,” he says.
“We wanted to use the architectural design to improve
productivity. We wanted to create a sense of transparency
here. And we wanted to create a modern environment that
was attractive to a younger workforce, knowing that we’re
trying to recruit younger professionals. We asked how we
could attract some of the best and brightest and create a

work environment that felt more upbeat and more modern
than what we had before.”
A key change, he says, was to design the building and
the Ryan Lab, which had been relocated to Cranberry
in 1986, in a way that would “foster more face-to-face
interactions,” with the hope that improved communication
among workers at all levels would lead to greater
productivity. To that end, a 6,350-square-foot central dining
facility was built.
It quickly became a common gathering place, especially
because the quality of the food far surpassed that of a
typical work cafeteria. Several small bistros were also
installed, where staff could get free coffee and tea. “Many
impromptu meetings happen in the cafeteria and the
bistros,” says Steve Grasha, “particularly because there is a
lot of available seating.”

Bill Lambert especially makes use of the bistros. “If I want
coffee, I have to get out of my office, go into that room and
interact with more people to get it,” Lambert says.
A centralized printer area was also added. “Nobody,
not the secretaries, none of the executives, has their own
printer,” Lambert says. “So if I print out a document, I’ve
got to go to that room to get it. The premise behind this is
that sometimes just seeing somebody will prompt you to
say, ‘Hey, Bill, let me update you on this thing happening
down in Brazil.’ That’s a spontaneous connection and
a sharing of ideas that would not have happened
otherwise.”
Lambert selected Anne Herman, the overall project
manager for Project Magellan, to supervise the Cranberry
redesign. Dave Bolden, a manager for new product
development, led phase two of the design project, which
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PREVIOUS PAGE: 9. MSA’s SAP and IT Team, 2012. 10. Two CEOs: Bill Lambert (left)
and John Ryan III, 2007. THIS PAGE: 11. Breaking ground at Cranberry Woods, 1998.
12. Cranberry Woods Drive, looking down to MSA’s campus. 13. The 6,350-square-foot
dining area gives employees a place to meet and eat comfortably.
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LAMBERT WANTED TO DESIGN THE
NEW FACILITY IN A MANNER THAT
WOULD “MAKE THE SPACE MORE
EFFICIENT AND THE COMPANY
MORE PRODUCTIVE, PROFITABLE
AND STRONGER.”

“NO ONE CAN BE
BOOTED OUT OF
THEIR ROOM
HERE. IT HAS
REALLY HELPED
TO CREATE
A TEAM
ENVIRONMENT.”
–Dave Bolden
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was implemented over several phases.
To create a sense of openness, the existing low
ceilings were significantly heightened. To further enhance
employee interactions, the walls of the cubicles that
separated most office workers were lowered by a foot and
a half to four feet high. “Before, there was a very closed
environment because of the high cubicle walls,” Bolden
says. “It was very heads down, do your work. You didn’t
know who was in the office next to you or down the hall.”
That decision alone “made a world of difference, when
you’re looking for greater openness, looking for enhanced
collaboration and to just be able to walk through an office
and see who is there,” says Bolden.
Another creative decision was to dedicate conference
rooms to specific teams. In most companies, conference
rooms are booked on an “as needed” basis, and senior
personnel can often flex their executive clout to evict staff
lower in the pecking order. Not at MSA, where a room is
the domain of the assigned team, no matter what.
“No one can be booted out of their room here,”
says Bolden. “It has really helped to create a team
environment.”
The physical environment, especially the use of light,
was one of the design features TDA was charged with
enhancing. The design firm moved the locations of the
offices to make the most of the natural light. The offices
were given glass fronts “to facilitate communication and
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allow access to views and daylight, and workstations
[were] located to maximize daylight harvesting,” TDA says.
Bolden says another important decision was to reduce
lab sizes by about 50 percent. “The labs were mostly being
used for storage, and that was not an efficient use of space,”
he says. “So part of our new design was to create more of a
workstation lab than a big wasted open lab space.”
Lambert also wanted the new headquarters to
have more modern communication technology. “We
greatly expanded our video-conferencing capability and
increased the number of video-conferencing rooms,” he
says. “So now, if I need to have a meeting with our VP of
R&D, who might happen to be in China, and with our
VP of MSA Europe in Berlin, I can go into a conference
room, and we can all meet in high definition. Our main
boardroom is a multimedia room. We have SMART Boards
in many conference rooms and in all the lab team rooms.
People in remote locations can see everything we see
on the screen. We’ve got cameras in the front, cameras
in the back. They can see us. We can zoom in. We can see
facial expressions. We can see eyes rolling. It has really
enhanced the effectiveness of our global collaboration.”
A big part of the new design was energy efficiency.
“We tried to improve our green footprint on the existing
building to the highest standard possible, considering we
weren’t building a brand new facility,” says Lambert.
He notes that the Cranberry facility has low-wattage
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lights throughout the building and all rooms have
motion sensors, so the lights go off if a room isn’t in use.
“We redesigned all our bathrooms to make them high
efficiency and have low water usage, that kind of thing,”
he says. “We were also very focused on improving the
electricity consumption and the way the heat flows
throughout the building.”
It took some personnel time to adapt to the new work
environment. “It depended on the individual,” says Bolden.
“The typical engineer, their nature is the ‘head down,

work, leave me alone’ approach. So the idea of open
collaboration and working together took time, but I think
it’s working.” The overall reaction has been very positive.
“We were hoping to achieve 3.5 million dollars in
savings by moving from RIDC to Cranberry,” Lambert says.
“In February 2011, we had hard savings of 2.8 million
dollars that we could identify. I’d be willing to say that if we
updated this [in 2013] we would be well in excess of 3.5
million dollars in savings and productivity improvement,
not to mention the gains in improved decision making.”

PREVIOUS PAGE: 14. The hallways of MSA showcase the company’s many accomplishments over the past century. THIS PAGE: 15 & 16. The renovation of the Cranberry
Woods facilities boosted collaboration and productivity at MSA’s headquarters by
putting corporate staff and manufacturing facilities in the same location. 17. CEO Bill
Lambert looks ahead to the next 100 years.
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THE
NEXT 100
YEARS
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second century, MSA can be
immensely proud of its long
history. Very few businesses last
for 100 years.
“It’s the predominant pattern
that companies eventually selfdestruct,” management expert Jim
Collins, author of books such as Built to Last, told USA
Today in 2011. An expert on corporate longevity, Collins
said companies that survive 100 years or longer are “a
special and rarefied group.”
A survey by Standard & Poor’s Capital IQ for USA
Today found that out of a pool of more than 5,000 U.S.
publicly traded companies, only 486 are 100 years or
older, and just 23 private firms in the U.S. with audited
financial statements have made it to the century mark
or longer.
In 2013, Forbes reported that, according to Yale
lecturer Richard Foster, “the average lifespan of
companies on the S&P 500 Index has decreased by
more than 50 years in the last century. While successful
companies lasted an average of 67 years in the 1920s,
they typically exist for only 15 years today.”
As Bill Lambert guides MSA into its next 100 years,
he looks back with pride and ahead with excitement.
“The future I foresee for MSA is one where we will
become a globally coordinated company, like we’ve
never been before,” he says. “I want us to have a
multicultural, diverse presence, both at the executive
leadership level and throughout the ranks. And I want
us to be a higher-performing company than we’ve ever
been in the past.”

PREVIOUS PAGE: 1. After a century of business, MSA still shares the same vision that
began in Pittsburgh and inspired founders John Ryan and George Deike. THIS PAGE:
2. MSA’s vision and values are part of MSA’s work every day.
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NTERING ITS

–Bill Lambert

Although the company has changed
considerably over time, he says, “what
has remained constant has been our
commitment to protecting the health and
safety of our customers, and in doing so in
a manner that makes us proud to call
ourselves MSA associates. We are, quite
simply, an organization built on integrity.
Without integrity, nothing else matters.”
The booklet identifies seven core values
that drive MSA.

CUSTOMER
FOCUS:

CU

L

AT MSA WE ARE NO STRANGER TO
VALUES. THEY HAVE BEEN AT THE
VERY CORE OF EVERY MSA SUCCESS
STORY SINCE ITS FOUNDING IN 1914.

Bill Lambert credits MSA’s longevity to
its adherence over the decades to the
principles instilled by John T. Ryan Sr.
and George H. Deike Sr. “At MSA we are no
stranger to values. They have been at the
very core of every MSA success story since
its founding in 1914,” he wrote in a 2012
document titled “MSA Vision & Values.” The
small booklet encapsulates his vision for
the company in the near and distant future.
It has been translated into 14 languages and
sent to all MSA employees around the world.
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VISION AND
VALUES
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SPEED &
AGILITY:

We provide our customers with a superior
customer experience by delivering high-quality
products and support services in order to exceed
their expectations and gain their trust
and loyalty.

ENGAGEMENT:

We value highly motivated employees committed
to achieving excellence. We drive this mindset by
setting clear expectations and empowering
associates to achieve results. We fuel this level of
engagement by providing timely feedback,
project ownership and opportunities to grow.

We anticipate and respond quickly to business
issues and opportunities and the needs of
our customers. We are accountable for making
decisions using processes that achieve quality
results and communicate an appropriate sense
of urgency to those who are impacted
by our actions.

INTEGRITY:

We conduct ourselves with unwavering
high standards of honesty, trust and
professionalism and the highest levels of
ethical behavior wherever we operate.

DIVERSITY &
INCLUSION:

TEAMWORK:

We work in a coordinated and cooperative
manner at all levels to accomplish
our organizational values.

INNOVATION
& CHANGE:

We embrace change and encourage innovation
throughout the organization. Innovation is the
process of developing and applying new ways
of addressing opportunities for improvement,
and creating solutions that add value.

We welcome a wide variety of people, thoughts,
perspectives and ideas that enable us
to embrace the rich dimensions of each individual.
We believe that openness to people and ideas
creates a global competitive advantage for
MSA that brings a measurable
performance gain to all facets
of our business.

3

“If we’ve got the right culture and we’ve got the right
people, there’s no reason why we shouldn’t get to a
point where we can trust all our people, and give them
the autonomy, to make the decisions that are in the best
interests of this company.”
Bill Lambert, like the CEOs who preceded him, knows
there is one overriding message that motivates the 5,300
or so employees at MSA. The more they hear it, he says,
the more they understand why they come to work
every day.
“I just constantly stress to our folks that every life has
a purpose,” he says. “It’s not just about making hard hats
or breathing apparatus or fixed gas and flame detection
instruments or fall protection. It’s about that life we’re
trying to protect. I think that message inspires our people
to design, develop, sell and market the best possible
products that we can to save or protect those people on
probably the worst day of their life. I know that’s always
been true for me.”

–Bill Lambert

3. MSA’s product lines have come a long way since John Ryan and George Deike’s days.
With a global customer base, MSA remains rooted in Pittsburgh, where it is consistently
voted one of the top places to work, and dedicated to its mission: that men and women
may work in safety and that they, their families and their communities may live in
health throughout the world.
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Although Lambert believes MSA has started to
achieve those objectives, he still thinks “there’s a lot of
runway ahead.”
As he surveys the international landscape for
business growth opportunities, he looks back at the
U.S., noting that the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration didn’t exist before 1972. “That’s not that
long ago,” he says. “So now we have other economies of
the world, such as India, China, Indonesia and Brazil, that
have huge populations of workers and they’re just now
starting to say to themselves, as the U.S. did years ago,
that a safe worker is a more productive worker.”
With MSA’s global presence, it is perfectly positioned
to help those countries, and others, obtain the products
required to protect their workforces.
“What we advocate is not touchy-feely,” he says. “It’s
actually good business.”
How does MSA achieve the goals Lambert has set
out for the near and distant future? He says the answers
are found in the seven core values detailed in his booklet
“MSA Vision & Values.”
Nothing can really be achieved, however, without
the concentrated efforts of everyone who works at MSA.

“IT’S NOT JUST
ABOUT MAKING
HARD HATS OR
BREATHING
APPARATUS OR
FIXED GAS AND
FLAME DETECTION
INSTRUMENTS
OR FALL
PROTECTION.
IT’S ABOUT THAT
LIFE WE’RE
TRYING TO
PROTECT.”
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